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The aim of this investigation is to determine the influence of pupils' perception 
on their academic achievement. The literature review indicated that sensation 
and perception are separate but unitary processes. It was also discovered that 
academic achievement is influenced by the perception of several factors 
pertaining both to the pupil himself as well as those responsible for his 
academic growth. There was conclusive evidence from both the literature and 
empirical investigation that perception influences academic achievement. Results 
from the empirical study confirm that pupils with negative perceptions achieve 
poor academic results and those with positive perceptions achieve good academic 
results. It has also been found that there is no difference in the overall 
perceptions of pupils in standards 6,7,8,9 and 10. There was a significant 
difference in the perceptions of boys and girls, with girls having more positive 
perceptions than boys. An attempt to change the negative perceptions of 
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II AN INTRODUCTORY ORIENTATION II 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This study proposes to investigate the effect of perception on the academic 
achievement of secondary school pupils. The dynamics of learning, developing 
and teaching have many different facets. A child's psychic life is equally 
complex. Even as their cognitive and linguistic abilities develop throughout the 
pre-operational stages into the formal operational years, children remain heavily 
dependent upon adult guidance in their ability to learn and their interpretation 
rclarizio, craig & Mehrens, 1987:329J. It is these adults who shape and determine 
the perceptions of the child. 
1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM 
Education is an important aspect of any society and it is essential for a stable 
community to develop. School is an important institution of human life and as 
pupils spend the largest proportion of their time in school, their well-being is 
important. 
Most often pupils in the same classrooms do not attain their full potential. It 
very often happens that teachers and parents are guilty of educational 
purposelessness in that they disregard the child's educational needs in a one-
sided concentration upon the child's intellectual abilities. The affective and 
normative aspect of the child's growth is neglected. 
over the many years of teaching, it has been found by the researcher, that 
some pupils do not attain academic results commensurate with their abilities. 
some pupils attain good results; are popular with their teachers and peers and 
generally experience the school situation as a pleasant exprience. These pupils 
are confident; have an air of exhuberence and fit better into the general 
pattern of school life. Other pupils attain poor results; are withdrawn; do not 
actively participate in school life and are unhappy. such pupils display a lack 
of confidence and are much too afraid to take risks. It has been noted that 
the pupil's emotions, experiences and perception of himself and the significant 
others in his life determines his self-concept. This self-concept in turn determines 
his academic results rPotterbaum, Keith & EhiY; 1986:140J. The self-concept and 
academic achievement cause each other in a cyclical nature (Mboya, 1989:43J. 
The gradual shift in academic performance being measured by examination results 
and a trend more towards continuous assessment has resulted in many pupils 
who have poor perceptions, of themselves and their abilities, l)eing at a distinct 
disadvantage. such pupils do not actively participate in lessons, extra and co-
curricular activities and do not seem to possess leadership qualities. Their 
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perception of themselves as failures consequently leads to one failed test after 
another thus leading to poor results. This re-affirms what they already suspect 
i.e. that they are failures and they are thus caught in a vicious cycle. 
It can be concluded that the focus of schools should be on the total 
development of the pupil rather than just the intellectual aspect. If educators 
concentrated on improving the perceptions of pupils, they would go far in 
improving their academic results. The phenomenon of education gives rise to 
tension and anxiety, joy and freedom revealed in academic accomplishment or 
behavioural and learning problems. 
1.3 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEM 
The proposed study has a tremendous bearing on both the home and school life 
of the adolescent. It also relates to any adult who interacts with an adolescent. 
The !--you relationship is the most fundamental relationship in a child's existence, 
it is basic to all social life and to child rearing and education rLe Raux, 1993:9J. 
This fundamental relationship predisposes the child to being sensitive to others 
and to being receptive to guidance. The upbringing of the child cannot be 
actualized without these 1--you relationships. 
The 1--you relationship is characterized by the perceptions that the adolescent 
formulates. These perceptions are determined to a very large extent, by the 
cultural milieu of the adolescent; his background and relationship with the 
significant others in his life. Changing the perceptions of pupils from negative 
to positive means changing adult perceptions and attitudes to pupils. 
The study of the influence of perception on academic achievement thus has 
important implications for all teachers, parents and individuals concerned with the 
academic education of adolescents. 
1.4 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
r1J What effect do the pupils' perceptions of themselves have on their 
academic achievement? 
r2J What effect do the pupils' perceptions of their school have on their 
academic achievement? 
(3J What effect do the pupils' perceptions of their parents and teachers have 
on their academic achievement? 
(4J What effect do the pupils' perceptions of rewards have on their academic 
achievement? 
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(5J What effect do the pupils' perceptions of gender have on their academic 
achievement? 
(6J What effect does the pupil's age have on his perceptions? 
1.5 EXPLANATION OF TERMS 
1.5.1 ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
The term achievement refers to the accomplishment in attaining a goal or the 
degree to which one has achieved in a test. Academic achievement, which is 
measured by means of tests, and examinations assess the extent to which one 
has attained, accomplished or mastered certain skills or information (Mason & 
Bramble, 1989:285) taught in a school or didactic institution. In psychological 
models of educational performance, academic achievement is typically related to 
measures of ability and attitudes (Marjoribanks, 1986:18J. 
Academic achievement can be measured by various forms of teacher-made tests 
and by standardized achievement tests. These are statistically speaking better 
for scientific investigation. Grades can also be used to measure daily progress. 
Standardized achievement tests can be useful when they seek to determine the 
performance of pupils comparatively i.e. comparisons between pupils of different 
schools or inter-class comparisons. 
Researchers have largely dispelled the assumption that academic achievement 
depends solely on cognitive abilities and have looked toward the intertwinement 
of intraphysic, socio-emotional and other non-cognitive variables in the educational 
process Uersild, 1963:35; Hessong & Wessels, 1987:220). Factors which have been 
considered in accounting for achievement outcomes include perception of parents 
(Clark, 1983:5); self-concept (Rice, 1992:246); needs and motives (Liebert & Spiegler, 
1990:227J; the perception of teacher expectations for performance (Boocock, 
1980:149); the perception and role of the syllabus uersild, 1963:843); family 
background rcoodacre, 1970:81J; the classroom climate (Hughes & Hughes, 
1959:301J; the peer group (Boocock, 1980:218J; gender rclarizo, craig & Mehrens, 
1987:45J and social class (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:407J. Thus academic achievement 
research can be located in two categories namely studies of psychological 
constructs within the individual and studies of environment variables imposing on 
the individual. 
Academic achievement is usually associated with mental success but it is also 
possible on physical and social levels. It has been found that consistent poor 
achievement results in feelings of inadequacy, withdrawal, refusal to compete and 
a drop in self-esteem. On the other hand there is a definite relationship 
between achievement and a positive self-concept rvan den Aardweg & van den 
Aardweg, 1988:8J. 
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High need for academic achievement has been associated with the preference 
for high status occupation and with interests similar to those of successful 
people. 
The need for achievement is considered a learned motive. Parents play a major 
role in fostering achievement motivation by setting high but realistic standards 
for their children and by appreciating their children's success Nan den Aardweg 
& van d~n Aardweg, 1988:8). Academic motivation refers to such characteristics 
of student behaviour as interest, alertness, attention, concentration and 
persistence. Children who develop a high need for academic achievement are 
likely to , have parents, especially mothers, who make demands for independent 
achievement at an early age and who reinforce children with praise, privileges, 
and physical attention when achievement is displayed (Anderson & Faust, 
1973:438). 
Pupils who have high needs for achievement are more persistent, learn more 
effectively and tend to reach problem-solving tasks more often than do subjects 
with low achievement needs. on a long term basis, high achievement 
motivation tends to be associated with greater academic achievement (Ausubel, 
Novak & Heinseian, 1978:408). Positiveness of the self-concept and ego functions 
have much the same effect on academic performance as does achievement 
motivation. 
For the 'purposes of this study investigation academic achievement is defined as 
the acactemic performance of pupils as measured by their academic results. The 
symbol obtained by the pupils in their examinations will be used as a 
determinant of their academic achievement. 
1.5.2 SENSATION AND PERCEPTION 
One of the main difficulties encountered by many researchers is a precise 
definition of perception. If we are to understand perception, we must 
understand it in its natural context. sensation and perception are the first of 
many cqmplex processes that occur when an individual initiates a behaviour (Pick, 
1979:2). To glean a better understanding of perception one needs to determine 
the role played by sensation in perception and also to distinguish between 
sensation and perception. 
1.5.2.1 SENSATION 
sensation refers to the process of detecting a stimulus (Or some aspect of itJ 
in the environment (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:2J. It is the process of gathering 
information about our surroundings wavidoff, 1980:177J. It refers to an event 
in the person primarily controlled by the excitation of sensory receptors due to 
the presence of a stimulus rcombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:71J. 
l 
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It is through our senses that we know the world. The organs of sensation are 
the eves, tongue, skin, nose etc. we know the world from the energy our 
senses can intercept. But the energy out there is of no real use to us. It 
must be channelled to the receptors specific to it. Individuals usually play an 
active role in this process : we open our eves, turn our heads; and aim our 
eves. we sniff the air, savour our foods, we caress with our hands (Ornstein & 
Levine, 1989:2J. we give meaning to what we sense and thus perceive. 
Perception derives from elementary sensations. sensation is the first step leading 
to perception. Perception is based on sensations and can be no more accurate 
than the information provided by the sensory system (Levine & Shefner, 1991:2) 
and the meaning which we give to that information. According to Rollo Mav 
f1970:236J perception is directed by intentionality. This means that the whole 
personal involvement in perception occurs with the intention to attribute 
meaning. one, however, does not observe everything within one's field of 
perception. 
sensations do not carry meaning but are mere awareness of sense quality. They 
are elemental conscious processes that are ordinarily conditional upon the 
functioning of the sense organs fBartlev, 1958:7J. 
1.5.2.2 PERCEPTION 
One of the main difficulties in the precise definition of perception lies in the 
specification of what humans actually perceive. The most obvious thing about 
perception is that our senses are responsible for it, they are the doors of 
perception Nan Geert, 1983:39J. Perception refers to the meaning that we 
attach to the information received through our sensory receptors. Perceiving is 
a process comparable with discriminating, differentiating and observing. This 
term is customarily used to refer to relatively complex receptor and neural 
processes which underline our awareness of ourselves and our world fMunn, 
1951:400). 
The perceiver performs four functions during perception. First there is the 
function of selection. The individual selects the stimuli to which he responds 
since the stimulus potential of the environment is far too great for him to 
perceive everything. second, there is the function of accentuation. some 
stimulus aspects are accentuated at the expense of others. Third is, fixation. 
What is habitually seen in a situation is a result of fixation of previous 
perceptual responses in that situation. Finally, the total perceptual act represents 
an organized configuration fForgus, 1966:254J. · During perception know/edge of 
the world is combined with the perceiver's constructive abilities, physiology and 
experience wavidoff, 1980:127J. 
Perception is a verv complex process resulting in the apprehension of an object 
which appears external to us and has a unity and character of its own. 
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For full perception, we need to hold a sense impression before our minds for 
a certain space of time and this holding of a sense impression is generally called 
attending to it and attention is the name of the process (Stuart & oakden, 
1962:167J. Perceptual behaviour always contains an aspect of selectivity and an 
aspect of intensification Nan ceert, 1983: 192J. Events that are perceived clearly 
are the focus of experience. Other items are perceived dimly, the perceiver is 
vaguely aware of its presence. These items are the margin of attention (Morgan 
et. at, 1986:110>. selectivity in perception is determined largely by the positive 
and negative values of a person, his motivational structure, and the attitudes he 
has learnt through past experience rForgus, 1966:254J. 
According to the theorists, wundt and Titchener in the mid 1880's, perception 
involved associations. When one perceives, according to Titchener's scheme, one 
combines a physical sensation (What one sees> with feelings (liking and disliking> 
and with images (memories> (Morris, 1982:4). Everything that one perceives is 
reacted to in terms of a broad spectrum, at one pole of which is the harmful, 
and at the other --- the beneficial and acceptable. Perception is dependent on 
one's emotions. It can be said that the emotional property of perception is one 
of the aspects that is not stimulus bound, and may be almost anything 
depending upon who the perceiver is and what he has encountered in the past 
(Bartley, 1958:22J. 
This view is shared by the Gestalt field psychologists who claim that a person 
will seldom become aware of an object unless it were to some extent 
meaningful to him prior to observation. They define perception as "a unitary 
process in which sensation hinges on meaning and meaning on sensation, and 
sensing and finding meaning occur simultaneously" Nrey, 1979:19J. During 
perception the perceiver is not conscious of his previous experience. In an 
experiment by Postman and Brown in 1952, observers were asked to estimate 
how well they would do on a perceptual task (Vernon, 1971:190). After the task 
half were told that they had surpassed their estimates and the other half that 
they had fallen short. Subsequently a series of words were presented; four of 
which related to success, four to failure and four to striving. The success words 
were recognized more quickly by the success group and the failure words by the 
failure group (Vernon, 1971:190J. It can be noted that subjects were inflUenced 
by their earlier experience and labelled the situation accordingly. 
Perception is not a copy-cat of reality. Wertheimer, Kohler and Koffa were 
interested in perception, particularly in certain tricks the mind played upon itself 
(Morris, 1982:7J. It is not only through intent that the senses are fooled. It is 
easy when walking through a dark alley at night to perceive every shadow as 
threatening and as an armed person (Zebrowitz, 1990:4J. It very often happens 
that our senses are fooled. 
A large part of the perceptions we are able to make are a direct result of the 
particular cultures in which we have been brought up. we learn to define the 
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world around us in terms of the culture into which we are born. we accept 
the values, taboos, moral concepts of our cultures and sub-cultures. rcombs, 
1959:93J. The meanings of these things becomes part of one's own reality. 
"Without perception no meaning could be assigned to people, objects or self and 
no life-world could be constituted." (llrey, 1979:20J. we act in terms of what we 
perceive, our acts lead to new perceptions; these lead to new acts, and so on 
in the incredibly complex process that constitutes life. Clearfy, then, an 
understanding of the process by which man becomes aware of himself and his 
world is basic to any adequate understanding of human behaviour (Beardslee & 
Wertheimer, 1958:20J. 
1. 6 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1.6.1 AIM 
The aim of the study is to determine the influence of the perception of such 
factors as home background, gender, teachers and parents, the curriculum, school 
climate, social-class and self-concept on the academic achievement of secondary 
school pupils. 
1.6.2 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the study are as follows:-
(1J to explore the historical background of the study of perception as well as 
the theories of perception in order to arrive at a fuller understanding of 
the concept of perception. 
(2J to attempt to formulate a theory of perception applicable to academic 
education. 
(3J to arrive at a comprehensive definition of academic achievement and to 
explore the various factors that help strengthen or weaken academic 
achievement. 
1.7. POSTULATES 
The postulates of the investigation are as follows:-
(1J Pupils who perceive academic achievement positively will attain better 
results than those who perceive academic achievement negatively. 
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f2J Pupils who perceive their parents and teachers positively will attain better 
academic results than those who perceive their parents and teachers 
negatively. 
f3J Pupils who perceive school and the experiences associated with school 
positively will attain better academic results than those who perceive it 
negatively. 
1.8 METHODS USED 
1.8.1 RESEARCH METHOD 
The descriptive method of research will be undertaken in this study. Descriptive 
research involves collecting data in order to test hypotheses or to answer 
questions concerning the current status of the subject of the study fGay, 
1987:270). The descriptive method is chosen as it is a very useful method for 
investigating a variety of educational problems. Descriptive research is usually 
performed to develop knowledge on which the problems and explanations and 
subsequent research will be based. 
Quantitative descriptive research uses measurement and statistical principles and 
models familiar to many natural and physical scientists fMason & Bramble, 
1989:36). Research conducted on the effects that have taken place in the past 
is ex-post factor research. This type of research will be used in this study. 
Since investigations are sometimes conducted to search for causes of things that 
have already happened by comparing previously established conditions; this kind 
of research is referred to as causal comparative. This method is most 
appropriate in this study as the variables being investigated cannot be controlled 
by the researcher. The study will begin with a given effect and the 
experimental factor that brought it about will be investigated. Ex-post factor 
research seeks the cause for something (Leedy, 1993:188J. 
1.8.2 SAMPUNG METHOD 
The sample will be drawn from a high school in central Durban. Pupils from 
standard six to standard ten will be included in the sample. By means of 
random sampling two classes per standard will be used in the investigation. 
Every class has an equal chance of forming part of the investigation. Slips of 
paper which include the four classes per standard will be put into a container 
and the two classes drawn will be selected for the investigation. This will 
constitute approximately 60 pupils per standard. 
1.8.3 METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
The type of descriptive study employed will be the self-report study whereby 
questionnaires will be administered. This is advantageous in that less pressure 
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is placed upon pupils to provide an immediate response and it gives respondents 
a greater feeling of anonymity therefore encouraging open responses to sensitive 
questions Uudd, Smith & Kider, 1991:216J. 
An itemised rating scale will be used to determine each pupil's response. The 
Iikert scale in which respondents are asked to strongly agree, agree, disagree or 
strongly disagree will be used. Responses on each item would be quantified by 
assigning the value to 4 to ·strongly agree·, 3 to ·agree·, 2 to "disagree· and 
1 to ·strongly disagree." The responses would then be summed and averaged. 
Each item would be written so that higher scores reflect more negative 
attitudes, thus the higher the total, the more negative the attitude. 
The responses from the close-ended format of the questionnaire will then be 
transferred directly onto a computer format for analysis. 
1.9 RESEARCH PLAN 
An attempt will be made in Chapter TWo to come to a fuller understanding of 
the very broad term PERCEPTlON. To do this, a thorough study of the roots of 
perception from the early philosophers to the present day will be traced. This, 
it is hoped, will reveal the link between sensation and perception as well as 
indicate perception in its entirety so that facets of the concept could be 
studied. The theories of perception, as postulated by the various researchers, 
will be studied so that information from all the theories would be used to arrive 
at a theory of perception that could be applied to academic education. 
The focus of chapter three would be on the term ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT. The 
term which is introduced in Chapter one will be explored at length in Chapter 
Three. The emphasis would be on how factors such as gender, school climate, 
curriculum, teachers, parents, social class, peer group, self concept, needs and 
motivation influences perception. 
Chapter Four will entail the METHOD OF INVESTIGATION. The sample, and the type 
of research employed will be discussed at length. The methods that will be 
used to analyze the data will be presented. The experimental hypotheses of the 
study will also be formulated. 
The RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION will be presented in Chapter Five. The null 
hypotheses, based on the experimental hypotheses, will be formulated and tested. 
Chapter Six, the last chapter in the study, will indicate the CONCLUSIONS arrived 
at. Recommendations will be provided, regarding the total development of the 
pupils with special emphasis on their academic achievement. 
CHAPTER TWO 
A THEORETICAL STUDY OF PERCEPTION 
2.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF PERCEPTION IN THE UFE OF THE ADOLESCENT 
The adolescent years are especially a time in which the young person tries to 
establish his own identity. It is a period of physical maturity as well as a time 
when the young person is as nearly capable as he or she will ever be of 
pursuing his or her studies. This period, more than any other, is important for 
young people to establish convictions about their identities and to gain a general 
insight into ideas, relationships and particularly the learning that takes place at 
school. 
The high school is in a more strategic position than the home to influence the 
life of the adolescent (Morrish, 1972:325J. The high school has a powerful 
influence in shaping adolescents' concepts of what they are and what they 
might be. It is here that the young person comes to a fuller understanding of 
the world he lives in as well as, more importantly, he discovers an inner world 
i.e. an understanding of what he is like, what his relationships to objects, things 
and people are. He questions and reasons about the values, norms, habits and 
behaviour of the people with whom he comes into contact. More often than 
not he realises that he has to establish himself in this world and he discovers 
that life itself has meaning roreyer & ouminy, 1983:65J. 
The understanding of the world is obtained through the perceptions that an 
adolescent forms. Clearly then an understanding of the process by which an 
adolescent becomes aware of himself and his world is basic to an understanding 
of human behaviour. 
If we are to understand human behaviour, we must consider perception in its 
natural context. sensation and perception are the first of many processes that 
occur when an individual initiates a behaviour rcoren, Parae & ward, 1979:3J. 
2.2 SENSATION AND PERCEPTION 
2.2.1 SENSATION 
sensation, or sensory processes is concerned with the first contact between an 
organism and the environment. It is the process of detecting a stimulus ror 
some aspect of itJ in the environment. The organs of sensation are the eyes, 
ears, nose, skin etc. our senses, according to Davidoff f1980:177J, -may be 
considered our "windows of the world", which bring in information about our 
surroundings or environment. 
It is the necessary collection of information from the world where perceptions 
will be made. The complex perceptual process depends on both the sensory 
system and the brain. The senses register the energy changes around us. Each 
sensory system is a kind of channel consisting of a sensitive element rthe 
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recepton and nerve fibres leading from the brain or spinal cord, and the various 
relay stations and processing areas within the brain. When a sensory channel 
is stimulated, we have a sensation that is characteristic of that channel. Physical 
energy must be changed into activity within the nervous system. The process 
of converting physical energy into nervous system activity is called transduction. 
Transduction occurs at the receptors. During the transductor process receptor 
cells convert physical energy into electric voltage or potential called receptor 
potential. The electric event that triggers nerve impulses is known as the 
generator potential (Morgan et. a/., 1986:841. 
For any given event in the environment thousands of nerve impulses are 
generated and conducted to the central nervous system. Since the impulse 
travels along many different nerve fibres at slightly different times, they form 
a pattern of input to the central nervous system that is the basis of our 
sensory experience of the event. The physical energy is changed into a code 
made up of a pattern of nerve firings. The firing patterns that correspond to 
events in the environment are known as efferent neurons rMorgan, et.al., 
1986:85). 
sensation is raw sensory data that is vital for the process of perception to take 
place. Perception is based on sensations. 
2.2.2 PERCEPTION 
Perception refers to the way in which we interpret the information gathered by 
the senses. Perception refers to the more cognitive processing by which we 
develop an internal model of what is "out there" in the world beyond our 
senses (Levine & Shefner, 1991:11. 
Perception, learning and thinking have traditionally been referred to as the 
cognitive processes since they deal, to some extent, with the problem of 
knowledge. Perception is a continuing process that varies from events which are 
of a simple, elementary nature to those of a greater complexity which requires 
more active learning and thinking rForgus, 1966:41. 
If we understand the differences in perceiving we shall go far in understanding 
the differences in resulting behaviour. The relation between the outer world and 
the individual is gravely misconstrued by the assumption that this world registers 
upon all of us in the same way, that the differences between people are 
differences between what is done about this world. The contemporary point of 
view has involved emphasis on the basic notion that every individual Jives in a 
more or Jess "private world" rBiake & Ramsey, 1951:81. Thus the child lives not 
so much in a geographical world but what might according to vrey (1979:141 be 
called his "life-world". The life-world is the Gestalt of the individual person's 
meaningful relationships and includes all the people, objects, ideas, systems, 
forces, attitudes, self --- everything to which one has attributed meaning and 
which one therefore understands rvrey, 1979:151. 
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This private world or life-world is the "perceptual field" rcombs, 1959:23J. It has 
also been known as the personal field, the psychological field, the field of 
meaning, and the individual's life space rcombs, 1959:23J. The perceptual field 
is the entire universe, including himself, as experienced by an individual at the 
instant of action. It is each person's personal field of awareness, the field of 
meanings responsible for his behaviour. The perceptual field is far richer and 
more meaningful than that of the objective, physical world. It includes all the 
universe of which we are aware --- not only the physical entities --- which exist 
for us, but other entities as justice, values and public opinion. It includes love, 
hate, fear, anger and human compassion which have no existence outside the 
experience of people rcombs, 1959:23). 
Thus perceptions refer to the meaning we attach to the information received 
through our sensory receptors. The meaning we give our perception is a 
mixture of objective reality and the way we organise information. 
A most suitable definition of perception, that focuses on the important role of 
sensations, is that by the Gestalt field psychologists. They define perception as 
"......... a unity process, in which sensation hinges on meaning and meaning on 
sensation, and sensing and finding meaning occur simultaneously" Nrey 1979:19). 
It can be concluded that perception can be described as a unitary process in 
which sensation and significance attribution are mutually dependent. 
2.3 THE REAL WORW AND THE PERCEIVED WORW 
With the development of modern natural science, it has become blatant that the 
physical world and the world perceived by us are not one and the same thing. 
To the question of what is real, the metaphysician answers: "The world of 
physical objects and events is what exists and subjective awareness is no more 
than a special property of the brain, the brain itself being a physical object." 
The idealist answers: "All we can be certain about is that we experience the 
world. Whether it exists or not is pure inference" . Therefore what is real is 
subjective consciousness, our ideas about the world, not the material world as 
such fRock, 1975:3J. 
Since the world as it appears to us differs in so many respects from the 
physical world, it would seem that the world we perceive is the end result of 
events that occur in the nervous system and in this sense is a construction. 
Knowledge derived from physics informs us that the world from which we obtain 
sensory information is very different from the world as we experience it. When 
we look at a picture we see much more than spots of paint; when we listen 
to an orchestra we hear much more than various objects at various frequencies. 
Pitcher f1971:135J states that it is common knowledge that the way things "look" 
to a person is often strongly affected by his emotions, desires, feelings of 
elation and the like. He goes on to add that there is a fair amount of solid 
experimental evidence to show that our emotions, desires, feelings, as well as 
our less colourful evaluations of things, affect the wav things look/feel/taste etc. 
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in quite determinate, measurable ways. 
This brings about an important distinction between primary and secondary 
qualities. Primary qualities are those that directly correspond with the objects 
· they represent. Purely psychological events or constructions that do not exist 
in the real world are known as secondary qualities fRock, 1975:5J. The primary 
qualities may be referred to as the fact mode and the secondary qualities may 
be seen as the self mode. It is sometimes argued that we do not perceive the 
world and its contents directly, rather we perceive something else in its place 
from which we infer the world. From this standpoint we do not observe the 
world per se when engaged in the act of •perceiving·, rather we infer the 
world's objective existence from the experience that it somehow gives rise to 
rshaw & Bransford, 1977:11J. The way things appear to a perceiver on a given 
occasion is particularly dependent on which of the concepts in his repertoire that 
he actually uses on that occasion. According to Kihlstrom rcf. Bornstein & 
Pittman, 1992:22J, perception tasks do not necessarily refer to objects or events 
in the current stimulus environment and do not require the subject to perceive 
an object at all. 
Perception is by no means a simple, straightforward, unambiguous process but 
is in fact liable to many variations. There is no denying that one always 
acquires certain beliefs as a result of seeing something, hearing something etc. 
Any belief that is acquired in the standard way is a perceptual belief fPitcher, 
1971:70). Philosophers have sometimes distinguished two main kinds of beliefs: 
conscious and unconscious. A conscious belief is one that the believer is 
currently aware of having, in that he is actually entertaining a certain proposition 
and assenting to it, either overtly or covertly. An unconscious belief is one that 
the believer is not at that moment consciously considering. The usual view is 
that to have a belief of this kind is to have a complex disposition to act tor 
behaveJ in certain ways under certain specifiable conditions <Pitcher, 1971:71J. 
This can be illustrated using the example of the desert traveller. A traveller who 
has spent many enduring days in a vast desert may see an oasis where there 
isn't one or a pool of water when one is not present. The traveller's perception 
is illusory in that he imagines himself to be seeing these things when, in the 
real world, they do not exist, but consciously exist in the mind of the traveller. 
Perception, in this case, arises out of the traveller's conscious belief that 
something is present. 
2.4 THE NECESSITY OF A HISTORICAL REVIEW 
Education touches upon nearly all aspects of a particular society. The historical 
study of perception can be seen not only as an end in itself but as a promising 
avenue of approach. The investigation of psychological phenomena in the past 
epochs not only will alter historical conceptions about other ages but could lead 
to an appreciation of the historical dimensions and limitations of present-day 
psychological doctrines (Gilbert & Graubard, 1972:231). Many different historical 
contributions have played a role in the development of the field of perception 
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as it exists today. 
2.4.1 CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY HISTORIANS 
2.4.1.1 THE CLASSICAL PHILOSOPHERS 
The word ·aesthesis· which is used prolifically in Plato and Aristotle to mean 
"sensation" or "perception" is a word which originated in the 5th century B.C. 
fHamlyn, 1961:1). Since the earliest philosophers Jacked appropriate terminology 
for sensation and perception, this indicates their inability to distinguish between 
the two processes as being unitary but distinct. The development of 
philosophical thought goes hand in hand with the development of a suitable 
language. 
2.4.1.2 THE PRESOCRA TICS 
The earliest presocratics showed very little interest in sense perception. The 
earliest theorist who showed an interest in perception was Alcameon of croton. 
He viewed perception as the effect of unlike upon like, and he distinguished 
between thought and perception. The only words quoted are that animals 
perceive but do not understand while man also understands. This view had 
important psychological ·· educational implications as it led to the question of 
why and to an investigation to discover the psychological events that occur in 
a sense organ. Psychologists were concerned with what happens inside the brain 
and they sought a more central explanation of perceptual events rather than 
one at peripheral or sense-organ level fRock, 1975:7). Educationists began to 
focus greater attention on the role of memory in perception. According to 
Hamlyn f1961:5J, Alcameon considered the brain to be the seat of memory but 
his influence did not last long. He was rep/aced by other presocratics such as 
the contributions of Atomists, Leucippus and Democritus. Their account of sense-
perception is almost entirely mechanical since everything has to be explained in 
terms of the meeting and contact of atoms. sense perception is said to arise 
when atoms given off by the bodies in the form of films or effluences make 
contact with the soul which pervades the whole body including the sense organs 
fHamlyn, 1961:5). From this brief survey of the PRESOCRATICS it can be concluded 
that the interests of these philosophers are purely physiological or physical in 
character. Although they indentified perception and attempted a definition of 
perception, they used the term "aesthesis" to mean sense rather than perception. 
They had no definition of sensation as being distinct from perception and vice 
versa. sensations can be described as the experience of being aware of things 
such as colours, taste, sound, hardness, softness etc. Perception is far more 
complex and involves the individual's sense organs as well as his past experience 
that he brings with him fLean, 1973:5). 
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2.4.1.3 PLATO 
The setting for Plato's t427-347 B.CJ contribution to education is THE REPUBUC 
tBrubacher, 1966:102J. As regards human nature Plato distinguished three 
components. The first was appetite which he referred to as man's senses and 
various bodily drives to action. The second component was spirit which referred 
to human tendency toward self assertiveness or the faculty of will. The 
components were completed by reason or intelligence tBrubacher, 1966:102). For 
Plato, education is an evolution of the soul under the stimulus of the 
environment. tn the first years of life the soul is immersed in sensation and 
passion by its conjunction with the body. The reason, which is the essential 
character of man, is as yet undeveloped in early childhood and when it does 
come the child will recognize it as a friend tBoyd and King, 1975:35J. At the 
end of Book v of THE REPUBUC, Plato makes a distinction between knowledge, 
ignorance and an intermediate state, opinion. Knowledge is said to be that 
which has being and ignorance is said to be that which does not have being. 
Opinion is an intermediate state not normally equated with sense perception 
tHamlyn, 1961 :12J. Plato thought of sense perception as being acquainted with 
something and he advocated that the senses never judge adequately and that 
the world of the senses is an imitation of the real world. Plato argued that the 
fundamental realities of the universe are ideas, an abstract form, the chief of 
which is the good. The so-called realities that humans perceive with their senses 
are but imperfect reflections of perfect universal forms (Harrison, sullivan & 
Sherman, 1980:81). In his book THE THEOTATUS, Plato refers to the term 
·aesthesis· as an awareness of a sense object tHamlyn, 1961:12J. This has made 
major contributions today in the field of sense data. 
2.4.1.4 ARISTOTLE 
Aristotle (384-322 B. CJ, did make some notable advances beyond Plato. Aristotle 
says that sensations (perception, aesthesisJ is some sort of mean between 
opposed sensibles. sensibles are joint functions of the sense organs and certain 
causal characteristics of physical things in the environment (Machamer & Turnbull, 
1978:6J. According to Plato, "We do not actually perceive anything when the 
sense organ is in its mean condition, but departures of the organ from that 
condition produce actual perceptions. If the departures are extreme, the sense 
organs may be destroyed" tMachamer & Turnbull, 1978:23). Aristotle agrees with 
Plato that the active powers of a thing and the passive powers of the sensitive 
organ are both required if perception is to take place. tn his book DE ANIMA, 
Aristotle says that before perceiving, the senses are nothing at all, and that the 
same is true of the relation between intellect and thought. He says that the 
soul never thinks without an image, while images depend for their existence 
upon previous sense experiences rHamlyn, 1961 :17J. In his book THE POSTERIOR 
ANALYSIS he says that animals possess "a congenital discriminative· capacity which 
is called sense perception. The persistence of sense impression leads to memory 
and this in turn to what he calls experience rHamlyn, 1961:20J. Man's nature as 
man depends on the fact that when fully developed he is a rational being: 
reason in Aristotle's language is his determining form or idea. There are three 
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stages in individual development (1J a period when growth is merely physical r2J 
a period when the irrational parts of the soul come to the fore f3J the final 
period when the meaning of the whole process is made evident by the 
predominance of reason. With this there comes a threefold of education: the 
education of the body, then the education of the character and finally the 
education of the intellect rBoyd & King, 1975:38J. "The whole life,· says Aristotle 
"is divided into two parts, business and leisure, war and peace, and all our 
actions are divided such as are useful and as are fine· fBoyd & King, 1975:40J. 
Aristotle's valUable contribution is in indicating that for perception to occur the 
sense organs have to be stimulated and this led to a transition from a civic 
education to a broader education. 
Although Plato and Aristotle considered sense perception, their focus was on 
aspects such as colour, sound, odour etc. They gave no attention to aspects 
such as size, distance, number etc. 
2.4.2 HEUINISTIC PHILOSOPHY 
The concept which was central to them in explaining perception was PHANTASIA. 
The phantasias themselves are, like the sense data of modern philosophy, a cross 
between sensations in the strict sense and forms of perception. our perceptions 
they claimed, continually conflict with each other and are always relative; hence 
it is important to go only by the momentary perception and not to speculate 
what lies behind rHamlyn, 1961:32J. 
2.4.2.1 EPICURIS 
According to Epicurus (341 - 270 B.C. J all sense perception is the result of a 
direct contact with the atoms of the soul which permeate the sense-organs. 
Epicurus supposes that to have phantasia are veridical. He believes that all 
objects give off atoms continually and these may affect the senses. This view 
gives rise to a causal theory of perception for he believed that the result from 
the stimulation of the senses may be construed as a perception. He openly 
admits that sensations have nothing to do with either reason or judgement. He 
says that to perceive things the phantasia have to be fitted with an already 
existing general conception, which is not a sort of composite photograph built 
from successive sensations fHamlyn, 1961:34J. Epicurus views perception as a 
purely passive process that involves only a smatter of activity. A direct criticism 
of Epicurus' view comes from Edward N. Lee rcf. Machamer & Turnbull 1978:27J 
when he says "Much of Epicurus· flaunting the term phantasia within his own 
analysis of percept seems a deliberately anti-Aristotelian move." The criticism is 
valid for Epicurus is unclear about what he actually means by phantasia. 
2.4.2.2 THE STOICS 
The stoics were opposed to Epicurus in almost every way. They claim that the 
phantasia are ·merely images" produced by the stimulation of the senses 
rMachamer & Turnbull, 1978:112J. Their valuable contribution is not in relegating 
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perception as an inactive process but rather in declaring that perception involved 
more than the mere stimulation of the sense organs. What is received through 
the senses in the command centre is described by stoics as phantasia i.e. an 
"appearing", "becoming apparent", or "presentation" of the external entity in the 
ruling part of the psyche (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:112J, They believe that all 
mental activity is dependent to some degree on sensory experience. They are 
not concerned with the mere presentation of a stimulus but are concerned with 
the knowledge of external reality. The realisation that perception involved the 
cognitive processes i.e. the brain was a boon for the development of the field 
of perception. It enabled theorists to consider the cultural milieu, the individual's 
self and past experience as playing a role in perception. It ted to the idea that 
perception is "wholly private", to each recipient and is never literally external 
public physical objects (Lean, 1973:5J. 
2.4.2.3 PLOT/NUS 
According to Plotinus, the soul functions actively in perception, it does not 
merely receive impressions passively. Things do not merely leave an impression 
on the soul itself but affects the body. His point of view is basically that a 
body is necessary if a soul is to perceive anything. He goes on to add that 
memory plays a part in our knowledge of sensible things (Hamlyn, 1961:42J. This 
perspective is particularly valuable in that it dawned upon many researchers that 
past experience plays a vital role in perception. Individuals draw on their 
memory banks when a perception occurs. However, his tacit assumption that 
memory has a link with the body only through the initial impressions which were 
the occasion for the soul's activity is a tragic flaw. His insistence that the body 
is necessary for perception and could not otherwise be distinguished from other 
mental activities helps in moving away from a purely passive view of perception 
and acknowledges that memory is a necessary function of perception. 
These contributions served to further elaborate on the process of perception and 
to reinforce the idea that perception was an active process that involved the 
role of memory. However, it still did not make a clear distinction between 
sensation and perception. These philosophers served as a link through which 
creek thought passed into the middle ages. 
2.4.3 MEDIEVAL THOUGHT 
These philosophers were interested in perception from an epistemological point 
of view, their aim being to show the relation of our knowledge ·of the sensible 
world to other forms of knowledge. 
2.4.3.1 AUGUSTINE 
1n Augustine's account of perception, he elevates the importance of the soul or 
mind over the body. The mind works purposively. Objects which affect the 
body cause the mind's control to be more difficult or its attention to be 
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heightened. sensations are pleasant when the body's functions are promoted 
and unpleasant when they are hindered. Thus the mind directs the body by 
means of the will and perception is an activity of the mind which ensures when 
the body receives impressions fHamlyn, 1961:45). His highlighting of the role of 
memory in the process of perception is important. His basic view is that 
perception is more than the apprehension by the mind of what happens to the 
body and that it is necessary that the mind should take note of the details and 
make inferences. Thus, this gives consideration to the role of judgement and 
the validity of perception. Augustine maintains that truth and falsity are 
properties of judgement and a judgement is made only when a sense-impression 
formed by the mind is fitted under a concept. These concepts are forms which 
the mind directly apprehends fHamlyn, 1961:45). sense impressions are the lowest 
stage on the way to knowledge of God, in whose mind form exists. The focus 
on the role of judgement and the distinction between veridical and falsity as 
regards perception paved the way towards a greater understanding of 
perception. 
2.4.3.2 AQUINAS 
tn the view of Aquinas, that which is responsible for perception is neither the 
body nor the soul by itself, but a compromise of both. He indicates that in 
perception the activity of the senses and the activity of the object are one and 
the same: for he says, in perception, the faculty actua/ises its potentiality in 
response to the change in bodily functions fHamlyn, 1961:46J. He comes quite 
close to making an explicit distinction between perceiving and the having of 
sensations. He believes that corresponding to the physical change in the sense-
organ there is a spiritual change resulting in a PHANTASMA which is a particular 
mental entity. The interdependence of active and passive reasoning is important 
for perception to occur. He acknowledged that it is through judgements that 
our perceptions may be veridical or the reverse. He views the PHANTASNIA as the 
mental products of the stimulation of our senses. He says that in order to 
make a judgement something should extract the relevant information from the 
phantasma. some active agency must be responsible for this and he ascribes 
this work to active reason which functions like another person within us fHamlyn, 
1961:50J. His contribution, which added greater dimension to the study of 
perception, is on the role of judgement and the realisation that perception is 
an active process. This is a far cry from the classical philosophers who viewed 
perception as a passive process. 
2.4.3.3 WILLIAM OF OCKHAM 
ockham's views on perception are incidental in nature but are nevertheless 
important. He based his knowledge on intuition which he claimed gave us 
knowledge about whether a thing existed or not. An intuition is said to be 
perfect when it is constituted by an immediate experience, it is said to be 
imperfect if past experience has to be brought in as well fHamlyn, 1961:53J. 
Within an intuitive notion it is possible to distinguish both a sensory and an 
intellectual element. Although we can sense the presence of something, our 
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intellect is required to tell us what it is. The function of the intellect is also 
to provide an intuition. The valuable contribution by Ockham is the distinction 
between a sensory and an intellectual element. The flaw in his view is the 
rejection of the notion of a species being transmitted from an object to the 
mind. 
The contributions made by these philosophers is in the further elaboration of the 
rote of memory and judgement in perception and the acknowledgement that 
perception may be veridical or false. 
2.4.4 THE 17TH CENTURY RATIONALISTS 
The main focus of attention of the Rationalists was the role of reason in the 
perceptual process. 
2.4.4.1 DESCARTES 
Rene Descartes f1596-1650J expands on his views of perception in the many books 
he wrote which are called THE MEDITATION. He says that perceiving is a mode 
of thinking because it depends upon the mind. What characterized the mind 
was rational thought and it was the certainty of one's own thought that was 
the starting point in Descartes' philosophy of how knowledge of the world was 
attained rRock, 1975:16J. He said, "I think therefore 1 am." He argued that the 
universe could be divided into two kinds of reality : mind, or subjective thinking 
and experiencing; and body or objective physical substance. He therefore 
emphasized the power of the rigorous, reasoning individual mind to discover 
truths about nature and turn them to human needs (Harrison, Sullivan & 
Sherman, 1980:464). This contribution is invaluable in focusing on the two 
important concepts of perception i.e. the mind and the self. Descartes, however, 
makes no distinction between sensation and perception in his terminology as his 
view is that both of these are caused in the mind as a result of the stimulation 
of the sense organs. The term sensation, according to him, includes visual 
sensation, sensations of other senses, bodily sensations and sensations of pain or 
pleasure. sensations are modifications of the mind of which we are immediately 
conscious and hence are, according to Descartes' definition "thoughts" (Machamer 
& Turnbull, 1978:265J. Descartes believed that our knowledge about properties 
such as form, size and the like is based on certain innately determined ideas. 
Thus the mind brings in a good deal of its own to bear on the sensations that 
come to it from the outside world. 1n his book THE FIRST MEDITATION Descartes 
argues from the premise that the senses can deceive one and vet by the end 
of his book is his conclusion "I may have no senses!" rMund/e, 1971:27J. This 
inconsistency is avoided in the THIRD MEDITATION when he says "Falsity comes 
from the use of judgement" mamtvn, 1961:66J. Descartes was pre-occupied with 
the fact that we are fallible, and our senses sometimes deceive us but he failed 
to perceive that things observed under different conditions appear to have 
incompatible properties. The individualism in Descartes· philosophy is reminiscent 
of a trend in Christianity; the mind faces the world in knowledge like the 
individual soul facing his God (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:381). Although his 
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views are severely criticised, it did prove very useful to the modern philosophers 
of the sense-data theorv. 
2.4.4.2 MALE BRANCHE 
Malebranche f1638·1715J held onto Descartes' dualism between mind and soul and 
this influenced his explanation of perception. His view seems to be that if we 
use our senses in the belief that they do provide us with knowledge of things, 
we are bound to be mistaken. we can have no knowledge of objects 
themselves by means of the senses for he savs that the sensation we have in 
anv given case corresponds to the image of the sense organ. He thinks that 
the essence of perception consists in the having of sensations, which while not 
strictly representative of objects which have "caused" them are representative of 
the effects that these objects have on the body fHamlvn 1961:78J. Malebranche's 
main position is that perceiving consists merely in the having of sensations even 
if we go on to make definite, "free" judgements about the objects in question. 
He adds that God excites in us a kind of judgement which we cannot help 
making · though it is really a sensation fHamlvn, 1961:80J. He indicates that 
since these judgements are made in spite of us, thev are sensations. His views 
pose difficulties as perception cannot be viewed as a series of sensations but it 
is valuable in stressing the role of judgement in perception. A perceiver's 
judgement of the situation mav not be veridical. This can best be illustrated 
by an example. If an observer in a dark room looks with one eve at two lines 
of light which are at the same distance and elevation but of different lengths, 
the longer line will look nearer than the shorter one. Apparently he assumes 
that the lines are identical and translates the difference in length into a 
difference in position (Beardslee & Wertheimer, 1958:441J. 
In the educational situation, pupils judge .the classroom; their abilities, their 
teachers, their peers etc. and all of this influences their academic performance. 
2.4.4.3 SP/NOZA 
Spinoza takes it as axiomatic that human beings think, that we can each 
perceive the affections of one particular bodv, and that apart from modes of 
thought the only single things which we perceive are bodies. our mind perceives 
things i.e. is in a passive relation to things, onlv in so far as the ideas 
constituting our mind express the nature of God in a certain wav. we can be 
said to perceive the body and other things by means of it, only because our 
minds are constituted by God's thinking in a certain wav which is parallel to the 
order of things. He believes that the closer our thoughts approximate to God, 
the more active they are. Spinoza savs : "Our mind is active in respect of 
certain things, and passive in respect of others" fHamlvn, 1961:84J. He believes 
that perceiving is the having of adequate ideas. sense perception covers not 
only the senses but knowledge derived from the senses and hence dependent 
on the bodv. Knowledge, he added, derived from reason is true whilst 
experience is the only cause of falsity. He equates an idea with a judgement 
and therefore accepts that ideas could be true or false. one important 
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contribution is Spinoza·s recognition of the existence of images or "imaginations 
of mind" fHam/yn, 1961:85J. He is however somewhat ambiguous about their 
status. He believes that images are either bodily movements or modes of 
thoughts. 
2.4.4.4 LEIBNIZ 
Leibniz makes a very important distinction between perception and apperception. 
To have a perception, according to him, is to have an idea which corresponds 
in some way to an object, although it is not caused by that object rHamlyn, 
1961:88J. The fact that we have a perception of something does not entail that 
we are actually perceiving it. In order to have apperceptions we must be 
conscious of what is involved in perceptions and this necessarily requires that 
those perceptions should be distinct. He refers to those perceptions of which 
we are conscious, as petit perceptions. Perceptions do not become conscious 
until they reach a certain magnitude or intensity. L~ibniz's main theory about 
the relation of the soul to the body is that the body consists of monads which 
are made into an organic unity by a dominant monad which is the soul. The 
dominance of one monad over those which constitute its body is determined by 
its power of activity and hence by the clarity of its perceptions. In human 
beings the monad which constitutes the soul has clearer perceptions than those 
which constitutes the body. Monads not only have perceptions but 
apperceptions. Apperception is the tendency to pass from one perception to 
another and is due to the intrinsic activity of the monad fHam/yn, 1961: 90J. 
Liebniz distinguishes between thinking and perceiving on the basis of the 
distinctness or indistinctness of what is in the mind. Thus it can be deduced 
that Leibniz argues for innate ideas of mathematical truths in a rather classical 
fashion. He concurs that we cannot /earn mathematical truths from perception. 
rMachamer & Turnbull, 1978:225J. His main contribution is that he adopted an 
opposite position to the mechanical view of Descartes and Spinoza and stressed 
the freedom of the individual. He also focused on the idea that perceptions are 
not necessarily veridical - an idea that sparked much interest by theorists who 
adopted the ecological perspective. 
The Rationalists tended to think of the mind as something active, its activity 
being sought. They tended to assimilate perception more and more to a species 
of thinking. 
2.4.5 THE EMPIRICISTS 
These philosophers were concerned with the problem of knowledge. They 
tended towards the view that sense experience is the sole source of knowledge 
and sense experience as the sole source of our ideas. 
2.4.5.1 LOCKE 
The sense dimension of the naturalistic philosophy of education was given further 
definition and grounding in the empiricism of John Locke f1632-1704J. LOcke 
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seems to have been the most notable philosopher-educator to try to clear up 
common misunderstandings by concentrating not on an explication of what 
knowledge is about but an analysis of how human knowledge · is learned 
(Brubacher, 1966:118J. Locke sets down his ideas in his book ESSAY CONCERNING 
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING. He sets out to prove that all our ideas are built up 
from simple ideas and that knowledge is the perception of the connection of 
agreement or disagreement and the repungency of ideas. He falls short in his 
denial that knowledge can come only through the senses. He says that ideas 
come to the mind as a result of an impression or motion made in some part 
of the body, it produces some perception in understanding. The motion is 
conveyed to the brain and in some unspecified way produces an idea (Hamlyn, 
1966:96J. This is ambiguous and he does not conceive of perception as either 
active or passive. In his ESSAY CONCERNING HUMAN UNDERSTANDING Locke 
proposed that all knowledge in the mind derives from the observation of facts 
of sense experience rBrubacher, 1966:118). His view is that "sense" data are 
produced by some unknown and unknowable causes. 
In his famous passage in the book ESSAY he acknowledges this. He concludes 
that an idea is an idea of something we know not what, of an unknown 
support of qualities capable of producing simple ideas in us (Mundie, 1971:61J. 
When referring to simple ideas of sense, Locke likens the mind to a mirror, 
saying that a mirror cannot "refuse, alter, or obliterate the images or ideas 
which the objects set before it do therein produce" rHamlyn, 1961:97J. However, 
at the beginning of his chapter entitled "Of Perception", Locke distinguishes 
perception in the narrower sense from thinking by saying that in the former the 
mind is "for the most part only passive" (Hamlyn, 1961:98J. But he found it 
necessary to point out that the mind was not a complete blank but that it had 
a means of its own for dealing with incoming impressions. Among these means 
was its ability to compare impressions, discriminate between them, and generalise 
them. He added that if impressions made on the outward parts were not taken 
notice of within, there is no perception. The educational application of Locke's 
perspective was very passive. The mind was treated cognitively by educators 
and largely made into a registry of sense impressions. Locke expounds the view 
that man does not get immediate use of the senses from nature but needs to 
learn to see, hear, taste, feel and touch. The implication of this would seem 
that the senses must get special training. He insists that the training they need 
comes of itself through the exercise of understanding. "It is proved then," he 
concludes "that the faculty of reasoning appears as soon as our senses begin 
to develop; and that we have the use of our senses at an early age, only 
because we have reasoned at an early age" (Boyd & King, 1975:289J. It was not 
long before teachers began to train the senses for such qualities as quickness, 
acuity and accuracy rBrubacher, 1966:145J. An important contribution made by 
Locke is in establishing the link between sensation and perception and in 
acknowledging that our "ideas" (perceptionJ comes from our senses. 
2.4.5.2 BERKELEY 
Berkeley uses the word "idea" in such a way that it is co-incident with 
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perception. He says that "to have an idea is all one as to perceive" and he 
often uses the terms "idea" and "sensation" as alternatives fHamlyn, 1961:1051. 
He indicates that the ideas which we have in perception are passive, for 
perception is an entirely passive affair. Berkeley draws the conclusion that the 
qualities perceived are not the real properties of objects. This claim is 
substantiated in his famous ESSAY TOWARDS A NEW THEORY OF VISION in 1709 
where he says that what vision gives us is inadequate for correctly perceiving 
the world fRock, 1984:091. This premise is unacceptable because although each 
of us perceives in different ways, what we perceive must be torrect to a certain 
extent. Berkeley believes that we perceive nothing but a collection of 
sensations. He goes on to add that each sense is responsible for a separate 
and distinct sensation. To perceive an object is merely to have a bundle of 
ideas or sensations. Berkeley makes no mention of the role of judgement, as 
perception is according to him, entirely passive. His view merely assimilates 
perception to sensation and is mechanical. 
2.4.5.3 HUME 
Taking off where Locke left off, the great sceptic David Hume (1711-17761 
presented an outline of perception which contained suggestions for future 
development of a more positive nature. Hume informs us that "all the 
perceptions of the human mind revolve themselves into two distinct kinds, which 
are called impressions and ideas" (Pitcher, 1975:51. He maintains that in making 
this distinction he is restoring the word, idea, to its original sense, from which 
Locke had perverted it, making it stand for all our perceptions fHamlyn, 1961:1171. 
Impressions are more forceful and lively than ideas. Ideas are seen as "faint 
copies" of sensory impression that arise in memory and as images. The ideas 
were synthesised by association which Hume called "gentle force of attraction 
between them" fA// port, 1955:421. He abandoned his attempts to solve the 
problems concerning perception because he considered that there is a 
contradiction between "our senses" and "our reason", namely that we cannot 
help believing that physical things exist when they are not being perceived and 
that they then continue to have sensible qualities, but that reason reveals that 
the beliefs cannot be true (Mundie, 1971:1781. Hume's conclusions are of 
importance, historically, because he attempted to distinguish between a sensation 
and a perception by the use of his terminology: ideas and impressions. 
2.4.5.4 HELMHOLTZ 
Helmholtz made great contributions to our knowledge of perception and argued 
forcefully that most of perception is the result of learning. He contributed to 
our knowledge about almost every topic in the fields of sensory processes and 
perception and systematized this knowledge in his epic volumes on physiological 
optics. He argued that perception was based upon a process of inference, in 
which, through past experience, we infer from the sensations we receive at a 
given time the nature of the object or event that they probablY represent. 
Helmholtz described the process as one of unconscious inference. "The 
sensations of senses are tokens of our consciousness, it being left to our 
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intelligence to learn how to comprehend their meaning" fRock, 1984:10). This 
once again was of great importance as the role of memory and past experience 
does play a significant role in one's perceptions. 
2.4.5.5 REID 
Thomas Reid f1710-1796J in his book THE INQUIRY has been called the first person 
to distinguish clearly between sensation and perception fMachamer & Turnbull, 
1978:339). Although he succeeds in making the distinction theoretically, he fails 
to be as precise in his distinction in practice. sensation, he savs, "is a name 
given by philosophers to an act of mind which mav be distinguished from all 
others by this, that it has no object distinct from the act itself" fHamJyn, 
1961:125). sensations, according to him, are purely passive and cannot be either 
right or wrong; it just is. Perception, on the other hand, is a more complicated 
matter involving a conception of the object and a belief in its existence. An 
important claim made by Reid is that one cannot have a sensation without 
being aware of it. The role of attention in perception, acknowledged by Reid, 
is undeniable. Reid thinks that perception is an act of the mind that has three 
essential characteristics f1J it involves a "conception or notion of the object 
perceived", f2J it involves a "strong and irresistible conviction and belief of its 
present existence", f3J "this conviction and belief are immediate, and are not the 
effect of reasoning" fHamlvn, 1961:127J. It can be deduced that sensations act 
as natural signs to suggest the original perceptions by which we become aware 
of the existence of objects and their qualities. The relationship between 
sensation and perception is not a casual one but that of constant and 
simultaneous conjunction. In his ESSAY ON INTELLECTUAL POWERS Reid declares, 
"There is no fallacy in original perception, but only in that which is acquired by 
custom" vet he also declares that a perception conjoined by nature with a 
sensation can, in some instances, be fallacious though sensations cannot be 
fMachamer & Turnbull, 1978:342J. Perception is a matter of experience, and like 
experience mav have limitations. The sure conviction of truth of some 
perceptions therefore may well be merely a prejudice; it is nothing on which one 
can base a proof. Reid's distinction between sensation and perception; his focus 
on the role of experience in perception and the fact that a perception mav not 
be true but a result of some prejudice has verv important educational 
implications. In chapter three pupils' perceptions and the consequence of this 
on their academic performance will be discussed in great detail. 
The Empiricists contributed much in outlining the distinction between sensation 
and perception and focusing on the role of experience and memory in 
perception. 
2.4.6 CONCLUSION OF THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY OF 
PERCEPTION 
From a study of the contributions of the various philosophers, it can be 
concluded that an explicit distinction between sensation and perception has not 
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been made except in the case of Reid. one reason for the failure to make this 
distinction is that in many languages words connected with sensation and with 
perception were interchangeable. 
There were two accounts of perception; the first was to assimilate perception 
to something passive and the second to assimilate it to judgement. The reality 
is that perception does not seem to be an entirely passive affair and when we 
perceive we are not generally aware of making a judgement in any explicit form. 
Although Reid did distinguish between sensation and perception, he went on to 
talk as if they were two totally separate processes involved. But when we do 
perceive something it is difficult to separate the experience of sensation and the 
experience of perceiving something. The relation of sensation and perception is 
that the first is a necessary condition for the second. We would not have the 
concept of perception if we did not have that of sensation and vice versa. In 
order to apply the concept of perception to anything, it must be possible to 
apply it to that of sensation. There is however no other link. In particular, the 
having of a sensation is a part of perceiving in the sense that perceiving is a 
process the mechanics of which include sensations fHamlyn, 1961:196J. 
we sometimes make judgements about what our senses tell us but not always. 
Even the distinction between veridical and illusory perception is not a straight-
forward distinction between being real and unreal about what we perceive; for 
it is, according to Hamlyn (1961:196), possible to "perceive an illusion" without 
believing or judging that things are as they appear to be. The illusion for the 
specific person in a specific situation is real although empirically it is not true. 
Terms like perception belong to a family of terms which may be described as 
epistemological as they centre around the concept of knowledge. It includes 
concepts such as insight, awareness and recognition amongst others. Locke was 
thus right in maintaining the connection of perception with awareness. 
2.5 MORE RECENT THEORIES OF PERCEPTION 
Man is a cognizant being: all that we are and that we ever shall be is 
determined by our knowledge of the world around us. Knowledge of the 
identity of objects, people, features in the environment are very valuable to us. 
An understanding of the process by which man becomes aware of himself and 
the world is imperative if we wish to understand human behaviour. The 
problem of explaining how and why we perceive the way we do is one of the 
most controversial fields studied. An exploration of the theories of perception 
sheds more light on the process involved. 
The task of the theory of perception is to explain how we come to perceive the 
world as we do, the first step is to describe accurately just how it does appear 
to us. various perceptual researchers have proposed somewhat differing 
approaches to this question. These are referred to as theories as none is 
capable of a truly comprehensive theoretical account of the entire scope of 
perceptual functioning. Each theory, it will be revealed, has a somewhat 
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different primary focus. An attempt will be made to create a pedagogical 
theory of perception at the end of the chapter. 
2.5.1 THE EYE AS A CAMERA 
According to this theory the eye takes "pictures" of the scenes before it. Light 
reflected from objects in the scene is focused by the lens inside the eye onto 
the retina, the "film" at the back of the eye, to form images. The images are 
transmitted to the brain, generating mental representations of scenes. 
This analogy is appropriate only to a certain extent: the eye has a lens just as 
a camera does; it has an aperture fthe pupillary opening) that varies in diameter 
to admit light; the image on the retina is upside down just as it is in the 
camera fRock, 1984:2>. However, this theory leaves too many questions 
unanswered. 
The image on our retinas and the way the world appears to us is not the 
same. The image of an object projected on the retina changes continuously as 
we move and as our position with respect to the object changes, yet we tend 
to perceive the properties of objects as constant. The closer we are to an 
object the larger it appears yet the size on our retinal image remains the same. 
Perceiving is not a mere passive pickup of information, but an active extraction 
of information. This theory fails to consider the difference in perception of the 
same object or event by the same perceiver from one time to the next 
(Bornstein & Pittman, 1992:211). The study of after-images, double-images, illusions 
etc. indicates that the person contributes to his perceptions. Thus perception 
results from an interaction between "within-the person" and "within the 
environment" (Blake & Ramsey, 1951:97). Individuals are active, spontaneous 
beings who carry this into the perceptual process. 
Perception is not a straightforward, passive process. It is influenced by 
who we are as individuals and the way in which we view the world. Perception 
involves the meaning we attach to information received through our sensory 
receptors. our perception is a mixture of objective reality and the way we 
organize our information (Hamachek, 1990:94J. 
2.5.2 THE GESTALT THEORY 
tn the early years of this century, a small group of experimental psychologists 
in Germany, namely Max Wertheimer f1945J, Wolfgang Kohler f1929J and Kurt 
Koffka (1935J began to champion the Gestalt theory of perception. Gestalt is the 
German word for "form" or "shape" fKrech, Crutchfield & Livson, 1974:301>. The 
Gestaltists contended that human perception could be understood only as a 
holistic process, in which "the whole is greater than the sum of its parts" 
(Holahan, 1982:36). The term Gestalt also means whole or totality. 
A particular contribution of the Gestalt theory of perception was an application 
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of the underlying principles of organisation that enable the individual to perceive 
a collection of discrete stimuli as a holistic pattern. The perceptual world is 
organised on the basis of innately given laws that govern unit formation and 
the emergence of a figure on a background. These formulations are known as 
"the laws of Gestalten" (Bartley, 1958:18J. These laws comprise the principles of 
proximity, similarity, continuity and closure. The Gestalt psychologists proposed 
that the principle of proximity allows the perceiver to see elements that are 
close to one another spatially as related in a pattern. The principle of similarity 
permits the individual to see elements that are alike in shape or colour as 
related in a pattern. several elements may be grouped together in a row or 
a smooth curve according to the principle of continuity. Finally, the principle 
of closure enables the perceiver to overlook or "close" small gaps in a figure and 
see it as a whole fHolahan, 1982:37J. These principles can be illustrated as 
follows:-
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PROXIMITY SIMILARITY CONTINUITY CLOSURE 
Gestaltists emphasized the relations of elements as the basis of other kinds of 
perceptual phenomena. They argued that the preservation of such relations in 
the face of certain absolute changes in stimulation could account for constancy 
as well as various illusions. The most fundamental demonstration of this was by 
Wertheimer of apparent movement. "In this experiment it was manifest that the 
whole stimulus pattern yielded an undeniable quality of movement not contained 
in the constituent stimulus parts, each one of which was static" (Krech, 
Crutchfield & Livson, 1974:301J. This was a convincing demonstration that the 
whole was more than the sum of its parts. 
The influence of the Gestalt theory on the field of perception has been 
immense. It has pervaded and suffused all modern conceptions of perceptual 
organization and functioning. However, the theory does have many limitations. 
The Gestalt "Jaws" of organisation was demonstrated using pictorial 
representations and this bears little similarity to real objects in the real world. 
Also, the Gestalt theorists were so concerned with form that they neglected to 
investigate what the individual brings with him into the perceptual process i.e. 
past experience. 
2.5.3 CELL - ASSEMBLY - PHASE SEQUENCE THEORY 
Hebb, who pioneered this view, says that the initial response to visual targets 
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are not nearly so complete and well integrated as the Gestalt theorists seem to 
think (Bartley, 1958:14J. Instead he argues that perception is a result of learning. 
He states that the initial reactions to a visual presentation give rise to 
exploratory motion components that play a role of sequentially building up 
activities of small groups of brain cells into larger sequence of activity. certain 
forms of behaviour of neural circuits provide for prolonging activity in the cell 
assemblies so that additional repetitions of the stimulus can become effective in 
the individual's attainment of a fuller response to it (Bartley, 1958:14). 
This theory has drawn an important conclusion that individuals can be 
conditioned towards a particular response. This can be likened to the school 
situation where repeated instructions from parents and teachers on the value of 
education can be reinforced in the child by learning the value of education and 
hence pursuing certain goals. Thus pupils' perceptions at school is largely 
dependent upon their upbringing and cultural conditioning. It has been 
demonstrated repeatedly by experimenters such as Brown, Elison and Coffin 
fAng/in, 1973:45) and others that subjects can be conditioned to perform such 
overt acts as knee jerking, eye blinking or salivating. Art students, for example, 
see the real object - its colour, shape and brightness - less readily, show greater 
phenomenal constancy, than matched individuals with no art training fAnglin, 
1973:45). However, Hebb's focus on primarily visual perception has resulted in 
the<· neglect of other important forms of perception i.e. the perception of 
movement, shape etc. 
2.5.4 THE CONSTRUCTIONIST THEORY 
The constructionist view of perception centres on the importance attached to 
the role of memory. This theory maintains that the way in which we perceive 
an object cannot be predicted simply by adding up our sensations of the parts. 
It is suggested that we add remembered residuals of previous experience to 
here-and-now stimulus induced sensations .and thus construct a precept (Krech, 
Crutchfield & Uvson, 1974:303). Perceptions are organised and constructed by the 
mind. This theory investigates the perceiver's internal mental structures, often 
called "schemas" rzebrowitz, 1990:5J. The constructively augmented experience is 
presumed to be constrained somehow to fit a faint memory of what is 
perceived, or in some other remarkable way prefigured by an inferential process 
to correspond with the perceived object. The constructive theorist explains how 
the constructive process becomes constrained by, and attuned to physical reality 
in such a way as to ·adumbrate· or sketch in the ambiguous or missing portions 
of the retinal image or cerebral state, so as to provide a true picture of reality. 
To adumbrate literally means to give a faint shadow of resemblance of; to 
outline a sketch; or to foreshadow or prefigure rshaw & Bransford, 1977:21J. 
This theory contends that as perceivers we continually anticipate what will come 
next based on what we have just picked up. The information contained in each 
perceptual act must be stored in memory momentarily or its contribution will be 
lost. we keep re-directing our perceptual efforts and registering new material 
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roavidoff, 1980:127J. Little by little we combine the information from successive 
explorations. This is explained by Krech, Crutchfield & Livson (1974:303) where 
they use the example of eve movements. our eves dart across the page, taking 
"snapshots" from the right and left. out of these "snapshots" we construct a 
total view of our surroundings. 
This theory is valid in that stresses the role of memory in perceiving but this 
need not occur by literally adding details to perception. 
2.5.5 SENSORY-TONIC FlEW THEORY 
This is an attempt to include in response to the environment certain motor 
aspects that are generally overlooked by other accounts of perception. The 
word tonic, in this theory, applies not only to the usual tonic feature of the 
postural sets but also to the major aspect of the phasic muscular activity 
involved in skeletal movement. Tonic refers to the tonic experience as well as 
to the physiological system in which tensions exist (Bartley, 1958:16). 
Factors contributing to perception are tonic as well as sensory. Terms include 
the state of organismic tension as evident in the visceral as well as somatic 
rmuscular-skeleta/J relativity. It refers to the dynamic rmotionJ and the static 
rpostureJ status of the organism. Thus perception is defined as a total process 
that can be analyzed empirically into its contributing factors that are sensory 
and tonic. The validity of this theory can be tested in terms of its two 
assertions : (1J that tonic factors interact with sensory factors in motion and (2J 
that sensory and tonic factors are dynamically equivalent (Bruner & Krech, 
1949:91J. Researchers such as Dusser de Barenne, Me Co/loch and others fBruner 
& Krech, 1949:94J have shown that within the parietal area (Sensory areaJ motor 
response to cortical stimulation is displayed mainly if there is a facilitation 
through stimulation of neighbouring areas and support through existing muscular 
tension. cortical control of tonic events is not restricted to skeletal musculature 
but includes autonomic activity, such as exhibited by changes of blood pressure, 
pulse rate, temperatures etc. 
This theory is important in that it attempts to include, in response to the 
environment, certain aspects that are generally overlooked by other accounts of 
perception. 
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2.5.6 THEORY OF NAIVE REALISM 
Naive' or direct realism is a semantical theory of perception. Perceptions are 
directly of things and happenings in our physical surroundings. Directly means 
that however complicated the causal path may be from environment to 
perception, what we experience are terms of our physical environment and not 
surrogates, or images or intermediaries of them (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:526J. 
According to this theory an external or objective world truly exists with real 
properties, abstract or otherwise that may be experienced by virtue of 
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perception rather than experienced as fictious construction by virtue of 
intellectual, mnemonic or imaginative processes (Shaw & Bransford, 1977:11). 
According to this theory, sense impressions constitute primitive perceptions. 
sense impressions are mental occurrences that are the basis of the sensuous 
character of perception. sense impressions are direct in that it requires no 
awareness of an intermediate object from which the impression is gained or 
inferred. It is the directness of sense impressions to their objects of awareness 
that provides the directness of perception which is required by this theory 
(Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:528J. 
sense impressions are literally cognitive constituents of perceptions. They 
function in two ways in perceptual judgements. They serve on the one hand, 
by way of their occurrence to secure the direct reference of the perception to 
a specific item in one's environment. They serve on the other hand, to provide 
an ascriptive characterization of what is seen (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:529). 
It is true, to a certain extent, that much of our perception is a direct 
occurrence of things and happenings in our surroundings. However, the major 
criticism of this theory is from the standpoint of the indirect realists. They deny 
the direct experience of the world but assume that we experience the world 
secondhand through mediation of a representation or imaginstic construct. The 
Oxford Universal English dictionary defines a hallucination as : "The condition of 
being deceived or mistaken, or of entertaining unfounded notions. The apparent 
perception of an external object when no such object is present" (Little et. a/, 
1965:858). Hallucinations also includes cases where a person is not deceived, but 
where his sense data inclines him to accept a false belief about what he is 
perceiving. The core of the argument against realism (according to Mundie, 
1971:35) is that there are areas where hallucinatory sense-data are by definition 
not surfaces of physical objects and must be entities of a different nature from 
the latter, the same goes for normal sense-data. 
Within the context of this study, perceptions are not necessarily the direct result 
of the world, its content and properties but rather some surrogate of the world. 
Pupils perceive the situation as they think it is, based on their past experience. 
Therefore, no two perceivers may have the same perceptions. 
2.5.7 THE DIRECTIVE-STATE THEORY 
According to Bartley f1958:17J this is a theory of perception developed by Bruner 
and Postman. According to them perception is based upon two sharply 
contrasting factors : the structural and the behaviour/a/. These two factors are 
given the labels autochthonous and the behavioural respectively (Bartley, 1958:17). 
The determinants of the first sort are the stimulus, the effects of the 
impingement on the receptors, and the various pertinent parts of the nervous 
system. These factors are innate and is the unchangeable possession of the 
organism as a mechanism for perceiving. 
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The behaviourial determinants stem from higher-level processes, those having to 
do with features of psychological activity. It is a view that studies the 
conditions rstimuliJ outside a person that causes him or her to behave rrespondJ 
in certain ways. The individual's needs, tensions, value system and biases 
influence perception. This theory maintains that the individual as a whole is 
represented in his/her perceptions. 
It is common knowledge that the way things look to a person is often strongly 
affected by his emotions, desires, feelings etc. our perceptions are influenced 
by who we are as well as our particular way of viewing the world. Invariably 
a large portion of the perceptions we are able to make are a direct result of 
the particular cultures in which we have been brought up. we Jearn to define 
the world around us in terms of the cultures into which we are born (Blake & 
Ramsey, 1951: 15; combs, 1959:92). 
The society in which adolescents grow up has an important influence on their 
developments, relationships, adjustments and problems. The expectations of the 
society mould their personalities, influence their roles and guide their futures 
fRice, 1992:10J. A child can only see himself in terms of his experiences and the 
treatment he receives from those responsible for his development. He is likely, 
therefore, to be strongly affected by the labels which are applied to events by 
"significant others" in his life rcombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:43). As his 
experience with them either enhances his need satisfaction or frustrates it, he 
may perceive things as good or bad. 
Thus, the way one sees reality is contingent not only on the capacity of his 
given physical structure for detecting stimulus configurations and integrating 
information about stimuli but also on modification in the use of the structure 
which derive from the impact of experience fBiake & Ramsey, 1951:13J. The 
individual's perceptions are shaped by who he is and it is vital to study the 
cultural milieu into which he is born. The perceptions of a black south African 
pupil will be vastly different from a white south African pupil or an American 
negro. 
The needs of an individual greatly influences his/her perceptions. This is 
demonstrated is a famous experiment conducted by Bruner and Goodman in 
which ten year old children were instructed to adjust the area of a disc of light 
so that it looked to them to be exactly equal to the size of a variety of coins 
and cardboard discs fPitcher, 1971:35). Two groups of subjects were used in the 
experiment, one from a well to do progressive school in Boston catering for the 
sons and daughters of prosperous business and professional people; and the poor 
subjects came from a settlement house in one of Boston's slum areas fAng/in, 
1973:50J. Any given coin looked much larger to the poorer children than to the 
richer ones. 
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The needs of a ten year old boy from a lower social class are totally different 
from a forty year old middle class teacher. The needs of the child and the 
needs of the school are vastly different. Material forced upon students without 
consideration of their present and immediate goals tends to be perceived as not 
useful to the pupil. This intrusion into the field creates additional difficulty to 
the pupil and he is sure to regard the material as an obstacle thus causing him 
to attain academically poor results. 
An important contribution of this theory is the fact that our perceptions refer 
to the meaning we attach to the information received through our sensory 
receptors by a mixture of objective reality ftheory of naive realismJ and the way 
we organise our information. The criticism against the theory, however, is its 
predominant concern with the fact that perceiving is regulated by the economy 
of the personality and its failure to mention anything about the mechanisms 
that bring about the perceptual process. 
2.5.8 THE ECOLOGICAL THEORY 
The theory that environmental perception is a product of the ecological 
characteristics of environmental stimulation has been most fully developed by 
James J Gibson f1958·1979J. The most fundamental tenet of the ecological 
approach is that the nature of humans is inextricably intertwined with the 
nature of the world in which they live, move and have their being. It is 
founded in the view that man is indeed a mirror of nature fShaw & Bransford, 
1977:5). 
The environment in which animals and humans have evolved, and upon which 
they depend for their well-being can be construed from both the material and 
functional viewpoints. The material environment of a species provides resources 
in the form of "hard" goods such as air, water, food etc. while the functional 
environment provides resources in the form of "soft" goods, such as the requisite 
knowledge-gathering experiences for planning and executing adaptive functions 
(Shaw & Bransford, 1977:6J. 
Perceiving is not the mere passive pickup of information, but is an active 
extraction of information available in the environment. The individual samples 
the information around him by moving in the environment and by purposefully 
following up on information that is significant to him. The active aspect of 
perception and the linkage between behaviour and perception is the central part 
of Gibson's theory (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:443J. Gibson defines perception 
therefore as the pick up of information over time; a sufficient amount of time 
for extracting the significant information over space to correctly judge the nature 
of ecologically relevant phenomena. 
This theory focuses on perceptions of holistic structures; configurations of 
stimulus information that are not reducible to individual sensory elements 
fZebrowitz, 1990:5J. People perceive meaningful patterns of stimulation in the 
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environment rather than separate points of stimulation (Holahan, 1982:37J. Thus 
Gibson views perception not in terms of the response of separate sensory cells 
but as the patterned response of a group of cells. He believes that the same 
perception can emerge from many different response patterns and vet we can 
perceive a holistic image of the environment. This is due to the fact that 
information in the external stimulus is not composed of individual elements. 
James J Gibson has taken the position that perception is not localized in the 
receptors or in the brain or in the muscles. It involves the entire system when 
a perceptual system is active. Perceiving does require a sentiment organism with 
certain perceptual abilities but it also requires an environment with perceivable 
characteristics (Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:473J. An important component of the 
ecological theory is its emphasis on the perception of social affordances. 
Affordances are defined by Gibson as what the environment offers the individual, 
what it provides or furnishes, either good or ill fZebrowitz, 1990:178, Shaw & 
Bransford, 1977:68J. Another hallmark of the ecological theory is that the 
detection of social affordances depends on the perceiver's atonements; that is 
the particular stimulus information to which they attend. Atonements may be 
innate or may be conditioned by the perceiver's social goals, behavioural 
capabilities, or perceptual experience. 
James Gibson believes that through environmental experience the perceiver learns 
to discriminate more stimulus variables in the environment and to discriminate 
more important stimulus variables from less important ones (Holahan, 1982:38J. 
Through learning the perceiver is able to achieve a progressively more accurate 
picture of the environment and to attribute meaning to that which the perceiver 
deems as important. The impact on causal attributions of learned assumptions 
about various causes is revealed in cross-cultural as well as developmental 
research. Japanese mothers attribute their children's poor mathematics 
performance to tack of effort whereas American mothers make stronger 
attributions to lack of ability and poor instruction (Holloway et.al., 1986 cf. 
Zebrowitz, 1990:159J. These findings reflect the cultural differences in basic 
assumptions about the contribution of effort and ability to successful 
performance on difficult tasks. Since Japanese children perceive their poor 
performance as a result of lack of effort, this could foster mathematical 
superiority since attribution of failure to unstable causes improves subsequent 
performance. American students, on the other hand, believe that their poor 
performance is the result of a lack of ability and they thus perceive themselves 
negatively and this may lead to. a poor self-concept in mathematics. 
Ecological theorists do contend that many basic aspects of environmental 
perception do not have to be learned and are part of the organism's response 
repertoire from infancy. According to Machamer & Turnbull (1978:489J, in 1959 
Gibson proposed that as learning is difficult to define it would be helpful to 
forget all terms such as memory, insight, reinforcement or adjustment. The 
individual picks up information from the environment and then acts in an 
appropriate fashion towards the information he has picked up. In many cases 
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it is only through the environmental causes of information that he is able to 
modify or change his perceptual abilities. 
To support this contention, ecological theorists point to research findings by 
another theorist namely Eleanor Gibson involving the visual cliff. The visual cliff 
is a flat surface designed to give the illusion of an abrupt drop from what 
appears to be an edge (Holahan, 1982:38J. Human babies avoid the cliff's edge 
by the age of crawling, a finding that is consistent with the ecological theory 
that only when the individual is mobile, is such perceptual information needed. 
Through environmental experience the individual is able to discriminate more 
important stimulus variables from the less important ones. The individual samples 
the information around him by moving about in the environment and by 
purposefUlly following up on information that is significant to him. The 
psychological educational implications of this is that in the teaching-learning 
situation the pupil will only extract information that he perceives to be 
important to him and will not pay attention to anything that is insignificant to 
the immediate gratification of his needs. Thus if a pupil's needs for peer 
approval is more important than his need for educational attainment, he may 
attain poor academic results. However, the reverse may also apply. A pupil, 
who perceives education as important, may achieve excellent results. 
It can be concluded that Gibson's theory did help in furthering an understanding 
of the process of perception but it has two pitfalls. Underlying Gibson ·s 
ecological theory is the belief that in many respects all people see the world in 
similar ways. People may perceive certain things such as size, shape and colour 
simi/arty. Yet, cultural influences are so different, that based on the cultural 
environment in which individuals grow' up, individuals do not perceive similarly. 
There are differences between the perceptions of rural and urban dwellers, 
persons from the North and the south, from the mountain and valley, from 
seaboard and plains (Combs, Richards & Richards, 1988:121). 
Gibson says that perceptions arise from the environment in that the environment 
provides the stimulus. This is not always the case as perception may be indirect 
or not the direct result of any stimulus at all. He failed to consider many of 
the hallucinatory cases of perceptions which are not caused by the environment. 
Their proximate cause is internal to the perceiver. A conclusion must therefore 
be reached that perception must involve some cognitive abilities and is not 
purely the result of environmental stimulation. 
2.5.9 A PROBABIUSTIC-FUNCTIONAL THEORY 
The theory that environmental perception is a function of the active role people 
play in interpreting sensory input from the environment has been most fully 
developed by Egan Brunswik (1956-1969) (Holahan, 1982:38J. Brunswik's theory of 
probabilistic functionalism is in sharp contrast to Gibson's theory. His view is 
that sensory information that reaches us from the environment is never perfectly 
correlated with the real environment. He contends that we are often presented 
with complex and even misleading cues about the environment. 
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It is said that the individual, in line with the requirements of biological adaption 
and using available data, tries to ·reconstitute• the object and is able to 
approximate it rBartley, 1958: 16J. The object it constitutes is an intermediate 
one having properties somewhere between those of the real object and the 
stimulus pattern received by the sense organ. It is called a probabilistic theory 
because the object perceived is an approximation of the real situation and it 
reflects the observer's "best bet· or an "educated guess" about the nature of 
the environment rHolahan, 1982:39). Thus perception is never a sure thing, never 
an absolute revelation of what is. Rather what we see is a prediction --- our 
own personal construction designed to give us the best possible bet for carrying 
out our purposes in action. Perception is thus a functional affair based on 
action, experience and probability (Beardslee & Wertheimer, 1958:443J. 
This theory can best be explained using the perception of sight. For any given 
retinal patterns there are an infinite number of brightness, size-distance 
combinations to which that pattern might be related. When faced with such 
a situation, in which an unlimited number of possibilities can be related to a 
given retinal pattern, the individual calls upon its previous experiences and 
assumes that what has been most probable in the past will be most probable 
in future. When presented with two star points of different brightness, a person 
unconsciously assumes or bets that the two points being similar are probably 
identical and therefore the one which seems brighter must be nearer (Beardslee 
& Wertheimer, 1958:437). The individual can test the accuracy of the probabilistic 
statements by trying out a series of actions in the environment and assessing 
their functional consequences. 
In the educational situation pupils make educated guesses about their 
perceptions. They assume that a particular teacher does not like them or that 
they have poor abilities in science or that school is boring. Their perceptions 
are not necessarily accurate but reveals their perceptions about the stimulus due 
to previous experience. For example a pupil may perceive that he is weak in 
mathematics because he failed the last three tests. This may be a •guess" and 
not the truth. The pupil's weakness/ failure in the last three tests may be 
ascribed to any number of reasons such as an illness causing a lack of 
concentration; the teacher's inability to explain the section properly; personal 
problems affecting the pupil etc. The consequence is a poor self-concept which 
further exacerbates the problem. 
The probabilistic-functional theory has played a significant role in widening the 
scope of perception. The most valid contribution is that our perceptions 
approximate the real world. The probabilistic judgements about the environment 
that an individual builds up are highly personal, reflecting the person's unique 
perspective, needs, and environmental goals. ''The world each of us knows is 
a world created in large measure from our experience in dealing with the 
environment· attelson and Kilpatrick, 1952 c.f Holahan, 1982:40). However, the 
theory does not place any emphasis on the actual process of perception. 
Greater emphasis should be placed on the cognitive functioning than a mere 
"educated guess·. 
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2.5.10 THE SENSE DATA THEORY OF C.D. BROAD 
A leading contemporary exponent of the sense-datum theorists is Professor C.D. 
Broad of Trinity College, cambridge. The name ·sense data· was coined by 
Betrand Russel in 1912 when he wrote: "Let us give the name sense data to the 
things that are immediately known in sensation· (Lean, 1973:3J. Broad advances 
the sensum theory of sense data where he indicates that ·sensa· are transitory 
particular existents of a peculiar kind, neither physical nor mental and not 
existentially dependent on being perceived, though private to and dependent on 
the body of each percipient fLean, 1973:5). 
Broad's theory is about the nature of perception and of the nature of the 
external world. It includes two components (1J an account of the sensuous 
account of perception in terms of the different awareness of sensa; and f2J an 
account of what it is to perceive physical objects (George s Pappas cf. Machamer 
& Turnbull, 1978:419). Broad maintains that we can actually isolate and attend 
to a sensation apart from perception. He conceives of perception as a process 
of going from the "objective constituent· considered as a spatially extended, two 
dimensional image, having qualities . only in single modalities to the larger spatia-
temporal whole of a certain specific kind, the physical object which the situation 
is taken to reveal fLean, 1973:86J. 
According to Broad our perceptions of external physical objects is a judgement, 
occasioned by the direct awareness of a group of sensa. He further adds that 
the perceiver is never conscious of making such judgements. He conceives that 
it is entirely possible that the things and relations in the external world may be 
quite different from the things and relations which the sensa reveals. 
Borad has distinguished between a perceptual and non-perceptual situation. To 
him a perceptual situation involves having direct contact with an object while 
a non-perceptual situation would refer to the perceiver's emotional state. He has 
further made a distinction between epistemological object and ontological object 
with respect to the perceptual situation. An epistemological object is defined 
in terms of the claim to external cognitive contact which characterizes the 
perceptual situation both hallucinatory and veridical fLean, 1973:38J. He groups 
veridical and delusive visual experiences as perceptual. The. recognition and 
acceptance that perception involves both the direct and indirect components has 
been a major breakthrough for perceptual research. 
There are several criticisms of this theory which Broad either chose not to 
address or his arguments were fairly weak. His view that one can have 
sensations alone is unsound and impossible. It is not possible for one to have 
sensations first and then perception. Research has proven that sensation hinges 
on perception and perception on sensation (Coren, Parae & ward, 1979:5; Krech, 
Crutchfield & Livson, 1974:239; Bartley, 1958:5; van ceert, 1983:38; Meltzer, 1976:28J. 
It is true that acts of perceiving physical objects are acts of judgements but 
Broad does not indicate whether such acts of judgement are justified. tnstead 
he indicates that there are other theories that explain the phenomenological 
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facts of perception (Pappas cf. Machamer & Turnbull, 1978:419J. Although 
Professor Broad has made a distinction between perceptual and non-perceptual 
situations, this distinction is not clear. What he has termed as a delusive 
perceptual situation is similar to a non-perceptual, emotional state, in that neither 
reveals anything other than ourselves and our states. 
In spite of its many criticisms, this theory had made some valid points. Things 
in the real world are different from the world as perceived bY an individual. 
The role of delusive experiences is an important facet of perception which is 
highlighted by Broad. This can best be explained in terms of the sun. People 
have the general perception that the sun rises in the east and sets in the west. 
In reality it is not the sun that moves but the earth that revolves around its 
own axis. Broad's view that one can never experience physical objects as such 
and that all one ever perceives is kinds of particulars is true to a certain extent. 
we never experience all of the qualities of a physical object simultaneously but 
one learns about the total physical object by means of a succession of sensory 
experiences. 
2.5.11 THE HYPOTHESIS OR EXPECTANCY THEORY 
The pioneers of this theory were Leo Postman and Jerome Bruner. This is a 
theory that takes the perceiver into account. It recognises the fact that 
perceiving does not arise from blank neutral ground and states that the sets 
which the individual displays are what might be called hypotheses rBartley, 
1958:18). 
According to these theorists, perceJVmg involves a three step cycle. Perceiving 
begins with an expectancy or hypothesis. The subjects' sets are long established 
and firmly embedded. Perception begins in a tuned organism. The second step 
is the input of stimulus - information from the environment and the third step 
is the checking or confirmation procedure. If confirmation does not occur, the 
hypothesis shifts in a direction partly determined by internal or personalogical or 
experiential factors and partly on the basis of feedback from the learning which 
occurred in the immediately preceding, partly unsuccessful information checking 
cycle rAnglin, 1973:89; Bruner cf Blake & Ramsey, 1951:124J. 
A hypothesis may be regarded as a highly generalised state of readiness to 
respond selectively to classes of events in the environment. The selectivity of 
remembering, problem solving, perceiving, imagining in so far as they show a 
unity or consistency at a given time are governed jointly by the intervening 
variable, the hypothesis. A basic property of a hypothesis is what is known as 
strength. Three theorems that are contingent upon the concept of strength 
are:-
(1 J The stronger a hypothesis, the greater the likelihood of arousal in a given 
situation; 
(2J The greater the strength of a hypothesis, the Jess the amount of 
inappropriate information necessary to confirm it. 
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(3J The greater the strength of the hypothesis, the more the amount of 
inappropriate or contradictory information necessary to infirm it (Bruner cf. 
Blake & Ramsey, 1951:126J. 
There are five determinants of hypothesis strength. These are:· 
2.5.11.1 FREQUENCY OF PAST CONFIRMATION 
The more frequently a hypothesis or expectancy has been confirmed in the past, 
the greater will be its strength. 
2.5.11.2 MONOPOLY 
The smaller the number of alternative hypotheses held by the person concerning 
his environment at a given moment, the greater their strength will be. 
2.5.11.3 COGNffiVE CONSEQUENCES 
Any given hypothesis can be conceived of as embedded in a larger system of 
supporting hypotheses and beliefs. The larger the number of supporting system 
of hypotheses, or the more integrated the supporting system of hypotheses, the 
stronger the hypothesis with all that it implies for arousal, confirmation and 
infirmation. 
2.5.11.4 MOTIVATIONAL CONSEQUENCES 
Hypotheses have varying consequences in aiding the organism to the fulfilment 
of needs. The more basic the confirmation of a hypothesis is to carrying out 
the goal-striving activity, the greater will be its strength. 
2.5.11.5 SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES 
Where stimulus conditions are such that information for either confirming or 
infirming a hypothesis is minimal, the hypothesis may be strengthened by virtue 
of its agreement with the hypotheses of other observers to whom the perceiver 
may turn (Anglin, 1973:94·95J. 
There are a large number of experiments which prove that past confirmation is 
an important condition for strengthening expectancies and for reducing the 
amount of information necessary to conform expectancies once established. one 
such experiment conducted by Bartlett (1916:252) revealed that subjects reported 
seeing the word aeroplane when the word aeroplaxe had been presented 
tachistocopical/y. This was due to the fact that the word aeroplane was well 
confirmed. Researchers have confirmed that if a sound and a faint image were 
presented frequently enough and if the researcher failed to present the image, 
the subject sees it anyway when the sound is presented (Anglin, 1973:45J. 
Perceiving, it can be concluded, takes place in a tuned individual and begins 
with an expectancy or hypothesis. A pupil may have a negative self-concept 
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and may perceive that his teachers do not think that he is academically 
proficient. Even if he has a new set of teachers, he perceives his relationship 
with them negatively. 
The fixation of sensory conditioning is very resistant to extinction. A fixation 
takes place, the perceptual hypothesis grows stronger, not only in the sense of 
growing more frequent in the presence of certain types of stimulation, but also 
more perceptually accentuated. Discrepancies between male students' and female 
students' mathematical achievement bears testimony to this conditioning. Female 
students have lower perceptions of competence and lower performance 
expectations than male students in mathematics lStipek & Gralinski, 1991:361; Pitt, 
1973:10J. Singh l1968J, lcf Pitt, 1973:10J has shown that females studying at 
university tended to be more "domestic" minded and the males more 
"mechanical". The pupil's subject choice is largely due to parental and societal 
conditioning. Female students have lower perceptions of competence and lower 
performance expectations in science-orientated courses. This is confirmed by a 
study of 194 third graders and 279 junior high school, middle-class students. The 
researchers Stipek and Gralinski l1991:367J have confirmed, in their results, that 
girls' achievement-related beliefs were generally more negative than boys' 
achievement-related beliefs in mathematics. It is a generally held assumption 
that the science courses are the male domain. Further substantiation of this will 
be furnished in chapter three. 
A large number of experiments have also been undertaken to prove that the 
strength of a hypothesis is based on the need of the perceiver. In an 
experiment conducted by Bruner and Goodman (Pitcher, 1971:138J with adults, it 
was revealed that things people like or value look brighter. It was demonstrated 
in this experiment that pictures of food and drink looked brighter to hungry and 
thirsty people than did pictures of things unrelated to food or drink. The 
apparent brightness increased with time vet when subjects were allowed to drink 
as much as they wanted to, the apparent brightness disappeared, and the 
pictures of food and drink looked no brighter than it did at the beginning of 
the experiment. Anv given individual will differentiate from the field only that 
which helps him towards the satisfaction of his need. In the course of a 
person's growth and development and as a product of his experience with the 
world, certain aspects of his perceptual field become more or less clearly 
differentiated from the remainder of the field because they satisfy need. These 
differentiations are called goals rcombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:132J. In the 
course of differentiation of a child's goals from the remainder of the perceptual 
field, it is apparent that not all children will develop the same patterns. If a 
person perceives himself as inadequate, drinking, reading or movie-going may well 
be techniques for escaping from feelings of inadequacy. If, on the other hand, 
a person perceives himself as more rather than less adequate, his reading and 
studying may be techniques which express a deep commitment to a positive 
goal rcombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:134J. 
The hypothesis or expectancy theory has made some noteworthy contributions. 
These include the fact that one's perception is based on one's needs and also 
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the role of socialisation in perception. The problem arises however in the "three 
step cycle" model that was used to explain perception. The model is far too 
jumpy in that perception in everyday life is much more smoother. Another 
argument against this theory is that all experiments used to prove its validity 
are presented tatistoscopically and are ambiguous. This is because the necessary 
conditions have to be created to show hypothesis strength. Thus it is revealed 
that only under poor conditions of perception do the effects of learning and 
personality show themselves. The real-life situation can never be compared toa 
tatistoscopically created one. 
2.5.12 THE THEORY OF PERSON PERCEPTION 
Prior to 1957 the antecedents of a person perception field existed in a scattering 
of studies concerned with the accuracy of judgements in personality traits or 
with the expression and perception of emotions. There is however a very real 
need to study person perception. we live in a world of people who evoke 
some of the individual's most subtly based perceptual reactions. People influence 
us while present and out of sight (Bartley, 1980:366J. The field of person 
perception has developed as a concern for the motives, expectancies, and mental 
processes of the perceiver who confronts behaviour "out there" and is asked to 
draw inferences about the actor from the actions observed uones, 1990:17J. 
The development of this ability in children has received an increasing amount of 
attention in recent years under the heading of "social sensitivity". "Social 
sensitivity" refers to the ability of the child to conceptualize other people and 
to comprehend their thoughts, emotions, actions and contextual viewpoints 
(Garrad & Kyriacou, 1985:123). This is due to the fact that other people influence 
the life of perceiver. 
one theory of person perception is the attributional theory developed by Kelly 
in 1955 uones, 1990:51J. A perceiver or attributor wants to understand the 
nature of an entity. The entity could be anything in nature that elicits a 
response. Although the theory does not specify the nature of the response, it 
can be anything from an opinion or emotional reaction to an approaching or 
avoiding reaction. 
The second aspect is the attribution that will be made as a result of the 
perceiver's response. Incoming stimulus information is first identified in terms of 
attribution-relevant categories. What is perceived derives its meaning from the 
category in which it is placed and the way this category is distinguished from 
other categories. These categories include the behaviour itself, there is the 
situation in which it occurs, and the fact that the perceiver approaches the 
behaviour and the situation with a certain kind of prior knowledge uones, 
1990:51J. Attributive judgements may be placed into two categories i.e. episodic 
judgements and dispositional judgements. Episodic judgements are made during 
a particular sequence or episode of behaviour. Dispositional judgements are 
made about permanent characteristics which are relatively independent of a 
particular episode rwarr & Knapper, 1968:10J. When we perceive someone we 
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make episodic judgements or dispositional ones and in many cases our perception 
will comprise both types of responses. The perception of people always goes 
along with the perception of an event in which they are participating. 
The perceiver comes into the situation with certain expectancies, either based 
on the particular target person's behaviour or the behaviour of other similar 
persons in similar situations. In person perception the manifold of incoming 
messages is encoded in terms of or attributed to the motives, sentinents or 
beliefs of other persons. These expectancies "feed back" to influence the input 
information which the individual processes in later judgements rwarr & Knapper, 
1968:16J. When judging another person we do not only classify him and make 
predictions about him we also respond to him in certain emotional ways. The 
characteristics of the perceiver himself influences the perceptions he forms. 
some of these characteristics include sex, personality differences, emotions and 
our own group membership. women show more perceptual discrimination than 
men when rating stimulus persons. A perceiver's hostility has been shown to 
affect the impressions he forms of himself and other people. According to warr 
and Knapper f1968:198J the researchers sarason and Winkel in 1966 found that 
subject's behaviourial hostility is related to their self-ratings and in two parallel 
studies in the years 1961 and 1966, Murstein, making use of men and women 
judges found that regardless of self-concept, hostile persons were significantly less 
accurate at perceiving hostility in others. Emotional states can also be seen to 
influence person perception. Frightened individuals will tend to perceive others 
as malicious and fear-arousing while friendly people will perceive others as warm 
and open. The society in which we are raised influences our perceptions. A 
study by Lindzey and Raga/sky (Bartley, 1958:2-5J highlights this. TWenty 
representative and six stereotyped photographs were presented to 685 subjects. 
The study revealed that the more highly prejudiced the subject was, the more 
he was able to identify the Jew and non-Jew faces. People who are raised to 
be class-conscious, will habitually attend to cues which to him may be predictive 
of class. A judge's needs and feelings greatly influence his perception of other 
people, he tends to project his own feelings unto others and to be more 
sensitive to particular characteristics because of his own emotional state. Most 
judgements of other people are made primarily in terms of good and bad. This 
is called the halo effect because one who is labelled good is surrounded with 
a positive aura and good qualities are attributed to him. The converse i.e. 
negative halo is one who is labelled bad and is seen as having all bad qualities 
fFreedman, sears & car/smith, 1978:84J. 
Interpersonal perception also involves getting to know oneself. Self-Knowledge 
can be a direct consequence of perceptions of others in our presence. The 
child models himself after the parent as he is, after the parents self-ideal or 
after the parents' ideal of the child. In the course of this social interaction, the 
child's behaviour is a confirmative reflection of his self or an indicator of those 
respects in which his self-concept may have to be adjusted or modified. In 
most cases however people seek out social situations and opportunity structures 
where they could be themselves uones, 1990:232J. If there are discrepancies in 
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perceptions, they are apt to receive self-confirmatory feed-back. The other 
alternative is scapegoat behaviour which includes blaming others for changes, 
which if attributed to the person will lower his self-esteem rragiuri & Petrullo, 
1958:21J. In the educational situation should the pupil attain results not in 
keeping with his self-concept, he may blame his parents, teachers or friends for 
his poor results. 
The question of accuracy of person perception has received considerable 
attention. A person can be said to have two meanings that is a denotative and 
a connotative meaning rwarr and Knapper, 1968:54J. The denotative meaning 
would include information such as the sex, height, and hair colour of the person. 
The difficulty arises in the connotative meaning in which the stimuli can be 
defined in terms of the number of dimensions on which it falls ralertness, 
intelligence etc. J and in terms of its position on each dimension rvery alert, 
alert etc.J 
Although there are various dimensions of these stimulus perceptions, it can be 
concluded that person perception is fairly accurate. The symbolic - interactionist 
theorists argue that the self is socially constructed. According to these theorists, 
perceptions are accurate. This is due to the many studies that they have 
conducted. They distinguish between individual and dyadic accuracy. Individual 
accuracy describes people's ability to understand how they are generally viewed 
by others while dyadic accuracy describes people's ability to discern how they 
are viewed differently by others. In a study conducted by De Paulo et.al. 
f1987:303-315J to determine individual and dyadic accuracy, 42 unacquainted 
female undergraduates were the subjects. They participated in groups of six and 
the sessions lasted two hours. The groups were given several tasks, both of an 
individual basis as well as co-operative in nature. The results of the test 
indicated a significant degree of accuracy on almost every measure. 
Person perception both of a dyadic and individual nature plays an important rote 
in the educational situation. Not only does the pupil's perceptions of the 
teacher influence his attitude to his work but his perceptions of himself as a 
person and a student also tends to influence his academic performance. Harter 
f1985J rcf Marchant, 1991 :84J identified five specific domains of Self-Perception 
Profile for Children f1J Scholastic competence, f2J social acceptance, f3J Athletic 
competence, f4J Physical appearance, and f5J Behavioural conduct. Using 
suburban high school students, Byrne and Shave/son f1986J found a strong 
correlation between general self-concept and academic self-concept (Marchant, 
1991:84J. The relationships children have with teachers are of great importance 
in determining the quality of their educational experiences. Only when they 
perceive the teacher as warm, understanding and caring will they have the 
confidence to explore and develop new skills and understandings (Feeney, 
Christensen & Moravcik, 1987:180J. When children perceive teachers as 
threatening, cold or ineffective instructors, they cannot be productive. 
The important issue is that persons are not merely manipulated; rather they are 
action centres, they can benefit or harm us intentionally and we can benefit or 
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harm them. The process, resulting in perception, goes on for a purpose, 
whether that purpose is seeking food, picking up a book etc. rToch, 1968:6). 
2.5.13 CONCLUSION TO THEORIES 
Perception is by no means always a simple, straightforward and an unambiguous 
process but is in fact liable to many variations and to a lot of interpretations. 
These are caused partly by the great complexity of the perceived field of view 
as constituted by our normal surroundings and partly by limitations in the 
perceptual capacity of the observer. No two perceivers may perceive a given 
scene in the same way. Individual differences exist in perception. What can be 
concluded from the theories presented is that the perceptual system can be 
conceived of as parts of a chain stretching from the outside world, through 
each of us and back to the environment. Each link in the chain is essential if 
information about the world is to be reliable and if the outcomes of actions are 
to be those that are desired fKrech, Crutchfield & Livson, 1974:239). The links not 
only include the environment and our sensory receptors but also our cultural 
milieu, past experiences, needs and desires, relationships with people and our 
views of ourselves. 
A child's education involves a commitment of up to 7,000 hours by the end of 
elementary school and up to 15,000 hours by the end of high school fFraser, 
1986:5). such a time commitment suggests that a student's reactions to and 
perceptions of their school experiences are significant and may be considered just 
as important as school achievement as it invariably influences school achievement. 
It can be deduced that perception is egocentric and pupils are taught to attend 
and filter the information. Based on their life histories and experiences within 
their specific cultural, familial, ethnic or cultural group, pupils develop particular 
perceptual patterns which helps them and which is a major determining factor 
in their academic achievements. student perceptions of the social environment 
of the school as well as the role-players in the educational process account for 
substantive variance in cognitive, affective and behaviourial attitudes. 
2.6 THE INTER-RELATIONSHIP OF THE PROCESSES 
The relationship between the cognitive processes is by no means unidirectional. 
some perception must precede learning and the result of thinking modifies 
future learning and that learning can influence the way an individual perceives 
the world. Learning improves perceptual discrimination and selectivity. 
2.6.1 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION, LEARNING AND THINKING 
Perception, learning and thinking have traditionally been referred to as the 
cognitive processes since they all deal, to some extent, with the problem of 
knowledge. The field of perception can be said to lie between the field of 
sensory processes ·on one side and cognitive processes on the other. Learning is 
defined as the process by which perceptual information is acquired through 
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experience and becomes part of the beings storage of facts fForgus, 1966:3J. 
Thinking is to form a judgement or opinion of, to centre one·s thoughts on, to 
mediate, to reflect upon (Bartley, 1958:39J. Thinking is a major form of problem 
solving and implies an ongoing active process. 
some behaviour of the individual can be seen to have a very close temporal 
connection with what happens in its surrounds. such behaviour follows closely 
the environmental event and poses no problem for the perceiver. However, 
other forms of behaviour cannot be seen- so well to relate to anything that is 
going on in the environment at the time and in this case such terms as 
thinking, judging and remembering will apply in the extracting of hidden 
information. Thinking, learning and perceiving are part of a reciprocal process. 
Learning leads to thinking and this thinking modifies the individual through the 
involvement of new learning, which in turn modifies the perception of the 
stimulus situation. Thinking and learning can influence the way we perceive our 
world. 
There are several stages in the extraction of information and the concomitant 
sequence of perception. These are as follows:-
2.6.2 STAGES IN THE EXTRACTION OF INFORMATION 
our perceptual systems harvest information about the world and monitor our 
activities in that world. As such these perceptual systems can be conceived of 
in various stages. Each stage is essential if information about the world is to 
be reliable and if the outcomes of actions are to be those desired. 
2.6.2.1 PHYSICAL ENERGY (INPUTJ 
Perceiving guides man's task of adapting to the environment. some sets of 
events in the environment must place the process in motion. These stimulating 
conditions in the environment reside in physical energy; they provide the input 
for perception. Special kinds of sensory mechanisms change the physical 
dimensions into message units that the nervous system can understand. 
2.6.2.2 SENSORY TRANSDUCTION 
The transduction of physical information into informational messages is called the 
process of sensory transduction (Davidoff, 1980:133; Forgus, 1966:7J. In daily living 
we have to adapt to a variety of energy patterns. Most of these originate in 
the external environment, but some result from changes in the internal organs. 
The former are called environmental stimuli while the latter are called state 
stimuli rForgus, 1966:7J. Receptors in our senses convert the incoming energy 
into electromagnetic signals that the nervous system uses for communication. 
once this happens the process of perception starts. While perception seems to 
be organised at the level of the senses rsensationsJ its organisation continues to 
develop as the nerve impulses travel along specific nerve fibres to particular 
brain regions rForgus, 1966:8; van Geert, 1983:38; Meltzer, 1976:31; Morris, 1982:241; 
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Morgan et.al. 1986:107J. 
2.6.2.3 INTERVENING BRAIN ACTIVITY 
When the nerve impulses or patterns of nerve impulses reach the brain, one of 
two things can happen. It can simply act as a relay station and pass on the 
information to the response system thus completing the act of perception. 
Alternatively it can select, organise and interpret incoming sensory information 
and modify the perception before it passes it to the response system. The 
reception and relay functions are organised by two anatomical-physiological 
systems, those of arousal and projection. The arousal mechanism consists of 
ascending impulses which congregate at the brain stem and mid-brain level of 
the sub-cortex and then bombard the cortex to awaken it and make it ready 
for incoming information. In addition, the reticular motivating system helps to 
select important sensory messages which will be relayed to the cortex. The 
cortex selects the information that it will receive and integrates the stimuli from 
the various senses rForgus, 1966:8J. 
2.6.2.4 PERCEPTUAL EXPERIENCES OR OUTPUT 
The output stage is a continuation of the intervening stage. Perception has 
taken place when the perceiver responds either verbally or behaviourally. The 
way things look to a perceiver is in part determined by his disposition to use 
certain words to characterize what he sees or thinks he sees fPitcher, 1971:173J. 
It can thus be deduced that during perception, knowledge about the world is 
combined with the perceiver's constructive abilities, physiology and experience. 
It is a phenomenon that emerges from a system of inter-related events, first in 
the individual's surrounding and then within the neuromuscular system of the 
individual himself. 
2. 7 PERCEPTION AND ATTENTION 
The perceiver does not passively assign equal priority to incoming cues but 
actively seeks out information which is relevant to his purposes in the situation 
of interaction. The perceiver is tuned or set to process certain kinds of 
information and not others. The process of corresponding to certain stimuli and 
ignoring others is known as attention (McBurney & Collins, 1984:251J. 
The concepts of perception, attention and consciousness are intimately related. 
It often happens that we fail to perceive events taking place within the field 
of view; and if they are subsequently brought to our notice, we often say that 
we overlooked them because we were not perceiving. If we, for example, look 
at an object we may focus only on one feature while the rest of the object, 
together with the surrounding space, constitutes the periphery of the looking 
action rvan Geert, 1983:182J. At other times we may perceive a wider field. 
Generally what people perceive in any given situation may vary according to 
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their previous experiences, especially in so far as this affects what they expect 
to see. Stimuli that have the most likelihood of being attended to are the ones 
which f1J are the largest, f2J are novel, f3J involve movement, f4J fulfil a need, 
f5J are of particular interest to the individual, f6J conform to expectancy rstroch, 
1971:1J. Individual learning and motivation variables such as novelty, interest, 
curiosity, and emotional involvement determine attention in different ways 
depending on the individual. When we wish to see something clearly and 
correctly, we concentrate our attention upon it. This is known as "the cocktail 
party effect" (McBurney & Collins, 1984:252) or the "spotlight" effect rBakan, 
1966:40J. on the other hand, when we are idly contemplating a scene, we may 
notice very little, with no great desire to perceive anything in particular because 
we are not attending. 
The degree of attention is dependent firstly upon the sensory receptors. we 
perceive only those things that our receptors are sensitive to. It is also 
dependent upon the physiological arousal of the brain, "the reticular formation" 
rvernon, 1971:147). Nerve impulses from the reticular formation ascend the 
cortex and produce arousal from sleep, and from passive inattentive states to 
full attention, and also attention to particular types of stimulation. General 
arousal increases in states of motivation and emotion and decreases with 
boredom and lack of interest. But if motivation and emotion are very strong, 
there may be over-arousal, causing blocking of the activities of the reticular 
formation and a decline in the efficiency of perception. 
Perception is an active condition directed by intentionality. It is selective and 
strongly dependent on needs, motives and interest. This implies that there must 
be some persistent force in the individual to observe, investigate and acquire 
knowledge. If the pupil, at school, is not interested in his academic work then 
he will perceive the lessons at school as unimportant as he is not interested in 
such things. He may perceive the values of the peer group as more important 
and pay heed to those values rather than the values of the home or school 
rvan vuuren et. a/., 1988:379). on the other hand, another pupil may strive for 
achievement, resulting in increased learning rates and retention of information 
and skills. Where the pupil is intellectually absorbed, his mind is active in 
learning things that really count for him and it helps him in satisfying ways to 
realise and appreciate his capacity for using his mind uersild, 1963:343). Even if 
the subject matter is boring and unappealing, such a child will devote his full 
attention to understanding the content as he is interested in his academic 
accomplishments. 
The motivation and desire to learn is largely dependent on the subject matter 
and the teacher's presentation of it. Under the leadership, of an instructor, who 
himself has the courage and freedom to explore, pupils will derive personal 
meanings from the content. The full meaning of academic subjects can be 
achieved only if the student can relate what is taught to his own personal 
experience. As he is able to relate what he learns to himself, "he is one who 
not only enjoys the rising sun, but also one for whom the rays of the sun 
illuminate something within himself, throw light on his intimate concerns and 
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reach into the depths of his own existence" uersild, 1963:343J. If, on the other 
hand, a teacher hurries through the lessons in a bland, uninteresting manner 
pupils will not pay attention as they do not perceive the content as relevant 
and interesting. work becomes joyless and their confidence is undermined. 
The differences in the pupils' attention can be explained in terms of the theories 
that have been put forward. one theory of attention is Broadbent's filter theory 
of attention. He suggested that there is a filtering process at the entrance to 
the nervous system (Morris, 1982:178J. He conceived of perception in information 
processing terms. All incoming stimuli are accepted into sensory registers where 
the stimuli are stored for a short while before being sorted out by physical 
properties such as colours, size, loudness, location, shape etc. A filter selects one 
message from the many stimuli that reach the sensory register to be processed 
further. Inputs that are blocked by the filter may be stored for a brief while 
in the sensory register. The filter is biased in favour of inputs which are novel 
or if intense stimuli occur. In the classroom, pupils will pay attention to lessons 
that are presented in a novel, meaningful manner. The filter theory like all the 
other theories is not without its shortcomings. A need for a filter arises only 
because perception is conceived as essentially passive. They assume that 
information will force its way into an individual if it is not somehow kept out. 
When perceiving is thought of as a constructive process, no filtering is required 
at all. This is demonstrated by an experiment conducted by Littman and Beck/en 
(1976J where subjects were asked to fixate on a dot in the centre of a television 
screen while following one of two superimposed games (Pick, 1979:204J. They did 
so successfully indicating that no filtering mechanisms had been established. 
The filter theory gave way to the attenuator theory of Treisman r1969J. He says 
that the unattended message is blocked by an all or none filter but is 
attenuated, or weakened (McBurney & collins, 1984:253J. some information gets 
through the unattended channels but is Jess likely to influence the response 
unless it has significance for the listener. The attenuator theory selects inputs 
on the basis of more linguistic aspects of the message rather than the simple 
physical properties that the filter was supposed to respond to. The main 
problem with this theory is that it is too complicated to test definitely. It is 
as if we have the capacity to handle a limited amount of information and can 
do several things at once provided the total information does not exceed the 
limited capacity (McBurney & Collins, 1984:255J. 
According to Eleanor Gibson r1978J perception is an activity by which we pick up 
information about environmental objects and events. She indicates that the 
terms perception and attention refer to different aspects of the same activity 
fPick, 1979:201J. She points out that information exists at several levels: skilled 
perceivers make use of higher order structure where infants and novices may 
have to depend on simpler features. In addition, perception is selective. 
According to Gibson perception is a matter of detecting information in 
stimulation, and individuals learn, in some significant sense, to extract information 
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from stimulation fPick, 1979:46J. Individual development and species differences 
in the traditional discrimination learning may reflect differences in the nature of 
effective stimulus. Subjects perceive discrete choice and reward stimuli. The 
subjects choice reward is not made to stimulus reward relations but to 
momentary stimulus array or aspects of it. If choice response occurs during 
attention to a given dimension or cue, the reward or non-reward that ensues 
is said to strengthen or weaken an association between a stimulus aspect and 
response. The presence or absence of a reward are features of the stimulus 
input to be discriminated. According to her, the stimulus reactions are not 
themselves associations, interpretations, constructions or deductions fPick, 1979:461. 
Object-reward and dimension-reward relations are facts of the learning episode 
that have been constructed for the subject, and can be directly apprehended 
as such. 
Within the school situation, the association between a stimulus aspect and 
response is strengthened by rewarding experiences. According to Clark & starr 
f1986: 76J feelings of success lead to successful academic performance. Just a 
feeling of being successful, whether the child has been praised or not, can be 
a motivating factor. Pupils who develop a high need for motivation are likely 
to have parents who make demands for independence at an early age and who 
reinforce with attention, praise, privileges and physical affection when 
independent achievement is displayed (Anderson & Faust, 1973:438J. If this reward 
is further reinforced by the teacher at school, the pupil will perceive the 
academic situation as appealing and this will enhance his academic results. 
Based on the various theories of attention, it can be concluded that in all forms 
of learning, the essential feature is that something is perceived which was not 
noticed before, and in so far as the observer practices concentrating his 
attention upon it, so in time he will come to notice it automatically without 
further difficulty. If people have strong feelings about what is shown to them 
or if they desire to perceive or to avoid perceiving something, then not only is 
the speed of perceiving altered, they may even think they perceive what is not 
actually there or they may fail to do so even when it is staring them in the 
face fBakan, 1966:441. Selectivity in perception is determined largely by the 
positive and negative values of a person, his motivational structure, and the 
attitudes he has learnt through past experience. 
2.8 ASSUMPTIONS OF SOCIAL PERCEPTION 
This field of perception involves a great deal more than an analysis of laboratory 
experiments. It also involves the fields of attitudes and opinions, of judgements 
and beliefs. Perception may be viewed as an implicit awareness of probable 
consequences an action might have for us with respect to carrying out some 
purpose that might have value to the perceiver rcantril cf. Bakan, 1966:7J. 
Allport rBartley, 1980:4·6) lists six propositions found in the study of social 
perception. These include f1J that bodily needs determines, within limits, what 
a subject will perceive; f2J that rewards and punishment are also facts in 
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determining what a subject will perceive, and they greatly influence thresholds 
at which items will be recognised; f3J that values represented in the personality 
of the perceiver tend to determine thresholds of recognition; f4J that the size 
perceptions evoked by stimuli are in line with the social value connotations 
involved; f5J that the personality features of the perceiver predispose him to 
perceive in a manner consistent with such features and f6J that overt recognition 
reactions to personally disturbing stimuli have a larger latency than do reactions 
to neutral material. 
The term social perception is best defined by Tagiuri f1969J fMorrison & Be/lack, 
1981:701 where he indicates that social perception comprises the processes by 
which man comes to know and to think about other persons, their 
characteristics, qualities and inner states. When discussing the concept ·social 
perception·, it is necessary to distinguish between sensation and perception. 
Perception is viewed as the development of ·meaning" that depends on past and 
present sensation input. sensation is a process by which the physical events 
stimulate sensory nerve cells. The process of social perception involves both 
sensory and central mechanisms. social perception skills, as in any other 
perceptual activity, is learned. social perception is an achievement. It is 
regulated and given direction by the society in which the individu~l is raised. 
A large proportion of the perceptions that one is able to make are a direct 
result of the particular culture in which one has been brought up. A culture, 
according to Linton fBiake & Ramsey 1951:151 is the configuration of learned 
behaviour and the results of behaviour whose component elements are shared 
and transmitted by members of a particular society. A child is inducted into the 
surrounding culture through his membership in the family group; and the price 
he must pay for his membership is conformity with the group customs. The 
child learns to define the world about him in terms of the culture into which 
he is born; he applies labels of his culture to things and people around him 
rcombs, 1959:931. The study of 29 peasants namely Morrocans, Pilaga and Alorese 
children by Du Bois and Bleulers in 1935 (Blake and Ramsey, 1951:155J serves to 
highlight this point. The study involved the response of the subjects to the 
Rorscharch ink blots. The Moroccans gave a remarkably high proportion of small 
details; the Pilaga children gave many details and sex responses and the Alorese 
gave fewer movement responses and more achromatic colour responses. The 
frequency of sex responses by the Pi/aga children is directly related to the sexual 
experience and freedom permitted to them. It can thus be concluded that an 
individual's cultural heritage determines his perceptions. 
A child can only see himself in terms of his experience and the treatment he 
receives from tho~e responsible for his development. He is strongly affected by 
the labels which are applied to events by "significant others· in his life rcombs, 
Richards & Richards, 1988:1131. As his experience with them contributes to need 
satisfaction or frustrates such satisfaction, he is likely to perceive things as good 
or bad, desirable or undesirable, friendly or hostile. once such perceptions have 
become anchorages in his perceptual field, they may persist as important 
determinants of behaviour for the rest of his life. such values, in turn, affect 
his perceptions so that even the things he sees and hears may become 
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functions of his cultural experience. 
Thus, at present, there seems to be three sorts of social influences on 
perception. These are: the influence of the subject's perceptions brought upon 
directly by other people; the second in which only socially meaningful and 
socially originated properties are responded to and the third is the phenomenon 
of individual differences rBartlev, 1958: 386-387J. 
2.9 PERCEPTION AND EDUCATION 
2.9.1 THE LIFE-WORLD OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CHIW 
The adolescent in Western society frequently finds himself living in a world in 
which two standards rule: one based on the expectations that the adults have 
of him and the other based on the expectations of the peer group. The 
adolescent's innate need to belong to and to be accepted by his parents often 
comes into conflict with his need to conform to his peer group expectations. 
The adolescent's relations with his peers becomes more and more important. 
Thus the gulf between his desire for acceptance by his parents and his need for 
conformity widens. To alleviate such a gulf, the adolescent must come to an 
understanding of himself. The most noteworthy aspect during this phase is the 
adolescent's progress towards intellectual maturity. It is this that enables the 
adolescent to come to a closer understanding of his world, the people in it and 
to be more critical of himself and of others rorever & ouminv, 1983:63J. This is 
also a period in which very important decisions have to be taken : decisions 
regarding values, motives, norms, future study, careers etc., choices which mav 
affect the entire future of the young person. 
2.9.2 THE DISCOVERY OF AN INNER WORW 
The adolescent not only discovers and comes to a fuller understanding of the 
world in which he lives, but he also discovers an inner world i.e. an 
understanding of what he is like, what his relationship to objects, things and 
people are, and what interpretations to attach to these relationships. This 
gestalt of meaningful relationships makes up the individual's life-world rvrev 
1979:14J. He discovers that he has certain responsibilities and a certain role and 
task in his life. He even discovers that he is able to change certain things in 
this world. The discovery of an own inner-world is intimately related to the 
formation of a self-image. The more positive a child's perceptions of himself are, 
or the more he accepts himself as he is, the more positive his self-image will 
be rorever & ouminv, 1983:65J. 
It is through the adolescent's involvement in his world that his activities or 
actions so largely define his self-image. He comes to the opinion that to be a 
given someone, it is usually necessary to do a given something rvrev, 1979:46J. 
One's involvement in what one wants to do and can do, and one's experience 
of the actual doing are factors in establishing one's identity. The components 
of identity, action and self-esteem comprises the self-concept. 
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Elements which have been incorporated in the definitions of self-concept include 
the sum total of all the characteristics the individual attributes to himself; an 
evaluative aspect; and judgement of worthiness rvan Geert, 1983:2J. Mouly 
f1973:85J defines the self-concept as a system of attitudes towards oneself. 
Jersild f1963:9J states that a person's self is "the sum-total of all that he can call 
his. The self consists of a person's inner world as distinguished from the outer 
world consisting of all other people and things.· The most comprehensive 
definition of the self-concept is provided by vrey f1979:47J as ·a configuration of 
convictions concerning oneself and attitudes towards oneself that is dynamic and 
of which one is normally aware or may become aware.· It is a mental blue-
print of the type of person we are. In this brief sampling of self-concept 
definitions, some congruence among descriptions is evident. The self-concept 
refers to how an individual perceives himself in terms of ability, value, worth, 
limitations etc. It is the substantive description a person employs to identify 
his nature, and is also used by individuals to compare themselves to others; and 
is strongly influenced by the way others perceive him. 
The way we think about ourselves as individuals and the way we behave go 
hand in hand. The relationship between self-concept and behaviour is a two 
way street. Self-concept influences behaviour, so too does behaviour influence 
self-concept. When an individual's self-concept is understood, the various and 
diverse behaviour of people become consistent and predictable. The very 
perceptions we are able to make at a particular time are dependent upon the 
concepts we hold of ourselves and our abilities. Shortly after a child becomes 
aware of his ·self", he learns from experiences encountered through social 
interactions with parents, siblings, relatives or peers, what he can or cannot do. 
The amount and nature of these early interactions and experiences will have a 
significant impact on how the child tends to perceive himself rca/houn & Morse, 
1977:319J. The amount of success encountered during this developmental period 
will determine how positive the self-concept will be. Individuals who experience 
a paucity of success will tend to have a negative self-concept. The self is a 
basic variable affecting and controlling perception. Just as individuals develop 
·success-orientated" personalities and look for ways to succeed, there are others 
who develop "failure orientated" personalities and find ways to do poorly 
fHamachek, 1990:281J. 
The school plays a significant role in determining the child's self-concept not only 
the academic self-concept but also the general self-concept as well as the non-
academic s~lf-concept. It provides an avenue for the child to systematically rate 
himself against his peers not only as regards his schoolwork but also in terms 
of his physical maturity, social competence, sporting abilities etc. All too 
frequently the school instils in the child a sense of inadequacy and inability thus 
evoking a detrimental attitude in the child and giving rise to a negative self· 
concept. The task of the school is to help the child to develop a positive self· 
concept. However, the teacher must guard against distortion of the child's self· 
concept. In an over-emphasis of a positive self-concept, the child may become 
an over-achiever and may blame his poor performance on others or may become 
aggressive, a kind of defence behaviour. The school must help the child to 
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develop a positive, but realistic self-concept. The teacher in the classroom can 
get a lot more out of a pupil by promoting him rather than demotivating him. 
Thus the school has a very important role to play in he/ping the child, through 
perception, to discover his own inner world of meanings. A greater discussion 
on the effect of the child's self-concept on his academic performance will be 
undertaken in chapter three. 
2.9.3 THE ROLE OF ATTENTION IN EDUCATION 
The school, like other specialised learning systems, has its own culture which 
includes a specific and unique organisation of time and space, specific forms and 
rates of speed to which incoming messages are encoded, and certain 
assumptions about how the learning process should proceed fShade, 1989:137). 
As a result there are special requirements as to how the participants should 
attend to information. 
The ability to pay attention is an indispensable factor in the life of the learning 
child. It is a pre-requisite for all cognitive actions. Attention may be defined 
as selecting a particular stimulus or group of stimuli and ignoring the rest. 
Attention may also be described as the direction of cognitive powers towards 
an activity to the almost complete exclusion of all others (Dreyer & Duminy, 
1983:90J. It appears that there are many degrees or levels in the 
clarity and detail with which we become aware of our surroundings, varying 
from a precise and accurate perception of that part of the environment upon 
which attention is concentrated and focused, to a very vague marginal 
awareness of its less important aspects, and even to a type of perception of 
which we are not directly aware, but which nevertheless affects our action in 
some way rBakan, 1966: 7J. 
Attention may be conceived of as either voluntary or involuntary. Voluntary 
attention arises out of effort and is the deliberate, purposeful activity of focusing 
the mind on the learning situation. Voluntary attention is determined by needs, 
motives and past experience. It improves as the child matures. In primary 
school voluntary attention has a limited time-span whereas as the child proceeds 
in secondary school, voluntary attention should increase. A common experience, 
however, is that people frequently perceive without attention or awareness 
(Davidoff, 1980:131J. This is referred to as involuntary or spontaneous attention 
as it happens naturally and easily without effort or will. 
Attention that is voluntary makes it possible to expel what is unimportant, 
providing space and value for the significant and the important. The key to 
voluntary attention is self-control. The child's perceptions of education; its value 
as well as his interests and motives strongly influence voluntary attention. As 
the child proceeds in secondary school, voluntary attention is increasingly applied. 
He becomes intensely interested in certain subjects or topics as he has come to 
the realisation that sound work and study habits facilitates school learning, which 
he perceives to be a valuable asset to have in later life. The child is aware of 
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the effort he puts forth and the energy he expends and he learns to recognise 
the importance of attending to what is not immediately interesting because of 
its future value. A child who is interested in his school-work, who is well-
motivated and has a positive attitude towards learning normally achieves far 
better than children who are not. fDreyer & Duminy, 1983:74J. 
on the other hand, a pupil who Jacks self-control and discipline may not be able 
to attend to the subject-matter due to several reasons. His attention shifts and 
he is able to perceive everything that is around him, rather than spotlighting his 
energy and time into his education. He comes to the realisation that schoolwork 
merely facilitates his need to pass at the end of the year. Lack of interest 
results in an · unfavourable disposition towards an object and a lack of 
involvement in the process of learning. The pupil's past experiences may 
influence the perceptions he has and this in turn determines his attention. If 
the pupil has had a nasty encounter with the principal and staff, he may come 
to perceive school as a place to be feared and he pretends to be attentive to 
the lesson but his thoughts may be elsewhere. He may be looking forward to 
lunch and the company of friends and may be more keenly aware of when the 
bell is going to ring to signal the end of the Jesson. 
The processes of attention, perception and awareness are all interconnected. 
2.9.4 PERCEPTION AND COGNITION IN EDUCATION 
After the child has become aware of an object or thing and has focused his 
attention on the object or thing, he enters into a cognitive field of knowing, 
of knowledge, of facts when he perceives the object or thing. once the 
cognitive awareness is focused on an object one enters into contact with it 
during perception through the medium of the senses. 
This means that a child now interprets, gives meaning, gives a "name" to that 
which he is aware of and on which his mind has focused fDreyer & Duminy, 
1983:104J. The process by which a being develops classification is called concept 
formation. To name an object is to put it in a class. To perceive anything is 
to do likewise (Bartley, 1958:34J. 
Perceiving is not a mere process of stimulus and response of an incoming sense 
impression and a child's response to that. Rather it is the way in which the 
human child is directed towards the world in order that he may come to a 
better understanding of the objects, things and people that he finds in it. 
Perception is not a passive, copy process of externality but an active process 
where the child wants to know, grasp and understand his environment. "In the 
educational context, a child in the process of learning and becoming must 
progressively orient himself with regard to people, objects, ideas and himself. 
He does this, with educational help, by learning, understanding, forming 
meaningful relations and the building up of a life-world with the ambient culture. 
The psychic vitality that is the driving force behind all learning and development 
tasks is defined as involvement" rvrey, 1979:37J. Every child wants to be 
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involved. 
Perceiving is regarded as a cognitive rgnosticJ way of learning because it 
concerns knowing, knowledge, facts, thinking, interpretation and meaning. 
Perceiving may thus be defined as the cognitive activity of interpreting and 
giving meaning to sense impressions of a particular object or thing rorever & 
Duminv, 1983:104). Without perception no meaning could be assigned to people, 
objects or self and no life-world could be constituted. one contacts the world 
by means of one's senses. "Perception relies on the efficacy of the senses, but 
transcends them· rvrev, 1979:20J. 
2.9.5 THINKING, PERCENING AND CONCEPT FORMATION 
Thinking takes place on a much higher level than perceiving. In order to get 
a sense impression, the object or thing must be in the perceptual field. 
Thinking, on the other hand, goes beyond the concrete to an abstract level. 
Thinking implies an ongoing activity. In perceiving, we are bound by the present 
situation whereas in thinking we refer to past experience, what might happen 
in future and to what is happening. A combination of all three realms enables 
an individual to come to a better, fuller understanding of the world. Piaget 
conceives of perception and intelligence as interdependent but interacting 
processes, as is evident in the following statement:- "the forms of intelligence 
do not derive from those of perception, but do, on the contrary, react upon 
them by directing perceptual activities:one perceives better what can be 
constructed and re-constructed" rMeltzer, 1976:31). 
Thinking would be very difficult if one had to rely only on perceptions as 
perceptions are bound to specific objects, things and persons. concept-formation 
is an important task in the child's becoming. concepts are complex, mental 
products which direct our thinking and which imply thought actions fOrever & 
ouminv, 1983: 109J. 
concept formation is not only the result of direct sensory experience but is 
formed as a result of differentiation, classification, organisation, generalisation and 
abstraction of objects, experiences and events. 
f:erceptions are a product of categorising and inference and as cognitive 
development proceeds, perception ·becomes less dependent on the immediate 
present stimulation and more dependent on newly formed categories fMeltzer, 
1976:28J. concepts require some form of past experience in order for it to be 
categorized as a concept. In his everyday life the child comes across many 
objects and through his involvement, he is able to assign meaning to these 
objects so that he comes to an understanding of the object. When the child 
comes across the same object again, he recalls the concept cognitivelv. 
A concept also functions as a provision for the subtle discrimination between the 
real and the apparent i.e. the variation between objects and things, and the 
variation within objects and things. As a result a concept may have an 
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extensive fdenotativeJ meaning and an intensive fconnotativeJ meaning wrever & 
Duminy, 1983:109; vrev, 1979:24J. The extensive meaning is the meaning that 
everybody attaches to the object and it is the dictionary meaning. The intensive 
meaning of . a concept is the individual's own meaning or interpretation of the 
object. The intensive meaning is largely affective and is the most important 
dimension in the polarisation effect of like/dislike; fear/bravery etc. The intensive 
meaning arises out of the individual's past experience with the object. Different 
people may receive the same sensory impression but different interpretations may 
be attached to these. Within the context of the school, all pupils have the 
same sensory impressions of the school, teacher, lessons etc. but each pupil 
attaches a different meaning to each of these things, based on his/her past 
experiences. 
According to Kuhn fcf. Dreyer & Duminv, 1983:109): "You cannot ·perceive what 
goes on in the world around you except through the language of your culture, 
which language corresponds to the set of concepts through which you perceive.· 
concepts are cast in language form and fulfil a symbolic function. Thus if a 
person sees a chair he may describe or characterize what he saw as a chair, or 
say something that entails that he saw a chair. such dispositional states as 
these may be among the important elements that constitute a human perceiver's 
beliefs, inclinations to believe and suppressed inclinations to believe (Pitcher, 
1971:171). concepts as bearers of thoughts and ideas in language form, also 
serve as a means of communication with others, thus contributing towards the 
building of whole cultures and societies. 
2.9.6 A PEDAGOGICAL THEORY OF PERCEPTION 
Based on all the theories and information, one can arrive at a theory of 
perception pertinent to the pedagogical situation. Since the pedagogical 
situation involves the educand, on his way to becoming, a pedagogical theory 
must of necessity take into account the educand in the educational situation. 
It has been established as a fact that perceiving is part and parcel of the 
typical way that human beings Jearn. However, perceptions cannot take place 
without sensations. This statement is aptly described by gestalt field 
psychologists when they say: "Perception is a unitary process, in which sensation 
hinges on meaning and meaning on sensation and sensing and finding meaning 
occur simultaneously" Nrev, 1979:19J; ·sensation and perception together 
constitute sensory experience (Seashore cf. Bartley, 1958:10J; ·sensation is the 
necessary collection of information about the world from which perceptions will 
be made" (Levine & Shefner, 1991:1), ''The most obvious thing about perception 
is that our senses are responsible for it - they are the doors of perception· (Van 
ceert, 1983:38). Just as perceiving cannot take place without a sense impression, 
there can be no cognitive learning without perception. Perception is a cognitive 
process, a way of knowing about the world. "Perception is the point where 
cognition and reality meet· fNeisser cf. Davidoff, 1980:180J. Information must be 





When a child is percetvmg it is the totality of that human being in action. 
What a child sees is influenced by what he knows, feels, thinks, etc. A child's 
perceptions are closely linked to his feelings, needs, motives, attitudes, culture, 
desires etc. This perspective is in keeping with the behaviourist theory as it 
offers a way of taking into account the subjective experience of each individual 
for understanding the meaning of that experience from his or her point of view. 
To be effective education must find ways of helping people discover the personal 
meaning events have for them. 
Perceptions are based on the individual's own interpretations and may to a large 
extent not be veridical but defective or false. Each person is a fundamentally 
motivated being, seeking from· birth to death, the maintenance and enhancement 
of self. Whether he is successful or not in his quest will be determined by the 
perceptions he is able to make in his lifetime (Combs, Richards & Richards, 
1988:60J. The child's attitudes, mental sets, expectations or desires may result 
in false perceptions. The child who has unjustly developed a poor self-concept 
about his academic work may become aggressive towards his parents and 
teachers and blame them for his own shortcomings and attempt to punish them 
in his own way. Yet, he fails to realise that the reasons for his poor academic 
results are primarily the false perceptions that he has as regards his academic 
self-concept. These false perceptions may arise out of reinforcement by parents 
or teachers in saying: "You are not capable of doing well" or "you must work 
much harder to get better results" or this may arise out of the child's 
comparisons of his results with his peers. 
Perceiving has an analytic, classifying nature. The vague, unstructured images 
of becoming aware gradually becomes clear, structured and definable as more 
attention is focused upon it. Within the school situation, individuals can be 
taught to attend and filter the information. Attention can be directed towards 
the accomplishment of a task, the acquisition of content and the realisation of 
the value of education both in the present and in the future. Through this 
direction of attention, perception becomes clearer and attention· is of a voluntary 
nature. Any given individual will differentiate from the field of stimuli only that 
which helps towards the satisfaction of any emotional or physical needs that he 
or she may have. 
The intimate connection between language and perception is also very important. 
In the educational situation, language is an indispensable tool to articulate 
perceptions and to thus arrive at a fuller understanding of the life-world of the 
child, the role of the educators in the educational setting, the importance of 
education and of life itself. 
2.10 CONCLUSION 
The ultimate concern for the educationist is the human mind and its inventions. 
Although there are many ways to describe man ·s mental complexity, the terms 
intelligence and creativity have the greatest summary power. 
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An objective of education is to assist students to achieve knowledge and skills. 
A related objective is to encourage students to want to achieve (K/ausmeier & 
Goodwin, 1966:222J. The tendency to achieve success in connection with any 
task or activity is a function of the motive to achieve, the perceptions that the 
child has formed about himself and other related facets of the educational 
structure and the environment. 
There has been a resurgence of interest in recent years in the investigation of 
temperamental variables in relation to scholastic achievement rMarsh & Shave/son, 
1985 cf. Lyon, 1993:201-202). The most complex of differentiation in the 
individual's perceptual field is the phenomenal self. What a person thinks and 
how he behaves are largely determined by the perceptions he has about himself 
and his abilities. It is the adolescent years especially, when the young person 
tries to establish his own identity and the school plays an instrumental role in 
determining the way a child perceives himself. Therefore, in order for education 
to be effective, ways must be found for helping people discover the personal 
meanings of events for them. Events which do not seem to have any 
relationship to self are ignored if indeed they are perceived at all. It is only 
when events are perceived as having some relationship to self that behaviour 
is changed as a result of perceiving (Combs, Richards & Richards, 1988:149). we 
live in a world of people. It is other people who evoke some of the individual's 
most subtly based perceptual reactions. The world of people possess institutions 
and rules to live by and scales of values. All this affects the child's perceptions 
raartley, 1980:366J. 
our perceptual systems harvest information about the world and monitor our 
activities in that world rKrech, Crutchfield & Uvson, 1974:239J. Perception, as 
mentioned previously, can be conceived of as a chain stretching from the 
outside world through each of us and back to the environment. Based on the 
historical and theoretical study of perception it can be deduced that the first 
link in the chain is the environment. The second link of the chain is the 
medium by which the environment transmits its properties to our senses. The 
third link is the interaction of the various forms of energy and other stimuli in 
the medium with the sensitive receptors of the perceptual systems. The fourth 
link in the chain consists of sensory nerves leading from the receptor organs to 
the brain. The fifth part of the chain of perception is the brain (Krech, 
Crutchfield & Livson, 1974:239J. It can also be concluded that our perceptions 
reflect our beliefs, feelings and memories. 
Perception is undoubtedly an integral aspect of the child's life and enables us 
to understand him better. The perceptions that a child has influences his 
academic achievement and his academic achievement influences his perceptions. 
It is vital therefore for any educationist to understand a child's perceptions as 
these are important determinants of his behaviour. The role of perception in 
determining academic achievement will be the focus of attention in chapter 
three. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE ROLE OF PERCEPTION iN ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As early as the 1950's researchers investigated factors that contribute to 
children's academic achievement rwatkins, 1985:89J. There seems one common 
characteristic of all of these studies, that is the failure of these studies to take 
into account student perceptions of themselves, of their inter-personal 
interactions, and their general experiences of education fLonetto, 1974:24J. The 
focus has been on performance but the beliefs that individuals have about the 
causes of their success and failure in achievement situations is an issue that is 
of tremendous importance. Understanding children's achievement - related beliefs 
is important because these beliefs influence the child's academic performance in 
school (Licht, Stader & swenson, 1989:253J. 
Aside from sleeping and playing there is no other activity that occupies so much 
of children's time as attending school. Apart from the bedroom there is no 
single enclosure in which they spend more time than in the classroom (Glock, 
1971:4J. A scholar enters secondary school as a child, and he leaves it on the 
threshold of maturity rvrey, 1979:165J. A child's education involves a commitment 
of thousands of hours. such a commitment suggests that students' perceptions 
of their school experiences are significant not only with regard to their academic 
achievement but also to the subsequent long-term effects that schooling has. 
In psychological studies of educational performance, academic achievement is 
typically related to measures of ability and attitudes fMarjoribanks, 1987:171J. 
Every child's educational situation comprises the entire panorama of possible 
educative contents, but each element of the content becomes manifest to the 
child only if and when he intentionally incorporates it into his world of meaning. 
The child's experiential world is made out of the aggregate of meanings which 
he has thus experienced Nan Niekerk, 1982:6J. An attitude, according to Dreyer 
& Duminy f1983:119J, is the outcome of accumulated, related experiences in a 
variety of situations. After many failures at school, after being rejected by his 
parents or by the teachers, a child may have definite attitudes towards the 
school, his parents and his teachers. The child's experiential world can be 
described as the constantly extending and expanding horizon encircling those 
phenomena which have become familiar and unchanging to him; it is the highly 
personalised meanings which he ascribes to the contents of life. Both clinical 
and empirical research into human behaviour have found it generally true that 
the way in which any of us behaves or achieves is more or less consistent with 
how we view ourselves as individuals fHamachek, 1990:281J. students· perceptions 
about ideal and actual behaviour in their role as pupils influence classroom 
events, including learning, interpersonal relations and psychosocial development 
(Kauchak & Peterson, 1983:565J. The high school has a powerful influence in 
shaping the adolescent's perceptions of what he is and what he might become. 
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Adolescents who perceive their schoolwork as important are well-motivated and 
have a positive attitude towards learning thus achieving far better results than 
students who are less well-motivated. By the same token, an adolescent who 
perceives nothing significant in school and trudges to school month after month 
to learn lessons that are unsuited to his needs/talents or interests will have large 
reaches of emptiness uersild, 1963:10J. such a pupil is unlikely to produce good 
results. Although each child perceives the school in his own way, the school 
situation that is provided for him plays a tremendous role in influencing the self-
concept of the child (Gordon, 1975:103J. 
Each individual responds to the environment in his own characteristic way based 
on his own perceptual vantage point. Perceptual development differs within 
various ethnocultural groups (Shade, 1989:151J. It is an incorrect assumption in 
the teaching-/earning situation that all pupils ·see· the same object, event, idea, 
person situation in the same way. The information on which they focus their 
attention is not the same, the avenues chosen for effective input to the brain 
differ, and the interpretation and organisation of the information received varies 
(Shade, 1989:151). 
Children define themselves in relation to those around them in school viz. their 
peers and their teachers. They are tested, rewarded, accused, punished, 
favoured, ridiculed, praised and made fun of. Their feelings about school are 
influenced by the atmosphere of the classroom, by events taking place outside 
the school, and by their perceptions (Ballantine, 1983:177J. Each child in our 
society has certain social positions by ascription, it is born into a particular 
family, in a particular place as a male or female (Morrish, 1972:129J. These social 
positions are fundamental in influencing a child's perceptions of school, education, 
teachers, peers, syllabus, interests etc. Discrepancies between male and female 
students' achievement have long been a source of concern. For example, girls 
enter intellectual achievement situations with lower expectations of success than 
do boys (Licht, Stader & swenson, 1989:253J. Similarly lower levels of achievement 
of minority or disadvantaged children have typically been explained in terms of 
cognitive and linguistic deficits, low need for achievement, lack of self-direction, 
low self-esteem and presumed problems in the children's lives (Stevenson, Chen 
& uttal, 1990:509). These beliefs or attitudes are instrumental in determining 
whether the child attains good academic results or not. · 
The child is a conscious being, a free being, a rational being and an open being 
in a particular situation. Its world ahead of it is open, it has the power of 
learning to know and to do, to judge, to choose and to decide (Landman et.al, 
1990:11J. The adolescent is directed towards the future and his acts instead of 
being aimless has a logic and a purpose of its own. Early in his education the 
child learns to make choices. He makes these choices as a result of a set of 
norms and values he comes into contact with, be it spontaneously or deliberately 
(Dreyer & Duminy, 1983: 201J. The milieu of any particular child may range on 
a continuum from extremely stimulating and conducive to learning and becoming 
to most unstimulating and severely handicapping to child development and 
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learning rorever & Duminv, 1983:204). 
The adolescent feels personally responsible for much of what happens in his life. 
An adolescent is richly rewarded when he finds something that deeply absorbs 
the talents of his mind and emotional resources uersild, 1963:10J. Many 
adolescents do enjoy learning and enjoy the educational challenges set before 
them. However, academic education may take an unfortunate turn when an 
adolescent finds little or nothing that is significant in what he does. such a 
child will only attend school to please his elders and perhaps to socialise with 
his friends. According to Coleman "there is coming to be more and more an 
independent society of adolescents, an adolescent culture which shows little 
interest in education and focuses the attention of teenagers on matters 
unrelated to school" uersild, 1963:326). 
However, much of an adolescent's life is built on hope. The child behaves as 
he does because he perceives the situation as he does, as he structures the 
situation differently, his behaviour will change in keeping with his new 
perceptions and any attempt to change his behaviour must proceed indirectly 
through a restructuring of his perception of the situation fMoulv, 1973:104). A 
lot of needless conflict arises because adults and children differ in their 
perceptions and because of the adult's inability to view the child from the 
child's perceptual framework. As a character in Harper Lee's novel, TO KILL A 
MOCKINGBIRD, has indicated, ·never judge a person until you climb into his skin 
and walk around in his shoes." 
Since schools are established for children, it is their well-being that attracts 
attention. A major concern for the public and all who are interested in 
education is the academic achievement and well-being of children. This is 
especially true with regard to the south African situation where education is 
receiving increasing attention and the number of students is rising enormously. 
In 1954 four out of every one hundred pupils in south Africa who enroled in 
sub-standard A reached secondary school level. The number increased by 46,7% 
annually during the years 1968---1977. During the decade 1975---1984 the total 
number of secondary school pupils increased at an average of 30% fVos & Brits, 
1990:120). 
students' perceptions of social, psychological and cultural variables are linked 
directly to their academic achievement and the level of support these children 
hold for the achievement ideology plays an important role in their academic 
behaviours rFord, 1992:130J. Understanding children's achievement--related beliefs 
eg. academic self-concept; casual attribution, perception of teachers etc. is 
important because of the influence these factors exert on academic achievement. 
3.2 FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Every child has its own nature and is therefore different. It is a different 
subject with its own gifts in head and heart (Landman et.al, 1990:111J. A child 
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is dependent on education for his proper becoming and it is in the hands of 
the school, teachers, parents, society and peers that the ad()lescent is educated. 
The adolescent's perceptions of these various factors influences his academic 
achievement. As each individual is unique in his own way so too are the 
perceptions that are formed unique. 
3.2.1 GENDER 
Historically achievement has been a highly stereotyped activity in western culture. 
From childhood mates and females have very different experiences regarding the 
cultivation and expression of achievement. Families appear to be influential in 
establishing needs for academic, intellectual and career-orientated achievements. 
Both cultural and sex differences in achievement have been found to result from 
parents' expectations, values and emphasis on achievement (Hetherington & Parke, 
1986:4651. stereotypes about males and females are common-place in our society. 
The differing parental expectations for boys and girls is reflected in their 
academic attainments. Parents' beliefs influence children's perceptions of their 
own abilities, their attitudes towards achievement and their expectations for 
success and failure. conditioning and stereotyping begin before the child enters 
school. 
Traditionally most girls were not encouraged to prepare for and enter high status 
occupations such as Jaw, medicine, engineering and science. This is supported 
by research conducted by sue Sharpe into a group of mainly working-class girls 
in London in the early 1970's. She found that the girls had a set of priorities 
which were unlikely to encourage them to attach great importance to education. 
She found that their concerns were "love, marriage, husbands, children, jobs and 
careers" more or less in that order rHaralambos & Holborn, 1991:2841. Girls were 
not encouraged to have any training beyond high school and did not involve 
themselves in any occupation that required technical skill. This type of 
socialisation arrangement in schools and society did not motivate girls to achieve 
much beyond high school or to acquire skills that might contribute to later 
success in the economy (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:3911. 
such sex role stereotypes reflect, to a considerable extent, very real differences 
in academic achievement between the sexes. In studies by oouvan and Adelson 
in 1966, they report that "what seems to matter for girls who seek to move 
upward into college is the college climat~ rather than the end goal of a degree 
or occupation" rclark & starr, 1986:3941. Most girls, they suggest, hope to 
accomplish their mobility through the men they marry rather than through their 
own achievement. tn many countries, such as India, Nigeria and Pakistan, fewer 
females complete school. This is due to the prevailing anticipation of girls 
eventually getting married and thus not contributing to the family income. 
Despite the higher socio-economic background of many girls, their education is 
adversely affected by prevailing social attitudes favouring the intellectual 
advancement of boys fLee & Lockheed, 1990:2131. A study by Robert et.al. f1990J 
of 6th, 7th and Bth grade adolescents has led him to the conclusion that social 
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pressures for achievement increases for boys as they move into adolescence and 
the pressure on girls to establish social ties increases so that they focus on 
establishing social relationships rather than on success at school (Rice, 1992:249J. 
Gender differences are also found in children's casual attributions. Girls and boys 
differ in their achievement behaviours. In a study by Licht and Dweck, they 
found that girls lacked confidence in their ability to successfully carry out 
intellectual tasks fHaralambos & Hoi born, 1991 :285J. Despite the superior 
performance of young girls compared to boys in primary schools, it was the girls 
who generally expected to encounter most difficulty when learning new things. 
The self-perceptions of most girls and women are not consistent with the pursuit 
of career-related success in that females of all ages typically de-value their own 
competence in comparison with their actual abilities. (Baruch, 1976:39J. Males are 
more likely to attribute their successes to ability and females to effort or luck 
(Hetherington & Parke, 1986:468J. When boys meet obstacles in achievement 
situations they tend to assume that they need to buckle down and try harder. 
on the other hand when confronted by achievement related difficulties, girls are 
apt to blame their abilities and feel discouraged roavidoff, 1980:338J. Boys are 
better able to cope with challenging, unfamiliar tasks. Girls exhibit just as much 
confidence as the boys when tasks are familiar and feedback is clear and 
consistent. Their lower confidence emerges when there is uncertainty of success -
and when past performance feedback has been infrequent or ambiguous fLict, 
Stader & swenson, 1989:253J. Researchers have reported sex differences in 
relation to teacher feedback rLict, Stader & swenson, 1989:253J. Girls feel less 
pride in their successes and more shame in response to failure rstipek & Gralinski, 
1991:361J. Peterson and Scholenberg showed that girls tended to like school less 
as they moved into junior high school (Rice, 1992:249J. This is because girls fail 
to convince themselves that they are capable of succeeding and they come to 
avoid challenging new situations in which they fear they will fail rHaralambos & 
Holborn, 1991:285J. They perceive themselves as under-achievers. As high school 
poses many challenging situations, girls feel intimidated, have lower levels of self-
esteem and confidence, and consequently produce poorer results. Children's 
attainment values are highly correlated to the values parents assign to different 
areas of achievement. certain subjects in the curriculum are designated for boys 
and girls. Thus a boy who may have a flair for sewing will not do Home 
Economics because it is considered as a subject for girls. Instead, due to 
societal pressure, he will pursue a subject like physical science for which he has 
no obvious interest and will consequently perform very poorly. Another subject 
viewed as the male domain is mathematics. sexual stereotyping is thought to 
be the major contributing factor in superior mathematical ability in boys. Boys 
are expected to do better at maths. They are given toys, games and books 
which encourage mathematical development rclarizio, craig & Mehrens 1987:51, 
Haralambos & Holborn, 1991:284; Gage & Berliner, 1992:34BJ. Boys tend to 
perceive their ability in maths as being very good and hence actually perform 
in a superior fashion. In spite of the fact that boys and girls performed equally 
well in school parents had lower expectations of success for their daughters 
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than for their sons (Hetherington & Parke, 1986:464J. Adolescents tend to assume 
the values and perceptions of their parents. students· attitudes towards 
mathematics, for example, is linked with their parents' perceptions of the school 
mathematics course and to the extent of the mathematics education desired for 
their children (Ciarizio, craig & Mehrens, 1987:51J. 
Bornstein (1967J has indicated that social pressures and manifestations are very 
different for boys and for girls (Goodacre, 1970:94J. He also found that middle-
class mothers treated boys and girls in the same family differently in matters of 
discipline, explaining less to girls and thus bringing them up to be more passive. 
The traditional feminine standard stresses such qualities as nurturance and 
dependence and excludes assertiveness and competitiveness. "The need to be 
perceived as feminine by oneself and others can thus lead to rejection of and 
to anxiety over traits and behaviours associated with masculinity" (Baruch, 
1976:39). sons, on the other hand, are rewarded for accomplishments such as 
becoming leaders, making friends, attempting difficult tasks by themselves, and 
persisting without help until victories are gained (Davidoff, 1980:338J. Boys thus 
perceive themselves as more competent than girls and therefore do better at 
challenging tasks than girls. Previously parents discouraged achievement 
motivation in girls. Nowadays the adult roles for which young girls are being 
socialized includes a major commitment to work but parents still differ in their 
upbringing and expectations of boys and girls. Even mothers with professional · 
jobs hold higher occupational goals for sons than for daughters. In the upward 
striving homes parents typically pressure their children to obtain good grades so 
that they could gain entry into a good college or university. Girls more 
generally react by becoming over-achievers (perhaps because they are more 
compliantJ whereas boys tend to dislike school and tend to work far below their 
capacities (Metcalf & Gaier, 1987:922). The mothers and fathers of boys who have 
strong achievement needs tend to be so emotionally involved in their son's 
achievement related performance that they become dominating and pushy. Boys 
perceive this attitude as overbearing and this has an adverse effect on their 
academic performance. A difficult home or stressful home life may foster 
achievement in women but men are most likely to become achievers when they 
come from a supportive, unstressed family background (Liebert & Spiegler, 
1990:241). 
several studies reveal that mothers of high-achieving girls are more strict, 
authoritarian and controlling than mothers of low-achieving girls. In her study 
Baruch (1976:46J concludes that girls with higher self-perceptions of their 
competence have received both support for and modelling of such self-images 
from their mothers. Mothers of high competence girls perceive their own 
competence to be high and they value in their daughters such traits as 
independence, assertiveness and achievement. In addition a study by veroff in 
1960 has led to the conclusion that women whose parents are separated or 
divorced have higher achievement scores that women from intact homes (Liebert 
& Spiegler. 1990:240J. This could be attributed to the fact that the girl realises 
the value of independence and self-sufficiency. Her realisation that this could 
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be attained via academic achievement spurs her on to excel in school. The fact 
that her mother is self-sufficient enhances her image of achievement orientation. 
A boy from a broken home does not have high achievement scores. veroff 
f1960J, rcf. Liebert & Spiegler, 1990:241J, interpreted, "A boy having lost his 
masculine model for achievement may become highly involved in avoiding failure. 
In so doing his positive motivation for success may become weakened." A study 
by Shaw and White found that the high school achiever, not the under-achiever 
identifies with the like-sexed parent rcranlund & Knowles, 1969:495). 
Single sex secondary education may facilitate female achievement and promote 
greater female participation. Results of academic achievement achievement 
gains, education aspirations, locus of control, sex-role stereotyping, and attitudes 
and behaviours related to academics indicate that single-sex schools deliver 
specific advantages especially to their female students roavidoff, 1980:212J. This 
could be attributed to the fact that females perceive males as a threat and are 
in fear of being intimidated by them. As a result of their being comfortable 
with people of their own gender, who share their interests and aspirations, they 
may do better. conversely boys who attend single-sex schools score significantly 
below their male co-educational counterparts. This could arise out of the fact 
that boys tend to be more playful and boisterous and under these circumstances 
they are more influenced by the values of their peers and consequently perform 
poorly. A study by Bronfenbrenner and crouter rHoffman, 1980:320) Jed to the 
conclusion that sons of middle-class mothers who receive less effective supervision 
than their peers, in families in which the mother remains at home, may be 
adversely affected. They reason that boys and not girls appear to be affected 
is because child-rearing patterns may involve more control of girls and they are 
therefore not as easily swayed by the beliefs and attitudes of their peers. 
In a study conducted by Lois Weis f1985:1986J she concluded that boys in her 
study perceived schooling as offering "utilitarian opportunities for acquiring skilled 
jobs and thus were willing to put in their time in school and even go to 
college". She also found that girls were more likely to reject the "patriachal 
premise" that a woman's primary place is in the home-family sphere rornstein & 
Levine, 1989:432). Although these ideas about the value of education for women 
may change, it does not alter the sex-role stereotyping which is so prevalent 
today. In fact very often, girls enter intellectual achievement situations with 
lower expectations of success than boys and the girls' lower expectations are 
unrealistic in the light of their actual potential. As a result of girls perceiving 
themselves as intellectually inferior to boys, they set lower academic standards 
for themselves and consequently perform poorly. Boys seem to enjoy a lot more 
academic advantages than girls therefore boys seem to do better at academic 
tasks than girls. 
3.2.2 THE CURRICULUM 
Although a curriculum is difficult to define there are several definitions of it. 
Three of these definitions are:-
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1J J Tromp (1968J wrote that a curriculum is a vital, moving complex 
interaction of people and things in a free-wheeling setting. It includes 
questions to debate, forces to rationalise, goals to illuminate, programmess 
to activate , and outcomes to evaluate. 
2J Doll (1978J noted that the curriculum of a school is the formal and 
informal content and process by which learners gain knowledge and 
understanding and develop skills, attitudes, appreciation and values under 
the auspices of their school. 
3J Hass (1985J stated that the curriculum is all of the experiences that 
individual learners have in a programme of education. The purpose is to 
achieve goals and related objectives planned in terms of a framework of 
theory and research of past and present professional practice rHessong & 
Wessels, 1987:200J. 
The subject matter recommended for children of a given age in a given school 
course is not based on the child's potential only but also the purpose of his 
education. The subject-matter is selected to serve a purpose rvan vuren et. al, 
1988:365J. However, because children are so different, their perceptions of the 
value of the curriculum differs and sometimes the goal of education and the 
goal of the child is not the same. The modern curriculum is generally described 
as being overcrowded. This is due to the fact that the aim of education has 
widened and the curriculum is a reflection of this widening view. The aim of 
education is to enable the individual to lead the fullest life of which he is 
capable. (Hughes & Hughes, 1959:285J. However, the content of a full life varies 
from one individual to another. 
Every year a significant number of basically sound students discover that they 
are not wanted, and that their curricular experiences do not seem to pay more 
attention to who they are, what they have and have not, what they can or 
cannot do but instead imposes upon them a nonsensical experience which goes 
in the name of education rrorrance & strom, 1965:30J. According to the child, 
much of what he is made to do in the classroom has no bearing on anything 
anywhere but in the classroom. To be interested in what is taught it is 
important that the student find something of meaning and value. one of the 
most frequent reasons given by college students for loss of interest in high 
school subjects was the failure to see the need for the subject uersild, 1963: 
343J. Children prefer to Jearn what brings them satisfaction and esteem, not 
what fails to bring rewards. Hence an unambitious child who perceives the 
school curriculum as being irrelevant to his life will no doubt perform poorly. 
sometimes a child may perceive the demands and expectations of the syllabus 
to which he· is subjected as unnecessarily rigid and arbitrary. He may find that 
the school dictates everything from how he is to solve problems in mathematics 
and what answers he is to accept if he is to do well at school fMouly, 1973:186J. 
Within the school system the child is encouraged to be independent and to 
choose what is right, yet his right to choose is severely restricted within a 
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curriculum that offers very few alternatives. such a child will develop a negative 
attitude towards the curriculum in particular and the school at large. No 
amount of coaxing by either the parents or teachers will instil in such a child 
a love for learning. 
on the other hand, if a pupil perceives the curriculum as meaningful, he may 
amaze the teacher with this ability to study and he outstrips what might be 
expected of him. When there is meaning the student is intellectually absorbed. 
Learning for him is a living thing rather than a mechanical process of doing 
something to please others. Through learning he embarks on a widening world 
of knowledge and experience. What is meaningful is not only a challenge to 
the intellect but is also significant from the point of view of concerns and issues 
in the student's personal life uersild, 1963:343). The child is able to relate what 
he learns to himself. When learning is meaningful to any child and it helps him 
in satisfying ways to realise and appreciate his capacity for using his mind, he 
views learning in a positive light and is able to accept the joys of living and 
learning. 
It has been argued that the major task of the school is to hand on to the next 
generation "the common cultural heritage" of society (Kelly, 1989:36J. The 
curriculum does encompass this. However, such a perspective creates more 
conflicts than solutions. The problem is that when some people talk of basing 
the curriculum on the culture of society, some of them suggest that the young 
be socialized, while others encourage the structuring of the curriculum in terms 
of what is regarded as the most valuable among the intellectual and artistic 
achievements in society. A further problem is that many modern societies, such 
as south Africa, are pluralistic in nature (Kelly, 1989:37). It is difficult to discern 
one particular culture and sometimes the choice of the curriculum is incompatible 
with the various other cultures or sub-cultures. A typical example of this is the 
English literature syllabus. Included in the senior literature syllabus is Elizabethan 
literature i.e. Shakespeare as well as the poetry of English writers. For Black 
pupils this is incompatible with their own sub-cultures and hence the child 
perceives nothing meaningful or worthwhile in it. Only in rare cases where the 
pupil is complacent ambitious or very intelligent will he learn things that are 
meaningless. However, if pupils studied contemporary black literature they may 
perceive it as meaningful and will consequently show more interest in their work. 
Generally pupils cannot cope with inconsistencies. 
To be effective the curriculum must not only relate to the child's needs but 
must be sufficiently dynamic to meet the competition of other activities bidding 
for his attention rornstein & Levine, 1989:427J. The curriculum is structured from 
simple to complex and very often it is assumed that pupils are aufait with the 
vocabulary and concepts. As the child proceeds through the various stages of 
the curriculum the concepts become more abstract and complex. Disadvantaged 
students fall far behind because their level of mastery is too rudimentary to 
enable them to cope with material of such a complex nature. This is particularly 
pertinent in the south African schools today. Many students, who have studied 
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English as a second language, are encountering numerous problems in grasping 
the content of the curriculum. The syllabus in each subject is so vast that 
teachers are continually in a state of hurry and bustle with the result that the 
disadvantaged students lag further behind and this results in one failure after 
another. Lack of academic success not only detracts from learning material but 
damages a student's perceptions that he or she is a capable learner, who can 
experience success in school. such students come to accept themselves as 
inadequate learners and make no effort in attempting to alleviate any 
shortcomings that they have with regard to their learning deficiencies. 
The child's perception of the curriculum is to a large extent determined by the 
way in which the teachers approach the subject-matter. The teacher must have 
the courage, imagination and perseverance to make the subject-matter palatable 
to the taste-buds of the pupils. The curriculum must be taught in terms of 
activity and experience rather than knowledge to be acquired and facts to be 
stored fHughes & Hughes, 1959:258J. The teacher who stresses the grammar, 
punctuation, spelling and expression of a composition will naturally form the 
perception in pupils that composition writing is a drudgery, that it should be 
handed in because that is what is expected of him. Instead, if the teacher 
focuses on the creativity of writing giving pupils topics that they are interested 
in and varying the type of efforts that pupils could write on, pupils will be 
interested in writing and will perform better. According to Hughes & Hughes 
f1959:284J composition writing should be made an adventure in expression, a 
letter with a purpose, an article for a magazine or a record for a personal 
notebook. Similarly, if a teacher approaches a Shakespearean text by 
monotonously explaining line after line, pupils will become bored and perceive 
the text as irrelevant. Should the teacher however make the characters come 
alive and relate the character of for example Macbeth to the pupil's own 
ambitious, competitive spirit that exists in the class, the pupils will perceive the 
text as interesting and will be enthusiastic about studying it. "If, through 
exploring and perceiving their kinship with an author or his characters or their 
aversion to them, students become aware of conditions in their own inner lives 
which they previously had not perceived, they have made an advance in 
understanding themselves" uersild, 1963:347J. 
over-crowding of the curriculum has disastrous effects on academic achievement. 
Teachers and pupils are constantly in a hurry in order to complete the syllabus 
on time and to complete the number of units of work required. such a state 
leads to the short-circuiting of creative work, notes are dictated instead of being 
composed, important truths are told and forgotten, when they might be 
discovered and remembered, practical work is omitted because it consumes too 
much time, and classwork becomes formal and joyless and confidence is 
undermined fHughes & Hughes, 1959:285J. When adolescents have the 
opportunity to work with teachers who open the door to self-inquiry, many of 
them respond very eagerly. Without an instructional method that promotes self· 
inquiry children "became bored in school because the things they are told to do 
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in school are so trivial, so dull, and make such limited and narrow demands on 
the wide spectrum of their intelligence, capabilities and talents" Uohn Holt cf. 
Ballantine, 1983: 177J. 
In secondary school children are given choices in terms of what subjects to 
choose. The type of subjects taken by older students encourage role definitions, 
there are "dumbbell courses" and "elite courses" (Ballantine, 1983:171J. The choice 
of these subjects can be related to the child's elementary schooling. The 
teacher's placement of the child in various groups such as rockets, jets and 
aeroplanes leads to the child forming certain wrong perceptions of his ability. 
When he gets to high school, he chooses courses in keeping with this supposed 
ability and even his academic results are in keeping with the labels that have 
been given to him. The placements and labels can have a permanent, 
detrimental effect on the child's perceptions. 
Parents have an indirect influence on the child's perception of the curriculum. 
Teachers often strive to create an interest in a subject during the day only to 
have children exposed to negative influences by their parents toward the same 
subject, or towards school in general fHessong & Wessels, 1987:228). A child may 
encounter difficulties in a subject like mathematics. The teacher may try his 
level best to help the child to do better. However, if the child's parents adopt 
the attitude that they too were weak in mathematics, the child perceives himself 
as weak in mathematics and makes no attempts to redeem his performance. 
If the child has parents who have not responded well to schooling and who 
have not made great successes of their lives he may come to adopt this 
viewpoint and show no interest in the academic nature of school. Children who 
have supportive parents, who stress the importance of education, attain many 
accolades in school. 
As classroom tasks are not intrinsically interesting or challenging, compliance to 
classroom norms and perceived adult expectations for behaviour are especially 
important motivation factors contributing to academic performances rwentzel, 
1989:132). 
3.2.3 THE SCHOOUCLASSROOM CUMATE 
students' learning is co-determined by student age, ability and motivation; by 
quality and quantity of instruction and by the students' perception of the 
psychosocial environment of the home and the classroom (Fraser, 1989:315). 
students· perceptions of the learning environment influences academic 
performance. Pupils' perceptions of school are influenced by their perceptions 
of the classroom, by events taking place outside the school and by the people 
around them. When the goals of the school are clear, reasonably uniform and 
perceived as important, and when the staff are committed to them, successful 
schools result fAvi-ltzhak & Butler-Por, 1985:14J. The findings from previous 
research highlights the fact that better achievement on a variety of outcome 
measures was consistently found in classes perceived as having greater 
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cohesiveness, satisfaction, goal direction, and organisation and Jess friction £Fraser, 
1989:315J. A study by McDill, Meyers & Rigsby led to the conclusion that the 
value climate that builds up in high school comes to exert an influence on 
academic achievement over and above what would be predicted on the basis 
of student characteristics alone raoocock, 1980:200). 
The concept of school climate has been used in many different ways. some 
researchers define climate specifying aspects of a school's culture and content 
rstockard & Mayberry, 1985:16). Others focus on the distinct classroom 
atmosphere, experiences and instructional patterns (Alexander & McDill, 1976:970). 
Walberg f1969J and Walberg and Anderson f1968,1972J conceptualize the classroom 
climate by distinguishing between the structural and affective dimensions 
rstockard & Mayberry, 1985:22J. The structural dimension refers to the 
organisation of student roles within the class, the constellation of role 
expectations, and the shared, group-sanctioned behaviour. The affective 
dimension refers to the unique ways in which the individual personality needs 
are satisfied. Teachers' feelings and attitudes affect classroom climate as much 
as those of students (Ballantine, 1983:177J. The climate of both the classroom 
and the school is influenced by both the physical structure and Jay-out as well 
as the affective component. 
The school culture demonstrates constantly to the child how it expects him to 
behave and what values the adults who mould the culture believe to be 
important. Much of one's culturally conditioned behaviour, according to Gage 
& Berliner f1992:162J is unconscious. The school itself reflects the attitudes and 
values of the community, state, nation or at least the attitudes of the middle-
class segment of the general population fGordon, 1975: 163J. In schools with a 
greater rapport between parents and community members and school staff, 
favourable attitudes towards school prevail and achievement is enhanced. 
Although each child perceives the school in his unique way, the school situation 
that is provided for him plays an important role in influencing his self-concept. 
Within the school there is a system of rules, principles and norms that define 
what is expected of a student. social responsibility is defined as adherence to 
social rules and expectations. The promotion of socially responsible behaviour in 
the form of moral character, conformity to school rules and norms, co-operation 
and positive styles of interaction has been a tradition and a valued educational 
objective rwentzel, 1991:2J. Pupils who adhere to school rules and regulations 
find the climate of the school favourable and find a sense of acceptance within 
the school. Teachers prefer students who are co-operative, responsible and 
mature. This contention is supported by Bredemeier f1976:193J who states that 
·average· students liked school, felt good about themselves, thought their 
teachers liked them and were in fact liked by their teachers. In fact the 
teacher's liking of students as persons is strongly associated with their seeing 
them as conforming to the student role. Pupils who are argumentative, 
assertive and who do not adhere to school rules are perceived unfavourabiY. 
such pupils perceive themselves as unwanted and experience great difficulty in 
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fitting into the pattern of school life. A study of a secondary modern school 
by David Hargreaves reveals that pupils labelled as trouble makers tended to seek 
out each other's company, and within their group awarded high status to those 
who broke the school rules. Thus disrupting lessons, giving cheek to teachers, 
failing to hand in homework, cheating and playing truant all brought prestige 
rHaralambos & Holborn, 1991:280J. such students become rebellious and 
consequently perform poor/V. Paying attention and time-on-task are academically 
relevant components of classroom social responsibility that are consistent and 
positive predictors of academic performance rwentzel, 1991:9J. 
It is undoubtedly true that one of the most important influences of students' 
academic achievements involves the individual's socio-economic status. sociologists 
agree that society is stratified with some people being higher than others. 
Hierachies exist in income, place of residence, education, standard of living etc. 
There is a general tendency for children in the upper and middle social class to 
perceive school in a more favourable light than students in the lower social 
class. This is due to the fact that there is greater consensus between the 
home-life and school-life of such a child since the school reflects middle-class 
values. The lower-class child in a heterogenous school is often at odds with 
both the teacher and the majority of pupils. They tend to disapprove his moral 
code, his speech habits, his mode of dress and his forms of recreation fThomas, 
1965:20J. The child's initial appearance and behaviour patterns are disapproved 
by the teacher. She may chastise him by scolding him; by withholding praise 
or by giving him low marks. The more the child is chastised, the more he 
hates school and he may come to perceive himself as incompetent and useless. 
An individual's belief that he or she is socially and academically capable is 
posited to promote appropriate task choice, motivation, sustained effort and 
persistence, and eventual success in academic settings. This success then 
reinforces subsequent self-perceptions of academic capabilities rMarsh, 1991:453). 
It is norms and values that define acceptable behaviour within a group and it 
is the relationship among group members that influence the extent to which an 
individual finds acceptance within a group rstockard & Mayberry, 1985:7J. 
The practice of ability grouping in high school is commonly known as "academic 
tracking" (Byrne, 1990:173). / Academic tracking refers to the placement of high 
and low ability groups in separate classrooms or the indirect separation of pupils 
into more intellectually inclined courses and those that stress subjects of a more 
practical nature. High-track courses are tailored to meet college and university 
entrance while low-track courses facilitate the child's entrance into the working-
world. Tracking has a negative effect especially with pupils of lower academic 
ability. High-track students see their low track peers as "slow learners," while 
teachers see them as "frustrating to teach." (Byrne, 1990:174). Through tracking 
such adolescents perceive that they are not encouraged to participate in 
meaningful adult activities. This sense of alienation is responsible for many youth 
problems, such as suicide, drug and alcohol abuse, burnout and poor 
achievement rcalabrese, 1989:9). such a student perceives education as 
unimportant as his schooling prepares him for entering the labour-market. 
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Placement of students in high track classrooms, on the other hand, has a 
positive effect. When students are in an environment with other high achieving 
students their own academic achievement tends to increase as they have higher 
educational aspirations. social cognitions such as perceived adult expectations, 
perceived opportunities for goal pursuit, and goal obligation are significant 
predictors of achievement-related goals rwentzel, 1989:140J. High track students 
usually do courses that lead to tertiary education and they consequently perceive 
educational opportunities at school as very important in order to attain good 
symbols so that they could enter the university of their choice. 
one of the basic tenents of an educational system is the value of a small 
classroom. Educators frequently use small student-teacher ratio as one of the 
factors explaining a good school and a large ratio as an excuse for a poor one 
rBoocock, 1980:168J. This statement is a valid one in that schools in well-to-do 
areas that have smaller classes tend to boast better academic results than 
schools in larger classes. students tend to do better in smaller schools where 
they can and do participate in more activities and are more likely to be in 
leadership positions, feel a great sense .of responsibility for themselves, and are 
more satisfied with their school involvement rPapalia &_ Olds, 1993:530, Boocock, 
1980:169; Stockard & Mayberry, 1985:41J. smaller schools cater for the individual 
needs of each child and this is particularly beneficial to the lower-class child; the 
educationally disadvantaged child and the child with a low sense of self-esteem. 
The more- intimate setting is perceived by the pupil as friendlier whilst a larger 
setting is seen as threatening. In a larger school the child feels alienated and 
is afraid to actively participate in class discussions for fear of being ostracized. 
The greater involvement of the pupil in a smaller school not only in academic 
activities but also in extra-curricular activities promotes in the pupil a sense of 
self-worth. This results in the pupil having a higher self-concept and is related 
to a more positive school climate. 
Ballantine's study fHessong & Wessels, 1987:237) emphasizes the fact that a 
positive feeling on the part of staff towards learning and achievement does 
make a difference in the pupils' perception of school. Those schools where 
academic competition, intellectual and subject matter competence are emphasized 
by faculty and student bodies, individual students tend to conform to the 
scholastic norms of the majority and tend to achieve a higher level (Boocock, 
1980:200J. such an environment encourages competition among the students. 
Research evidence reveals that a school environment with a low level of 
competition may attract students to transfer to it from a highly competitive 
school environment but it leads to lower achievement rManor, 1987:187J. In 
addition an active, energetic principal who creates an orderly but unopressive 
climate for learning will inspire pupils to attain greater heights in academic 
excellence. Frequent rewards and direct praise for academic accomplishments by 
staff tend to foster academic competence. Brookover reported that a number 
of attitudes held by staff members, including staff commitment to teaching 
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goals, high and/or increasing expectations of teachers about students, staff 
emphasis on reaching basic reading and maths goals and students low sense of 
futility were related to increasing levels of school achievement (Stockard & 
Mayberry, 1985:18J. tn such schools both teachers and pupils considered higher 
academic achievement a goal that was within the reach of all pupils. The 
atmosphere of the school depends primarily on the principal. one who is 
perceived as a strong leader, who is a good administrator and has a good 
rapport with both pupils and teachers will spur pupils on to attain higher 
academic goals. 
There is strong support for the correlation between the perception of students' 
classroom environment and academic achievement. A grim, repressive 
atmosphere of the school and classroom makes pupils less eager about things 
that belong to the school, more inclined to complain, relatively more interested 
in recess periods and in social activities uersild, 1963:328J. According to stuart 
and Oakden f1962:159J, an over-formal authoritarian classroom atmosphere can 
stifle curiosity, interest and enquiry resulting in poor academic achievement. tn 
such an environment pupils are too afraid of being ridiculed and punished and 
are overly concerned with pleasing those around them thus leading to a dislike 
of school. Children respond more favourably in a democratic classroom and in 
a group climate where they have the perception that they have a say in 
matters concerning their affairs. open, flexible and democratic classrooms stress 
the affective and emotional growth of students fHessong & Wessels, 1987:239). 
students learn best when there is active participation and wt;ere there is close 
co-operative efforts between teachers and pupils. tn such an environment the 
child does not feel alienated or rejected by either the group or the teacher, 
leading to greater academic achievement. When classrooms are run by an 
authoritarian teacher, pupils tend to become passive because they know that 
they will be listening for most of the time and they are also afraid of giving 
the wrong answer. A safe and orderly environment promotes learning. 
It can be concluded that a pupil's perception of a classroom's environment, 
climate, ambience, tone, atmosphere, or ethos is important and influential with 
regard to academic achievement. The student's perception of classrooms has 
accounted for an appreciable amount of learning outcome variance, often beyond 
that attributable to student characteristics such as general ability (Manor, 
1987:184). 
3.2.4 THE PEER GROUP 
The human being very much wants to be "someone· and without some form 
of positive involvement with other people he cannot become someone. The 
need to be accepted bY others, to belong to groups and to identifY with peers 
is a strong motive in all members of modern civilization, even though the ways 
of satisfying the motive are many and varied (Reilley & Lewis, 1983:262J. During 
adolescence the influence of companions has the strongest hold on the attitudes 
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and behaviour of the child. strong feelings of identification develop among 
members of the group and certain behavioural norms are maintained (Van 
vuuren, et.al., 1988:297J. 
Wentzel f1991:9J in her article makes the assertion that acceptance by peers has 
been consistently related to academic achievement at all ages, with socially 
rejected and aggressive children being especially at risk for academic failure. The 
adolescent's desire for acceptance is so strong that the behavioural norms of the 
group are maintained at all costs. These norms are often in conflict with adults 
and adult approval and any motive that may have been stressed by adults prior 
to the period of adolescence may be rejected as they seek affiliation with their 
peers. 
The role of the group is so important in the gratification of adolescent needs 
that if an adolescent is placed in a compromising situation of having to choose 
between the values of the home and those of the peer group, he will probably 
choose those of the group Nan vuuren et. a/., 1988:379; Rice, 1992:407; conger, 
1991:355J. Peer pressures are strongest upon the child who has been taught to 
be dependent upon the judgement of others, to under-evaluate his own self and 
his own knowledge, or who has not had clear models and images to identify 
with at earlier stages in his life (Gordon, 1975:235). 
A peer group consists of children of more or less the same age formed 
spontaneously in that pupils belong to the same class, school, religious institution 
or because they share the same interests. segregated from the adult world, the 
peer group develops a subculture with their own languages, styles and most 
important, value systems that may differ from those of adults fRice, 1992:407J. 
A major function of the peer group at this age is the provision of opportunities 
for the youngster to meet his needs for status and achievement. Peer group 
activities are important in providing youngsters with opportunities to socialize, to 
demonstrate skills, to gain skills and to evaluate self and others (Gordon, 
1975:318). 
During adolescence three kinds of peer group may be distinguished: the clique' 
crowd and gang. A clique' is a small, intimate group consisting of between two 
to nine members. The relationship between members is one of intimate 
companionship where ideas and experiences are shared fLow et.al., 1991:425J. 
such a group is formed spontaneously and members join in because they share 
the same norms and value system. There is also a great amount of ganging 
up among adolescents. some belong to an organized gang, with a name, rigid 
rules and clearly defined power structure uersild, 1963:252J. A gang is often 
associated with illegal and anti-social behaviour. A gang may be formed as a 
result of too little parental attention, interest, warmth and affection at home. 
As a result such adolescents conform slavishly to the group norms of a gang as 
they feel a greater sense of belonging and safety as there is strength in 
numbers. A crowd is a group of about twenty to thirty members that could 
be formed by an adult perhaps in having social gatherings such as a party. tt 
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is formed by virtue of the fact that the adolescent spends so much of time 
with his peers. This is verified by vrey f1979:169J who says: "He goes to school 
with his peers, plays sport with them, goes to the cinema with them relaxes 
with them in the school grounds and elsewhere." tn this set-up adolescents 
operate as a loosely organised but powerful confederation. 
An example of the phenomenon of peer pressure was demonstrated in a study 
by Berenda (Gordon, 1975:235). She set up a judgemental situation in which the 
correct answers varied from clear to unclear and in which a single pupil or a 
small minority was placed in opposition to a well favoured majority of peers. 
She found that even though a pupil in the minority perceived the answer to be 
wrong, he tended, if the situation was unclear, to change his judgement to 
conform with those of his peers. Only if a pupil has a clear cut perception of 
what is right or wrong, can he resist peer pressure. 
It is often maintained that with regard to any values including educational 
aspirations irreconcilable differences exist between the values of the peers and 
parents. This statement is only valid to a certain extent. tn some cases the 
peer group reflects the adult sub-culture of which they are a part of and the 
values of the adults are honoured by the group. verification of this is obtained 
from conger f1991:355J who surmises that with respect to educational goals in 
many middle and upper-class groups scholastic success is positively valued and 
explicitly rewarded by the young people themselves. This process of social 
comparison has a tremendous influence on an adolescent's self-image and self-
esteem. tn those schools, pre-dominantly in the upper classes, where students 
have high occupational and educational aspirations, competition for grades can 
be very intense. According to Rhea & Buford (Ballantine, 1983:220) high 
achievement may be so valued that some students may even resort to cheating 
than do poorly. tn the upper classes, students with the highest status within 
the peer group, are from the dominant socio-economic group, who have 
inculcated their parents' perceptions of the value of education, and are therefore 
orientated towards academic and scholastic activities. 
Within this socio-economic group, some adolescents do not conform to the norms 
of the peer group within the school itself. This group is the teenage gangs 
that most often emerge from informal street play groups. Members are taken 
in because they experience the same problems shared by the group or because 
they support moves designed to gain greater freedom from parents or to harass 
and vex adults rrorrance & strom, 1965:106). Adolescents tend to imitate peer 
models whom they perceive as warm and rewarding, who are powerful, who are 
rewarded by others and whom they perceive as being similar to themselves 
(Hetherington & Parke, 1986:548). Boys who tend to associate very often with 
delinquent peers are more likely to report delinquent behaviour. A high rate of 
delinquency in a neighbourhood affords several opportunities for the adolescent 
to learn deviant norms and values and to lend support for deviant behaviour. 
one form of expressing delinquent behaviour is by rejecting everything to do 
with school, frequent truanting and gaining poor marks in tests and exams. 
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Students who have had to repeat grades and who are social misfits may develop 
an intense dislike for school and Jose all interest and desire to learn. 
Peer influences on low socio-economic groups are often anti-school and 
delinquency-prone emphasizing early marriage for girls and gang activities for the 
boys. A.. .study by Elias Tuma and Norman Livson rsorenson, 1964:355J have found 
that the lower the socio-economic status the more hostile towards authority the 
boy was. This is supported by Rice r1992:501J who also emphasizes that low 
socio-economic youths often have severed their ties with adult institutions and 
values becoming more involved instead with groups composed of jobless 
dropouts. Lower class children are less likely to be rewarded by their peers for 
academic achievement. In a school where academic rewards are few, there will 
be very few who will make an attempt for scholarly achievement. For those 
who strive to attain academic advancement, they are subject to constant 
taunting and teasing and the adolescent soon realises that he must either act 
with the acceptable standards of his agemates or withdraw from the group. 
Those who withdraw from the group experience a heightened sense of aloness 
and rejection until a more acceptable peer group presents itself that is more 
personally satisfying than the former rrorrance & strom, 1965:105J. 
Generally, in all schools, academic achievement is perceived as being of Jesser 
importance than other matters. Being a star athlete; good looking or being 
popular with the girls are highly valued for boys. For the girls being good-
looking, being a cheer-leader, debutante or the belle of the ball are viewed as 
more important attributes. In his study coleman found that when students were 
asked to speculate upon their parents' preferences for them, most thought their 
parents would be very proud of them if they made the basketball or 
cheerleading team than if they were chosen by a science teacher to act as his 
or her assistant. Coleman goes on to add, "The reward a child gains from his 
parents may help reinforce the values of the adolescent culture not because the 
parents hold these same views but because parents want their children to be 
successful and esteemed by their peers" (Boocock, 1980:218J. Ballantine (1983:220J 
reinforces this in her claim that adolescent sub-cultures rthe peer groupJ often 
place high values on athletics for males, leadership for females, but little value 
for either sex on academic achievement. The perception that academic 
achievement is not as important suggests that adolescent sub-cultures are 
generally deterrents to academic achie_vement. 
According to Gordon f1975:366J, since adolescent groups tend to value the "doer", 
the roles of the "go better", "the popularity lad", and "the athlete" are accorded 
high status. The athlete gains much status because his is a victory shared by 
all members of the school. His achievement is shared by his team, school, 
parents and the community at large. His athletic achievements are a guarantee 
of attaining peer group acceptance. In high school, among the most popular 
students, is the athlete. Coleman conducted a study to determine how the 
value climate of the school influenced the individual student's status, attitudes, 
and achievement. on comparing the sociometric choices, he found that boys 
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identified as the athletic stars received more sociometric status than those 
identified as top scholars (Boocock, 1980:218J. The "brain" or the academic 
scholar is not valued because such a student's victories are personal. 
Furthermore, his academic accomplishments may cause parents and teachers to 
place pressure on other students to better or equal his performance. Most 
students who don't value hard work resent this and thus the brain of the class 
is often rejected. The academic scholar is usually not valued except in his own 
clique' of "brains" who are usually low on the general social order (Gordon, 
1975:366J. Girls who are intellectually inclined tend to be rejected by their male 
and female counter-parts. It is revealed in a study by Coleman that brilliant 
students, especially the brilliant girl, fared poorly as a dating choice and the 
proportion of respondents naming the brilliant student as a dating choice 
declined even further during the course of the year (Boocock, 1980:218). Males 
do not wish to date such girls as they perceive them as a threat and females 
perceive little in common with the "brainy" girls as they wish to discuss boys, 
dates, clothes and parties which may not co-incide with the interests of the 
"brain". The result of this is that bright students become embarrassed or 
withdrawn about their abilities. By withdrawing effort or not trying bright 
students may avoid non-acceptance by their peers. Good grades detract from 
popularity and the adolescent's need for peer approval is so strong that some 
adolescents deny their abilities, trying not to appear smart. Even if after a 
period of time an individual may realise the importance of education, his 
reputation as a popular student will not allow him to become more academically 
orientated. once an adolescent has gained the reputation of playing a given 
role, the group seems to expect him to continue and in order to maintain his 
ties with his peers he is likely to oblige. A study by Clark of a socio-graphic 
analysis of peer groups provides evidence that over a period of two years 
adolescent status with the peer group at the Guilford High school in Texas rarely 
changed rrorrance & strom, 1965:110J. 
It can be concluded that due to the process of industrialisation and the 
adolescent rebellion in the sixties the parent's role in training the adolescent has 
declined considerably. More and more parents of adolescents bemoan the fact 
that their children ignore their wise advice while listening to, and emulating their 
peers <Hetherington & Parke, 1986:548). More and more adolescents are finding 
acceptance with peers as they feel that their parents are out of touch with the 
times. The adolescent's perception of the role of the peer group in his life 
plays a particularly significant role. Adolescents who receive too little attention 
at home and who experience a l~ck of parental warmth and understanding may -
turn to the peer group for comfort and security. Peers influence each other 
by serving not only as reinforcers but also as social models. Adolescents acquire 
a wide range of knowledge and a variety of responses by observing the 
behaviour of their peers. Depending on the perceptions of the value 6f 
education, of the peer group in general and close friends in particular, the 
adolescent's educational aspirations may be strengthened or weakened. 
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3.2.5 NEEDS 
A very important reason for finding a definition of human need is the very 
nature of the concept of need. A need is a requirement that refers to a 
fundamental, even controvertible goal of human behaviour rcombs, Richards & 
Richards, 1988:43J. Needs can be defined as the basic striving common to people 
that help understand the dynamics of human behaviour (l!erma & Dashora, 
1989:239J. Needs energise behaviour. "Behaviour appropriate to meet a need 
varies from situation to situation at any given maturity level and also from child 
to child, according to temperament and capacities" (Prescott, 1938:185J. 
According to Murray there is a difference between primary and secondary needs 
(Liebert & Spiegler, 1990:227J. There are according to him, twelve primary needs 
including the need for water, air, food, sex and physical safety. secondary 
needs are learned through experience and parental influence. These needs 
constitute the personality needs which comprises three categories: the 
physiological needs, the social needs and the ego needs (Prescott, 1938:185J. The 
physiological needs are essentially needs to function. The social needs are needs 
for status which are met by 'establishing various relationships at different ages 
and the success or failure of these relationships is taken by each person as 
evidence of his own value or worth in society. The ego needs are needs to 
assimilate experience and , to achieve belief in self. All people in society have a 
need or desire for a stable, firmly based evaluation of themselves for self-respect 
and self-esteem. These needs may, according to Frager et.al f1987:21J, be divided 
into two subsidiary sets. These are first, the desire for strength, achievement, 
adequacy, mastery and competence, confidence in the face of the world and 
independence and freedom. second is the desire for reputation or prestige, 
status, fame, dominance, recognition, attention, dignity or appreciation. 
satisfaction of the self-esteem needs leads to feelings of self-confidence, warmth, 
strength, capability and adequacy of being necessary and useful in the world. 
Thwarting these needs produces feelings of inferiority or weakness, and of 
helplessness. 
Abraham Maslow views man as functioning best when striving for something that 
is lacking or wishing for something that one does not have and when man 
organises his powers in the service of striving towards the gratification of that 
wish rHamachek, 1990:56J. Maslow divided needs into a hierarchy. At the 
bottom of the hierarchy, requiring need satisfaction first are physical needs ---
needs for food and safety. once these needs are satisfied social needs come 
into play and once these needs are reasonably satisfied, intellectual needs will 
develop, followed by aesthetic needs rcage & Berliner, 1992: 333J. The highest 
level is self-actualization. Human psychologists have advanced the position that 
man ·s most fundamental need, the one towards which all others are directed is 
what has been referred to as self-actualization, self-fulfilment, self-realisation or 
the preservation and enhancement of the phenomenal self rKolesnik, 1970:316). 
Maslow defined self-actualization as the desire to become more and more of 
what one idiosyncratically is, to become everything that one is capable of 
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becoming (Liebert & Spiegler, 1990:322J. Man's greatest need is to discover and 
express his real self; to utilise all his potentials, to become the best that he is 
capable of becoming and to lead a full, rich and personally satisfying life. If the 
self-actua/ising person wants to realise future possibilities, he must transcend 
himself or rise above the apparent limitation of time and space, mental and 
physical abilities rvrey, 1979:43J. 
Maslow stresses that primary needs must be met before self-actualization takes 
place. According to Maslow until and unless the need for physical comfort, 
safety, love and esteem are fairly well met, it is unlikely that the need to know, 
to understand, to grow intellectually will shape the individual's behaviour to any 
extent (Kolesnik, 1970:319J. For example, if our physiological needs are 
threatened, chances are rather good that we will not be terribly concerned 
about "actualizing" ourselves (Hamachek, 1990:57J. Every person has a hierarchy 
of need priorities and his actions are largely determined by his perceptions of 
the immediate gratification of these needs. If a child's physiological needs are 
not met, then he perceives the aspiration towards greater knowledge or 
aesthetic appreciation as insignificant in comparison to the other needs on the 
hierarchy. When a child's physiological needs are met, he voluntarily engages 
in creative and constructive work. Numerous situations lead to the frustration 
of basic needs. such situations interferes with the wholesome maturing of 
children and results in maladjustment, unhappiness and a resistance to study and 
to schoolwork. 
Each person is forever engaged in a search for increased adequacy, self-
actualization or self-fulfilment. The achievement of a satisfactory degree of 
personal fulfilment is what psychologists mean by psychological health (Combs, 
Richards & Richards, 1988:256J. The adequate person is one who has achieved 
a high degree of need satisfaction and who perceives himself as capable, 
effective and adequate to deal with life. Adequate persons can respond 
instantaneously to a wide variety of situations because they have immediate 
access to those perceptions relevant to satisfying need. Inadequate personalities 
have grave doubts about their abilities to deal with life and constantly feel 
threatened ( combs, Richards & Richards, 1988:297J. They may react by becoming 
aggressive and by attempting to punish their parents in some way. They may 
perceive the needs of school as irrelevant as they are subjected to a great 
many demands which they cannot meet and thus come to perceive themselves 
as unworthy. 
In the course of a person's growth and development and as a product of his 
experience with the world around him, certain aspects of his perceptual field 
become more or less clearly differentiated from the remainder of the field 
because they satisfy need (Combs, Richards & Richards, 1988:132J. These 
differentials are called goals. Not all children develop the same goals as the 
opportunities and the circumstances of growth are vastly different. No two 
individuals will have the same goals. The goal of the school is to socialise 
children to be successful members of society; this implies academic and social 
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skill development roles for students in school fGage & Berliner, 1992:169). 
students, on the other hand, may have other goals or needs. Their need for 
peer acceptance and approval as well as their need for fun and reaction may 
surpass their need for academic achievement. 
The need to achieve success is present in most students. This comes about 
upon realisation of the need for a good academic grounding in order to ensure 
economic well-being. Earlier in the century when a youngster performed poorly, 
it had a negligible effect on the home. The family may even have encouraged 
him to leave school as he could find a job very readily. The dropout's family 
was not held in disdain for they viewed a preference for work to school not as 
a shameful choice but as a legitimate alternative {Torrance & strom, 1965:30). 
Drastic changes in the economy and occupational structure, however, have served 
to diminish job prospects for today's dropout. The dropout's family may be 
scorned and their decision may · be seen as repulsive. The absolute necessity of 
education is understood but because adolescents have different goals, their 
perception of the need of education varies considerably. 
Subjects who have high needs for achievement are more persistent, learn more 
effectively and tend to reach solutions in problem · solving tasks more often 
than do subjects with low achievement needs tAusubel, Novak & Heinesian, 
1978:409J. such a child strives to excel, works towards goals, seeks to satisfy his 
needs and strives as best as he can tGriffith, 1939:399). When a person wants 
to learn a thing other needs do not attract his effort. According to Mouly 
f1973:339J the child does not Jearn because he has an innate interest in the. 
intricacies of algebra, he learns because in so doing he can satisfy his needs for 
social recognition, self-esteem and achievement because it contributes to self· 
enhancement. The need for social recognition, status and glory is so strong that 
the child may perceive dull facts as interesting and diligently work at 
uninteresting subjects in order to gain good marks so as to secure a place at 
university or college. such students have a high level of aspiration. Webster 
defines aspiration as a "strong desire to achieve something high or great or an 
object of such desire" twa/berg, 1989:1). Aspirations are very important because_ 
they guide what students learn in school, how they prepare for adult life and 
what they eventually accomplish. A survey of students by Watkins f1985:91J at 
an Australian university found that effort was seen to be the major cause of 
first year grades by both successful and unsuccessful students. A lot of students 
perceived that it was vital that they work hard to attain academic success. 
However, all children do not perceive the importance of needs in the same way. 
A child who does not perceive academic accomplishments as an immediate need 
may be totally uninterested in school, rebelling against school-work thus thwarting 
any endeavour that the teacher might make in compelling him to do his 
schoolwork. Each child has needs related to the acquisition _o.t values and ..._ 
a!_E!:Y~ allow him to live in harmony with himself and other members 
of society. our attitudes, value concepts and purposes really define the 
conditions under which each of us will be joyful, sorrowful, sympathetic, afraid 
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or angry. The stimulus value of a situation is to be found in the relationship 
between the situation and our basic needs as this relationship is interpreted 
through our attitudes (Prescott, 1938:189J. 
The lower levels of achievement in minority or lower-class children can be related 
to a low need for achievement and a negative attitude towards school. The 
need of each child, though highly individual still fits into a pattern (Ahmann & 
Glock, 1971:39J. This pattern may be correlated with an individual's environment 
and cultural upbringing. In the child's home circumstances the factor that 
contributes to the child's academic progress is the parents' attitude to education 
and the interest they show in the day to day activities at school. The parents 
of the lower social class may not perceive academic achievement as an 
important need. Since this secondary need is a learned one, the child might 
adopt the stance of the parent. There is a strong relationship between _ 
unfavourable reaction to school and poor ·aitainment leveCrFiis is demonstrated 
in a study by Douglas, Ross and Simpson who reported that English working-class 
children of similar or higher ability than their middle class contemporaries were 
two and half times as likely to leave school at the minimum leaving age to take 
up manual occupations rcoodacre, 1970:115J. Earning is perceived as a more 
important need than obtaining a degree or diploma. The lower class child's 
need for education diminishes even further as a result of the cultural conflicts 
that may arise in school. There is a basic tendency for the schools to bias their 
curriculum in favour of upper and middle-class needs and backgrounds (Thomas, 
1965:26J. The child may perceive nothing meaningful in the curriculum and 
consequently do poorly. Furthermore, the culture represented by the school as 
well as the community of the child is conflicting and creates confusion in the 
mind of the child. If the child's basic need for security and stability is not met, 
it is unlikely that he will aspire to satisfy needs that are higher up on the 
hierarchy. In complex situations we tend to perceive more clearly that which 
is rewarding and interesting and to avoid what is unrewarding and anxiety-
provoking. 
With increasing age, the adolescent's need for peer acceptance increases and his 
need for parent acceptance diminishes (Rice, 1992:408). The peer group exerts 
a particularly strong influence on the individual to conform to the norms of the 
group. If the need for academic achievement rates as a priority in the peer 
group, then pupils will aspire to attain good results. If students have favourable 
attitudes to learning they may produce far better results than expected. If, on, 
the other hand, pupils have a negative attitude to school they may resist 
learning and the teachers and parents can do nothing to change the pupils' 
attitudes. If peers do not see the need for doing well at school, the adolescent 
would rather conform to this than be rejected from the group. 'The 
accumulation of experiences and consequent growth of understanding 
result in mental organisation that distinctly values some factors above others· 
(Prescott, 1938:189J. 
Self-actualization is a realisation of one·s potentialities, becoming what one is 
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capable of becoming (Kolesnik, 1970:318J. Since potentialities and life-styles vary 
from person to person, so does the manifestation of this need and the manner 
in which it is filled. If a child perceives his occupation as being an artist, 
businessman or builder, he may not perceive the need in attaining a high 
symbol at school and would sooner enter a trade school or begin as an 
apprentice. His being at school may be simply a means of satisfying his parents 
and teachers. so he remains at school, totally uninterested in education, hoping 
only to pass each year so that he could leave school as soon as possible to 
pursue his chosen field. 
There could be no learning if there was no purpose, ambition, intentions, 
resolutions, or acts of determination (Griffith, 1939:399J. A study by Singh led to 
the conclusion that scores of need achievement were significantly correlated with 
college grades rverma & oashora, 1989:239J. All children do not recognise the 
need in the same way. Even when children have the same needs wide 
differences exist in the meanings they attach to these. some needs or goals 
are perceived as positive and satisfying and hence to be sought. Others may 
be differentiated as negative, destructive and humiliating to the self and 
therefore to be avoided rcombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:97J. 
3.2.6 MOTIVATION 
Motivation is derived from the latin verb movere which means "to move" Nan 
vuuren et. a/, 1988:294J. If an individual has been motivated to attain a given 
goal his activity consists in moving in the direction of that goal. A motive is 
a desire to satisfy a need. An individual has many motives but they are 
organised into a hierarchy with the stronger motives near the top and the 
weaker motives lower down fReil/ey & Lewis, 1983:259J. A person is motivated 
to learn when he has the active attitude of desiring to learn. Motivation. 
influences directly the intensity of effort that a child will put forth to Jearn. -:}J 
some children may work hard at many different tasks and persist in the face 
of difficulty while others may be lazy at school, have few interests and tend to 
quit in the face of frustration (Lovell, 1965:24J. one of the most important 
characteristics of motives is that they energise behaviour. 
During the past decades motivation has come to play a very important role in 
theories of /earning and in theories of personality. some of the theories 
outlined by Klausmeier & Goodwin (1966:219J includes the Association Theory, 
cognitive Theory, Humanistic theory and the Psychoanalytic theory. No single 
theory is adequate for understanding the motives of all human beings, preschool 
to college level, but one that explains academic achievement fairly adequately 
is the instinct theory proposed by Burt. He defines an instinct as a complex 
inherited tendency common to all members of a . species compelling each 
individual to perceive and pay attention to certain objects and situations, to 
become pleasurably or unp/easurabty excited about those objects when they are 
perceived and to act in a way likely in the tong run to preserve the individual 
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novel/, 1965:24). A pupil may choose certain things in preference to others. 
These attitudes may be described as "adient" and "avoidance". we are "adient" 
towards those situations that promote our welfare and "avoid" those which do 
not promote our welfare rGriffith, 1939:431). An important issue that needs 
consideration is that individuals expect pleasure from the attainment of what is 
called positive incentives and avoidance from what is known as negative 
incentives fMorgan et. a/., 1986:240). 
Everyday pupils go to school. They vary greatly in their desire to Jearn and also 
in their reactions to the teacher's attempt to motivate them. students' 
motivation for learning tasks depends on whether they are hopeful or pessimistic 
about their chances for success. The school and classroom atmosphere can 
make a difference between an enthusiastic learner and a hater of the subject 
rclark & starr, 1986:77). A study of perceiving and attending make it clear that 
there are certain objects and situations that are preferred to others. The study 
of attending indicated that there are some situations that are more important 
·than others in exciting and sustaining a course of action because they are full 
of interest (Griffith, 1939:431J. The word interest is derived from the Latin 
"interesse· meaning "to be between" (Kolesnik, 1970:321J. Interest is the 
perception of the relationship between the present status of a person in some 
ongoing activity in which he is involved and the end, goal or purpose of the 
activity. Interest has a personal-subjective character and implies a deliberate 
direction of attention and is therefore a completely voluntary attitude rvrey, 
1979:232J. Adolescents are more likely to be motivated if they perceive what is 
being learnt as being useful to them. Schoolwork is interesting to a student if 
he sees how the material he is expected to learn relates to him as an individual, 
how it affects him, how it can serve his purposes, and how it can satisfy his 
needs. Interest is very important with regard to motivation because the 
duration of a person's interest determines the nature of his adequate self rvrey, 
1979:232). According to the self-actualising theory, motivation in the classroom 
is largely a process of helping the student perceive that certain learning 
experiences can help him to be what he wants to be or become fKolesnik, 
1970:320J. Motivation problems arise because pupils fail to perceive the relevance 
of what they are expected to learn. Interest is a matter of perceiving a 
relationship between some situation and oneself. 
Self-efficacy is the term that Bandura uses to denote the belief that one can 
achieve certain goals. He maintains that our expectations of self-efficacy are 
determined by five inter-related kinds of information (Lindgren & Suter, 1985:250J. 
The three that are of particular relevance to the educational situation are as 
follows:-
aJ Performance accomplishment - one's successes raise one's expectation of 
self-efficacy and failures lower it. success experiences and a positive self-
concept go hand in hand. When high self-concept students experience 
failure, or what they perceive as failure, they are inclined to work even 
harder in order to achieve the success to which they are accustomed. 
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When low self-concept students experience failure, they tend to let up 
because they believe that they will ·never make it anyway so why try· 
(Hamachek, 1990:272J. 
bJ verbal Persuasion - if we trust the persuaders we may be led to attempt 
the activity in question. A reward by means of verbal approval can bring 
immense pleasure to students and raises their level of confidence in 
mastering a task. In such a situation a student might attempt to surpass 
his own past performance regardless of what anyone else does. The 
general belief is that the closer one comes to attaining a goal, the more 
powerful is his drive towards it. The most important basic human 
motivation is to feel worthwhile or that one belongs and is approved by 
persons who matter (Hamachek, 1990:263). A feeling of being approved 
by the persuader will enable the. student to perceive that he has the 
ability to execute the necessary task or activity. 
cJ Situational circumstances - one's expectation of self-efficacy will vary 
according to the types of environment in which one functions and one's 
perceptions of them. seeing one perform somewhat difficult tasks with 
relative ease may motivate one to attempt such tasks. If students are 
socialised into believing that educational activities are paramount to 
prestigious adult occupational status, then they are motivated to do well. 
However, if individuals are socialised into having negative feelings about 
certain learning tasks they may become convinced of their inability to 
learn. Negative emotions can serve as a block to effective learning by 
directing a considerable amount of cognitive effort by making anxiety 
provoking, self-defeating, self-evaluations (Conger, 1991:336J. 
People in whom the need for achievement is strong seek to become 
accomplished and to improve task performance (Morgan et. a/, 1986:285J. The 
achievement drive is directly related to an individual's early training. Researchers 
have found that in general, individuals who are achievement orientated were 
taught to be independent as children and were rewarded for their 
accomplishments particularly by their mothers (Silverman, 1985:269; Davidoff, 
1980:337J. such mothers, according to Anderson & Faust (1973:468) reinforce with 
attention, praise, privileges and physical affection. According to Gottfried 
(1990:525) children with higher levels of academic motivation showed significantly 
higher school achievement, lower academic anxiety and more favourable 
perceptions of their academic competence. such students will inevitably do 
better at school because they are socialised into believing that anything is within 
their grasp. Ames found that children who seek success tend to acknowledge 
their success by making self-reinforcing statements (Silverman, 1985:295J. Parents 
of such children stress the importance of success and reward them for their 
accomplishments. Parents are emotionally involved in their children's achievement 
related behaviour providing encouragement all the time. consequently these 
children see failure as a result of their own lack of effort rather than some 
external force (Gage & Berliner, 1992:336). They double up on their efforts to 
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attain success. They have a positive desire to excel, to do well, to accomplish 
something on their own. They are task orientated and tend to prefer to work 
on tasks that are challenging and on which their performance can be evaluated 
in some way either by comparing it with other people's performance or in terms 
of some standard or norm fMorgan et. al, 1986:285J. Children without a 
challenge are less likely to improve their skills than those who are encouraged 
to strive for better performance (Child, 1986:57J. 
Children differ considerably in their needs. For some children their need for 
academic achievement may not be as strong and they are consequently not 
motivated to study and do well. Their need for peer approval or for the 
satisfaction of physiological needs is far greater. They may not perceive 
education as being important in promoting their welfare and consequently avoid 
studying or engaging in any activity that involves academic work. The parents' 
attitude to education is a strong motivating factor in a pupil's life. Parents, 
especially those of the lower class, do not value education and their children's 
attitude most likely parallels that of the parents rNye & Bernado, 1973:60J. These 
children may not receive positive reinforcement from parents and are therefore 
unmotivated to Jearn. A study by Jersild and Tosch reveals that many of the 
early school /eavers come from homes low in the socio-economic scale where 
schooling beyond the elementary /eve/ is not in the family tradition uersild, 
1963:331). It sometimes also happens that children who are driven too hard bY 
their parents to achieve success in school become indifferent to achievement. 
setting goals for a pupil which are unrealistically high and apparently 
unattainable may serve no other purpose than to discourage a student from 
even trying to attain them. Spurring him on to levels of achievement beyond 
his abilities may lead him to develop undesirable feelings of helplessness and 
futility (Kolesnik, 1970:334J. such children have a negative attitude towards 
studying and say such negative things as "I can't do this", "I am going to fail", 
"There's more to life than just studying" or "MY parents expect too much from 
me. n such negative thoughts distract a learner and may have an immobi/ising 
effect on learning rconger, 1991:337). 
students' perception of achievement motivation indicate that a variety of intrinsic 
and extrinsic factors other than high grades are important fRea, 1991:109). 
Intrinsic motivation refers to an individual's recognition of the value inherent in 
the very nature of an activity (Kolesnik, 1970:320J. The activity is considered a 
desirable end in itself, it is self-rewarding. Academic intrinsic motivation involves 
enjoyment of school learning characterised by mastery orientation, curiosity, 
persistence, task endogeny and the learning of challenging, difficult and novel 
tasks rcottfield, 1990:525J. This point is stressed by Bruce, Wei/ and Showers 
f1992:36J who claim that students engaged in learning for intrinsic satisfaction 
become less dependent on praise from teachers and other authorities and this 
results in increased learning rates and retention of information and skill. They 
are likely to perceive immediate reinforcement in the increased knowledge and 
self-understanding that study brings. When a pupil perceives academic 
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achievement to be a source of pleasure or information he is motivated 
intrinsically to want to study. Ausubel perceives two components in achievement 
intrinsic motivation. These are:-
aJ cognitive drive, which is task orientated in the sense that the enquirer is 
attempted to satisfy the need to know and to understand; 
bJ Self-enhancement, which is ego-orientated or self-orientated and represents 
a desire for increased prestige and status gained by doing well 
scholastically and which leads to feelings of adequate self-esteem roacey, 
1982:48, Child, 1986:57). 
When a child does not perceive the inherent value of education, teachers and 
parents resort to extrinsic motivation. In extrinsic motivation the reward or good 
lies outside the activity itself and has no necessary connection with it and 
therefore an attempt must be made to move a person in a given direction by 
bringing external influences to bear upon him (Kolesnik, 1970: 30J. The place of 
rewards in school is crucial and is used very often to encourage learning. 
Teachers may commonty use incentives such as report card marks, prizes, 
certificates, special privileges, scoldings, detention, threats of failure, calling the 
parents to school or other forms of extrinsic motivation. A study by Jones 
f1990:355J revealed that low achievers were directed more towards extrinsic 
motivation such as material wealth. They may also wish to win their parent's 
favour, gain the teacher's praise and obtain some incentive or the other. 
Children who are rewarded for doing things on their own develop a sense of 
accomplishment and learn to take pleasure in challenging activities whilst children 
who experience punishment for not succeeding, develop a tendency to avoid 
anything that may result in failure (Silverman, 1985:275J. sometimes the issuing 
of incentives or rewards can have a negative effect. For example, whereas a 
report card may be an effective motivational device for some children, it is 
often perceived as something to be avoided by the child of the lower class 
since it not only conflicts with his values but also causes rejection by his peers 
fMouly 1973:309J. stanford presents a convincing argument that with our 
emphasis on extrinsic motivation we may actually be de-emphasizing the inherent 
importance of education and the simple enjoyment of learning fMouly, 1973:347J. 
The pupil perceives that the only value in attaining academic success is in 
obtaining some external reward. Learning then becomes an obstacle to the 
attainment of the good and the student works in the wrong way for the wrong 
reason. This is because in extrinsic motivation the reward lies outside the 
activity itself and has no necessary connection with it. This is summed up bY 
Klaczynski f1991:463J who vouches that the students accept that the primary 
responsibility for individual achievement falls on the shoulders of the individuals 
and those who have attained highly prestigious occupations have done so on 
their own merit and not as a result of some extrinsic reward. Although it 
seems that intrinsic motivation is better than extrinsic motivation, the role of 
extrinsic motivation cannot be undervalued. It serves as a useful purpose in 
encouraging learning when all else has failed. 
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Human behaviour is purposeful in that everything a person does is in order to 
satisfy some need. Classroom motivation is a process of helping the student 
perceive that assigned learning experiences can help him become what he really 
wants to become, that is a fully functioning person. 
3.2.7 SELF-cONCEPT AND SELF-ESTEEM 
correlation studies show substantive relationships between achievement and self· 
concept measures rcage & Berliner, 1992:159; Marsh, 1988:100J. The evidence is 
accumulating to indicate that the level of school success is largely determined 
by the way in which one views one's self (Feeney, Christensen & Moravcik, 
1987:187; Hessong & Wessels, 1987:235; Riffel, 1991:26J. The self-concept is made 
up of a multitude of self-conceptions. 
There are, according to Rice f1992:247J four basic dimensions of self. There is the 
overall basic concept; the adolescent's social self; the ideal self and the 
individual's temporary or transitory self-concept. A fifth dimension of self is 
presented by Mboya f1989:43J who adds that adolescents do have a specific self· 
concept of academic ability and it is related to academic achievement. 
According to Potterbaum, Keith & Ehly f1986:140J self-concept and academic 
achievement cause each other in a cyclical nature. The influence of academic 
self-concept far exceeds global self-concept as far as academic achievement is 
concerned fMboya, 1989:43J. 
According to Mouly f1973:85J, the development of the academic self-concept 
involves a slow process of differentiation. The child gradually and progressively 
learns to perceive just who he is and what his abilities are. school value 
climate, background experiences, peer group relationships and other factors in a 
student's career influences academic self-concept and vice versa fBallantine, 
1983:182J. The nature of the adolescent's self-concept is dependent on how 
family members and teachers relate to them. It is dependent on the 
experiences of the individual in his life-world. The components of the academic 
self-concept includes attitudes that are charged with feelings such as pride or 
shame, inferiority, self-esteem or self-reproach uersild, 1963:22J. 
tn contrast to the descriptive nature of self-concept, self-esteem involves an 
additional evaluative component. The term self-esteem refers to those aspects 
that are evaluative of self-descriptions with respect to the degree of personal 
satisfaction with the self fFrisby & Tucker, 1993:146J. self-esteem is defined as 
what a person feels about the discrepancy between the way they are rthe self· 
imageJ and the way they would like to be rthe ideal setfJ rAthertey, 1990:225J. 
According to Rice f1992:248J self-esteem has been called "the survival of the sour; 
it is the ingredient that gives dignity to human existence. A person who 
possesses high self-esteem has high self-respect and considers himself a person 
of worth. The term tow self-esteem means that the individual tacks respect for 
himself, considers himself unworthy, inadequate or otherwise seriously deficient 
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as a person roemo, small & savin-Williams, 1987:707J and has high anxiety levels, 
is unstable and has emotional disorders rskard & Husen, 1962:62J. 
Self-esteem plays an important role in personal satisfaction and effective 
functioning. Research supports a positive relationship between the level of self-
esteem and academic achievement fBagley, 1989:78; Atherley, 1990:225J. What 
determines the adolescent's self-esteem are the parents' and teachers· attitudes 
towards him or her. When parents judge themselves negatively they tend to 
judge their children negatively and eventually the children may come to perceive 
themselves in the same way. on the other hand, affectionate care and 
attention from adults who are secure and feel good about themselves will help 
children to conclude that they are attractive, competent individuals (Freeney, 
Christensen & Moravcik, 1987:14). Labelling and conditioning influence the way 
pupils perceive their abilities. one means of labelling is by academic tracking. 
Academic tracking is the placement of high and low ability students in separate 
classrooms. High-track students see their low track peers as "slow learners", 
while teachers see them as "frustrating to teach." In contrast low-track students 
see their high-track peers as "brains" and teachers think of high-track students 
as "fun to teach" fByrne, 1990:174J. Rosenbaum (Byrne, 1990:174J posits that 
"track membership provides a single, highly visible, unambiguous label that 
instantaneously communicates stigma." Things that make one proud or ashamed 
are not based on one's personal reflections of oneself but rather on what others 
think. 
- A positive self-image must precede doing well in school. A positive self-esteem 
is associated with subjective happiness, stability and soundness rskard & Husen, 
1965:62J whereas individuals whose self-esteem is low manifest a number of 
symptoms of emotional ill-health such as high levels of anxiety. High anxiety is 
associated with relatively low academic performance. Since high anxiety leads 
to stereotypy, perpetual rigidity, and closure tendencies, it exerts a disruptive 
effect on the quality of performance in tasks involving complex discrimination in 
novel material, creativity, innovation, flexibility, originality and aspects of learning 
as represented by high-level skills and abilities fMouly, 1973:100). Anxiety leads 
to a narrowing of the perceptual field so that the individual loses sight of the 
broader circumstances to which the problem is attached and cannot see 
effective approaches to its solution. studies by combs f1964J, Dyson f1967J and 
Fink f1962J of students in the United States led them to the conclusion that 
students high anxiety levels were negatively related to their levels of self-esteem 
rcheng & Page, 1989:124J. students with high anxiety tended to have low self-
esteem and students with low anxiety tended to have high self-esteem. 
sometimes, according to Rice f1992:248J, the adolescent with a low self-esteem 
tries to develop a false front or facade with which to face the world. This 
claim is supported by Dacey f1982:44J who says that a person with a low self-
esteem adopts one pattern of behaviour because he is rebelling against the 
demands that he follow the opposite pattern. 
According to weiner, to what persons attribute their outcomes determines their 
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expectancies, emotions and motivation. It is not causes per se that determine 
expectation, affect and motivation but rather the properties or characteristics of 
perceived causes fHavamizu & Weiner, 1991:227J. Children who think cognitive 
competence is important and perceive that they are cognitivelv competent 
should have more positive overall self-worth than children who believe cognitive 
competence is importance and perceive themselves as low in such competence 
(Wigfield & Karpathian, 1991 :242J. Adolescents with low self-esteem are self-
conscious and extremely vulnerable to criticism that attests to their feelings of 
incompetence, worthlessness and uselessness. They have attitudes of self-
disapproval, self-discouragement not deserving of satisfaction and rewards of 
success. They plunge recklessly into one scrape after another, invite punishment 
or disgrace when there is nothing to gain and everything to lose uersild, 
1963:35J. such children define themselves as having failed soon after reaching 
a difficult problem, usually attributing their difficulties to lack of ability and 
predicting poor future performance rsteinberg, 1993:52J. Among students who 
perceive themselves to achieve poorly in school, those students who for some 
reason attribute their perceived achievements to low ability over time will 
develop low self-esteem compared to students who attribute perceived poor 
results to lack of effort or to external factors rskaalvik, 1990:267J. 
Scientific interest in the relationship between self-concept and self-esteem has 
stimulated much research. Having built concepts of themselves, adolescents must 
deal with the esteem with which they view themselves. If they are to have 
self-esteem, there must be correspondence between their concepts of self and 
their self ideals fRice, 1992:248J. Close analysis of the connotations of self-concept 
and self-esteem suggests that the self concept tends to remain a more stable, 
constant phenomenon, while self-esteem mav more readily fluctuate from time 
to time rcalhoun & Morse, 1977:320J. A person mav have a general positive self-
concept and vet a negative part of self-esteem which runs concurrently. A pupil 
mav perceive himself as a good student but has a low self-esteem in 
mathematics, being overly-anxious about the subject, whilst being confident and 
happy in pursuing other subjects and consequently having a positive self-concept. 
If, however, the pupil's performance in maths improves, his perceptions of himself 
in this subject will be more positive. Self-esteem is related to actual 
performance. Self-concept is the wav the individual views himself in terms of 
his behaviour and how others view him whereas self-esteem is the individual's 
satisfaction with the self-concept rcalhoun & Morse, 1977:322J. 
The child's academic self-concept can be based upon his cultural experiences. 
Children are products of a home culture that has taught them to act, speak and 
relate to others in specific wavs fGage & Berliner, 1992:169). The self of the child 
is to a great extent the product of the experiences that the culture provides 
for him rGordon, 1975:147J. It teaches him the values that he should hold as 
good and the attitudes that he should have towards others and himself. In some 
·--- cultures the child is taught to be submissive and not to question the authority 
of adults. such a pupil becomes a passive receptor of information in the 
classroom. In the modern educational system that encourages critical, 
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independent thinking, challenging and enquiring minds, such a child is at a loss. 
Due to his cultural upbringing, he does not actively participate in class 
discussions and does not exert himself either within or out of the class. Even 
though such a child may have a superior intellect, he may perceive himself to 
be a weak pupil and his behaviour and results are commensurate with his 
.----·· perceptions. His perceptions may be reinforced by him being labelled as a "slow 
learner," "learning disabled", or a pupil with "behaviour problems" (Gage & 
Berliner, 1992:170J. 
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It is the student's history of success or failure that gives him the information 
with which to assess himself. students' self-concepts are tested against feedback 
they receive from important people and situations in their lives. Teacher grades 
and remarks are probably the most significant, the most persistent source of 
feedback that school children may get concerning their academic performance 
fEshel & Kurman, 1990:188). Interaction with teachers and formal school grades 
inform every child continuously of how good he or she is academically. 
Research has demonstrated that teachers can improve their students' academic 
self-concept through such methods as making positive comments to them and 
creating an atmosphere of security in the classroom fMboya, 1989:42J. When 
children experience momentary dissatisfaction with themselves a negative self· 
concept is reinforced but a positive one may remain unchanged (Calhoun & 
Morse, 1977:322J. Too frequently the school is instrumental in inflicting upon 
certain children the view that they are inadequate, unworthy or not dependable 
or responsible. According to Mouly f1973:89J because of the fishbowl nature of 
the classroom, over-reaction to pupil's mistakes, failure or personal inadequacies 
can be very devastating as regards the pupil's academic self-concept. The 
amount and quality of parental attention, as well as interaction with significant 
others, is one of the important social factors in shaping the self-concept of the 
child fMaqsud & Rouhani, 1991:112J. If adolescents have the impression that 
others tend to think they are stupid or socially unacceptable, they tend to think 
of themselves in negative ways. on the other hand if parents, and more 
especially teachers, tell their children that they can do better, children tend to 
perceive that their ability is average or above average and strive to do better 
in accordance with their abilities. 
The manner in which pupiis perceive themselves give rise to high-achievers and 
low achievers. High achievers perceive themselves positively and they value their 
abilities, arriving at the conclusion that they are able to learn. Taylor (Gordon, 
1975:393J reviewed thirty years of research on achievement and found that high 
achievers had a higher self-esteem, good peer relationships and controlled to 
free-floating anxiety. High-achievement students take more risks, experience 
greater successes and consequently develop positive feelings about themselves 
<Hamachek, 1990:321J. The person with a high self-concept tends to be full of 
life, confident about his abilities to be successful and has a realistic perception 
about his abilities. 
such individuals approach the learning tasks with confidence, diligence and 
--
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resourcefulness. Their heightened motivation is evident in their continuing 
tendency to set higher learning goals for themselves when they achieve earlier 
goals (Zimmerman, 1990:6J. They are intrinsically motivated and pro-actively seek 
out information when needed and master it (Zimmerman, 1990:4J. They generally 
feel that they can cope with life and feel safe enough to cope with challenges 
with the minimum of threat or fear. When faced with obstacles or difficulties 
in the learning task such as having four new teachers in one subject during the 
course of two terms; difficult texts or poor study conditions they are able to 
overcome such obstacles. Their attribution of failure to lack of ability, task 
difficulty or bad luck spurs them on to increase their efforts and to apply new 
strategies for coping with difficult problems (Hetherington & Parke, 1986: 467J. 
Students who have negative attitudes about themselves impose limitations on 
their own achievement. The relationship between negative self-concept and 
academic achievement begins verv early, possibly even before children enter 
school. such children start out in school with a feeling that they cannot do 
well and inevitabfV don't. The individual who has a negative self-concept may 
find himself in a self-perpetuating spiral characterized by feelings of unworthiness 
and consequent need for punishment which can be self-administered on schedule 
by simply programming in periodic failure fMouJy, 1973:89J. They do not believe 
that effort is related to achievement and think that whatever they do will never 
bring them success. They have notions of themselves such as "I am stupid" or 
"I am dumb". This belief means that they do not even trv and are embarrassed 
or ashamed about themselves (Gage & Berliner, 1992:343J. They feel helpless and 
resign themselves to failure. Persons who view themselves as failure types will 
tend to reject their successes, if any, because these experiences "just do not fit" 
the way they perceive themselves fHamachek, 1990:316J. As a result of their 
perceptions of themselves as failures, they are afraid to take any chances and 
would much prefer to withdraw from an activity than attempt it. Their 
experience has taught them that they are unacceptable or unworthy and they 
therefore find living a hazardous process in which they must be constantly 
prepared for emergencies fCombs, Richards & Richards, 1988:297J. They feel 
threatened and are anxious most of the time. They may develop a real phobia 
for school and express such traits as anxiety, helplessness, boredom, negativism 
and frustration. 
In general the higher the grade averages, the more likely the student is to have 
a high level of self-acceptance; the lower the grade averages, the more likely the 
student is to have a high level of self-reproach. "With regard to self there is 
a constant self-probing in search of strength, weakness, vulnerability and 
resiliency, constant self-scrutiny designed to test the individual's capacity to 
withstand or use what his society would make of him, ask of him and allow 
him." (Keniston, 1971:9J. 
3.2.8 FAMILY BACKGROUND WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ROLE OF PARENTS 
Education does not occur in a physical vacuum or nothingness. A physical 
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locality or space must be available or present before education can occur and 
a home is such a place fLe Roux, 1993:85J. Recent research has revealed that 
both parent and child variables are related to children's academic performance 
(Arbuckle & Mackinnon, 1988:122, Keith et. al., 1986:373, Fehrmann, Keith & 
Reimers, 1987:330; Dornbush et. a/., 1987:345; Clifton, Williams & Clancy, 1987:226; 
Majoribanks, 1979:171J. on the basis of these researchers as well as several 
others, it can be concluded that parent involvement exerts a strong influence 
on the child's cognitive functioning. variables such as parental belief systems, 
expectations, styles, and behaviour patterns are directly related to children's locus 
of control, self-esteem and achievement motivation. 
According to Solomons "the school-room must be looked upon as a force 
secondary in importance only to the home in the development of the human 
personality" rwadkar, 1989:9J. Family dynamics of which child rearing practices 
are an important aspect, constitute a climate that plays either a facilitative or 
an impeding role in the child's progression towards becoming a fulfilled human 
being rLe Roux, 1993:86J. The family is the home part where the child embarks 
on a long journey through society. The word home has connotations of 
warmth, security, acceptance and love. Favourable home conditions include love, 
tolerance, understanding, respect, acceptance of other people's opinions and 
compromise. Unfavourable home conditions include bitterness, favouritism, 
indoctrination, lack of individuality, animosity, disrespect and constant bickering. 
The family is the basic institution through which children discover who they are; 
where they fit into society and what their futures hold for them. Positive 
parental support is associated with high self-esteem, academic success and 
advanced moral development fRice, 1992:107) as well as a friendly, cheerful 
nature, emotional stability, a co-operative attitude and interest in one's work 
rwadkar, 1989:9). Lack of parental support and involvement leads to disobedience 
and aggression rcro/nick, Ryan & oeci, 1991:509) insecurity, inferiority, low self· 
esteem and a tendency to lean towards delinquency. Educational achievement 
can be predicted rather successfully by one's home environment and family 
background. Research evidence has found consistent connections between 
parenting style and school performance in a large, ethnically diverse sample of 
adolescents rcrouter et. al, 1990:650J. 
The type of home environment is dependent on a number of variables; one of 
which is the size of the family. contemporary families experience considerable 
stress in trying to cope with both their work and their child-rearing practices. 
Traditionally, mothers stayed at home and had enough time to spend with their 
children. Today, however, the effect of family size is very clear. The fewer 
children in a family, the greater the achievement of each (Boocock, 1980: 77J. 
The work of Nisbet f1953J and Fraser f1959J showed that children from large 
fami:ies do less well academically rcoodacre, 1970:111J. This is perhaps due to 
the fact that children from large families do not receive the same amount of 
attention and verbal stimulation as children from smaller families. Children who 
are least successful in school are ones from larger families who perceive the 
bread-winner as not meeting the expected role (Boocock, 1980:69J. such a 
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situation could lead to insecurity and high anxiety in children thus mitigating 
against intellectual performance and academic achievement over the school years. 
A positive spousal relationship and a supportive marriage is linked to better 
academic achievement and to the adolescent's perception of himself as a stable, 
secure and confident individual. Research by Coopersmith support the hypothesis 
that conflict and tension between parents are associated with low self-esteem 
in children fMahabeer, 1992:63). In a study by Mahabeer f1992:63J of 240 Indian 
pupils in Chatsworth, she concluded that children from single-parent families 
perceived their fathers as less loving than children with both parents. This 
finding is supported by Metcalf & Gaier, f1987:927J who states that children from 
disturbed or broken homes may be neglected or rejected, and as a result 
become so emotionally upset that they cannot concentrate on schoolwork and 
do not have the self-confidence, optimism or motivation necessary for normal 
achievement. Rejected children tend to show attention - getting behaviour, 
become problems to the school and perceive themselves as inferior thus attaining 
academically poor results. Kumar rwadkar, 1989:18) reported that dependency on 
parents, the not-loved feeling and the feeling that parents were disappointed in 
them was observed in underachievers. Parental approval and acceptance are 
necessary for self-approval and self-acceptance. smooth inter-personal 
relationships, the feeling of being loved and accepted, and freedom from tension 
encourage the adolescent to give off his best at all times. 
Fathers seem to vary more than mothers in the degree to which they stay on 
top of their children's schoolwork; the more involved a father is, the better his 
children fare. The father's importance is also seen in the fact that children who 
live with both parents earn better grades fPapalia & Olds, 1993:526J. This is 
perhaps due to the fact that fathers play a significant role in the moral 
development of children. studies of father-absent homes, where there is a 
minimum of interaction with a male parent, show that paternal absence has an 
adverse effect on the moral development of adolescents fRice, 1992:477). In 
addition, the boy who perceives his relationship with his father to be strained 
may respond in unhealthy ways (Gordon, 1975:303). The child rejects the father 
and reacts in ways contrary to the father's expectations. According to Bradley, 
Cadwell and Elardo (Hetherington & Parke, 1986:465) in homes where the father 
enmeshes the child in rigid rules and regulations, low achievement results. such 
a situation leads to insecurity, children become anxious; their confidence is 
deflated and this seriously interferes with their academic progress. The 
adolescent's perception of the father is based on the communication that has 
taken place between them. studies of the family relationships of bright, high-
achieving versus underachieving high school students show that the high 
achievers more often than underachievers describe their parents as typically 
sharing recreation and ideas, as understanding, approving, trusting, affectionate, 
encouraging with respect to achievement, and not overly restrictive or severe in 
discipline fRice, 1992:501). The perception of the father as guide, helper and 
affectionate supporter is considered the critical factor rcordon, 1975:303). 
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Maternal employment rates are climbing for all groups and there is reason, 
according to Hoffman f1980:319J, to believe that the traditional role of female as 
full time housewife and mother is no longer psychologically satisfying. The 
employment of the mother correlates positively with academic achievement. 
Rieber and womark studied 568 low-income children in Texas and reported that 
fulltime maternal employment was associated with better school and social 
adjustment. In addition studies by Cherry and Eaton confirmed that children of 
employed mothers had higher scores on the cognitive measures <Hoffman, 
1980:322-328J. This could be due to the fact that the working mother tries to 
compensate for her absence by spending more quality time in direct interaction 
with her child. A study by Baker & stevenson f1986:165J led them to the 
conclusion that mothers with a higher level of education were more likely to 
have accurate knowledge of their child's schooling and to have had contact with 
the school. They seem to be better managers of school careers; monitor their 
child's progress regularly and choose a high school curriculum that leads the 
child to college admission. This contention is further expounded by Arbuckle & 
Mackinnon f1988:137J who reveal that mother's use of teaching, implicit directives 
and the overall positivity of mother-child interactions are significantly related to 
the children's achievement scores. Mccombs and Forehand (Rice, 1992:501J found 
that adolescents who lived with their recently divorced parents had higher grade 
point averages if they had mothers with a lower level of depression, higher 
educational level, less conflict with their ex-spouse and lesser levels of conflict 
between the adolescent and mother. Children imitate their parents and their 
perceptions of their parents as success-orientated and confident will influence 
them to perceive themselves in a similar manner. 
According to Dornbusch et. at., f1987:1244J, Baumrind postulated three parenting 
styles: authoritarian, permissive and authorative. In authoritarian parenting the 
parents attempt to shape, control and evaluate the behaviour of children in 
accordance with an absolute set of standards. Extreme restrictiveness tends to 
foster inhibition in creativity, initiative and flexibility in approaching academic and 
practical problems. such a parent may be over-directing, overcontrolling, or 
overly concerned with doing well. such parents are compulsive perfectionists 
<Metcalf, & Gaier, 1987:922J. Due to this the child is not encouraged to 
enjoy the learning experience but is forced to do better regardless of any 
previous accomplishments. such children do not perceive any value in 
education apart from perhaps material gain and social prestige. They 
may be forced into engaging schoolwork all the time, their parents 
criticise them although they do try to do better and they have no 
control in their lives consequently leading perhaps to an intense dislike 
of school and feelings of inferiority. 
Authoritarian parents rarely communicate with their children except by 
telling them what to do and how to do it. In permissive parenting, 
parents are tolerant towards the child's impulses, hardly administer 
punishment and allow the child to do as he pleases. In their. study Mufson 
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cooper & Hall f1989:8J compared achievers to under-achievers and came to the 
conclusion that under-achievers perceived their parents as less strict. such 
parents fail to provide the child with the support that he needs. These children 
are left to their own devices; have no moral education and according to conger 
f1991:206J perceive that they are rejected. They have a hostile or indifferent 
attitude to school, as a result of their parents lack of interest, and are prone 
to delinquency. Authoritative parenting emphasizes trust, freedom of expression, 
shared power of authority (Boocock, 1980:771 and a firm set of rules and 
regulations. Results from the study conducted by Dornbusch et. al., (1987:12491 
indicate that authoritarian and permissive styles were associated with lower 
grades, and an authoritative style was associated with higher grades. This is 
because the child has clear-cut perceptions of what is expected, why he should 
do as he is asked, and perceives himself as an independent soul with a mind 
of his own. 
How the adolescent comes to perceive the classroom will be shaped to a large 
extent by the parents' own perceptions and experiences of school. sometimes 
a parent may exaggerate the importance of school. The parent may want to 
satisfy his own ego-ideal by insisting that the child continue school, get good 
grades and go to college (Lichter et.al., 1962:561. This child's needs are not 
considered and he may perceive that he is not loved. Hence he may test 
parental reward by withdrawing effort to determine whether reward is 
contingent solely on good performance (Mufson, cooper & Hall, 1989:91. Another 
parent who may have not done well in school may insist that the child get all 
A's and may press for achievement as a means of dominating the child (Torrance 
& strom, 1965:461. such a child may perceive the atmosphere at home as over-
bearing where his successes at school are not recognised and he consequently 
perceives school and learning as negative experiences. 
some parents may show a complete disregard for education and any form of 
social advancement (Morrish, 1972:1321 and set standards that are too low causing 
adolescents to become hostile and indifferent towards school. Parents who 
teach their children that learning is enjoyable and fun are the ones who inspire 
their children to do well. usually these are professional parents and the 
Crowther Report of 1959 indicated that the chances of children of professional 
and managerial parents continuing their education to 17 or beyond was 25 times 
as high as those children of unskilled workers (Morrish, 1972:1321. Barbara Hazard 
Munro conducted a study comparing students who had dropped out of colleges 
and universities with those who had persisted in the pursuit of their educational 
goals. She found that perceived parental aspirations (the level of education that 
students thought their parents wanted them to attainJ had the strongest direct 
effect on students' own aspirations (Lindgren & Suter, 1985:1091. Marjoribanks, in 
his investigation concluded, that unless adolescents perceive their parents as 
being supportive of their learning then they are likely to have depressed 
aspirations, even if they perceive their school environments as being strongly 
supportive fMarjoribanks, 1986:211. 
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According to Clark (1983:3J the high-achieving household is characterized by the 
following behaviour patterns: large amounts of parent involvement and interest 
in children's activities; consistent parental monitoring of children's use of time 
and space; frequent parent-child relationships and activities involving studying, 
reading, writing, parental expectations and standards for responsible and 
restricted child behaviour. High achieving children tend to come from families 
who have high expectations for them and who are consequently likely to set 
standards and make demands at an earlier age. This contention is supported 
by Isaacs in a study of Greek families in Sydney. According to him, a 22 year 
old student had the following remark to make: "We are conditioned by our 
parents, because as soon as we are able to understand the question is put to 
us, 'What do you want to be?' The reply is naturally, 'A doctor' rMarjoribanks, 
1986:23J. Parents of high achievers manage to inculcate a positive educational 
attitude in the young children by buttressing their moral teachings with displays 
of love during home activities rclark, 1983:114J. Parents express a willingness to 
grant autonomy and freedom to their children which conveys to the child 
information about his inherent worth and suggests to the child that the parent 
trusts him and considers him to be responsible memo, small & savin-Williams, 
1987:706J. This has favourable consequences on the child's self-esteem. Parents 
of high-achieving students inculcate a positive attitude to school in their children. 
They teach the child that he should attend school regularly, pay attention in 
class, not be disruptive and should he fail they will comfort him by offering 
reassurance and consolation. such parents are totally involved in the education 
of the child, visiting the school regularly, checking on the child's books and 
marks, assisting with speeches and projects as well as offering guidance on 
syllabus choice. Results from a study conducted by Grouter et. a/., (1990:649J 
reveal that well-monitored boys received higher grades. such parents encourage 
children to study harder and to spend less time watching television. According 
to Arbuckle & Mackinnon (1988:137J; and Fehrmann, Keith & Reimers (1987:330), 
homework, TV time and parental involvement are all variables that have 
important effects on academic achievement. The parents involvement in the 
child's education, in many instances, provides motivation for the child to do well. 
The child in turn feels a deep sense of loyalty to their parents' expectations and 
wishes to better himself through involvement in achievement-related activities 
(Clark, 1983:111). There is no doubt that the parents' perception of the utility 
of education helps to condition the adolescent to adopt the same attitude. 
tn contrast the style of parenting in /ow-achieving children's home is 
characterized by: limited parental involvement and interest in the child's home 
activities; inconsistent knowledge of the childs in-home and out-of-home activities, 
infrequent parent-child activities and fewer literary tasks such as studying, reading 
etc. (Clark, 1983:3). It is a truism among teachers that they always seem to be 
interviewing the wrong parents (Morrish, 1972:132J. such parents rarely visit the 
school, do not check on the child's marks, assist in the child's schoolwork or 
monitor the child's homework or progress. Children are allowed to watch 
television excessively and according to Keith et. al, f1986:373J, the more TV the 
students watched, the worse the academic achievement. Reading of textbooks 
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or library books, writing or homework is seldom if ever done in the home. 
Parents of these children are usually not encouraging, offer destructive rather 
than constructive criticism thus demoralising the child. The teenager is left to 
his own devices to determine his own direction usually under the influence of 
his peers and a large responsibility for the adolescent's education rests entirely 
upon him. Since so much burden is placed upon the adolescent and there is 
very little if any supervision and support, the adolescent tends to lose interest 
in studying and education, perceiving it to be unimportant. As a result of their 
poor self-image and fears, underachievers tend to get caught up in an 
inescapable cycle. Parental rejection influences their ability to function 
effectively, and the resultant behaviours elicit more negative responses fMufson, 
cooper & Hall, 1989: 7J. 
Families are very powerful institutions and their influence over the young 
members registers in every part of their lives especially with regard to schooling. 
The quality of interaction among members of the adolescent's family has a 
marked influence on school success. Parental involvement in student's academic 
life promotes academic achievement. Parental indifference results in a short-
circuiting of the education event and the disappointed puber will look elsewhere 
for help, possibly in a social pathological climate. This climate may be so 
detrimental, that the child loses interest in life; perceives school as being 
unimportant; lacks the necessary motivational drive and consequently does poorly 
in school. Just as too little monitoring may constitute a risk factor, too much 
monitoring may prove to be detrimental as well if it impedes the child from 
developing independently fCrouter et.al. 1990:656). 
3.2.9 THE TEACHER 
The importance of teachers in the lives of adolescents cannot be over-
emphasized. Teachers represent the cumulative wisdom of one's culture and are 
trained to transmit that wisdom. The way teachers are perceived by adolescents 
influences the perceptions that they youth hold towards the basic tenents of 
society (Rice, 1992:497J. certain characteristics and behaviours of teachers in the 
classrooms are important to the attitudes and learning of students fHamachek, 
1990:400; Klausmeier & Goodwin, 1966:191; Papalia & Olds, 1993:529J. Teachers are 
important role models and can influence the formation of an adolescent's 
identity, self-concept, goals and aspirations. The kinds of teachers encountered 
by the adolescent determine in great measure whether the school experience will 
foster the young person's overall development or simply increase his or her 
problems and add to his or her frustrations (Conger, 1991:338J. 
The relationship children have with teachers is of great importance in 
determining the quality of their educational experience. Only when they feel 
safe, cared for and secure will they have the confidence to explore and develop 
new skills and understandings (Feeney, Christensen & Moravcik, 1987:180J. Children 
cannot be productive when they feel threatened, anxious or uncertain. Many 
teachers feel compelled to give the largest share of their time and attention to 
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a limited number of students. In manv cases the attention goes to the biggest 
and most successful students who are frequently perceived as benefitting the 
most from extra attention (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:383J. In a study of teacher 
satisfaction and perception, Lonetto, (1974:26J reported that teachers showed a 
preference for students who want to learn are interested, motivated and 
enthusiastic, are willing to share and express ideas and opinions, co-operate with 
the teacher and with other students and who are self-disciplined. students who 
do not fit into this description are perceived as trouble-makers. Acceptance by 
teachers has been consistently related to academic achievement (Wentzel, 
1991:15J. Teachers' perceptions of children are a key to their behaviour towards 
children. The teacher's behaviour toward children can affect how the children 
will perceive tf1emselves. If the relationship between teacher and pupil is 
personal and if communication is deep and expressive, there is strong evidence 
that teachers are important role models and can influence the formation of the 
adolescent's identity, self-concept, self-esteem, goals and aspirations (Rice, 
1992:497). A child's self-esteem or positive self-appraisal is believed to affect, 
vitally, his willingness to engage in school work where a potential for failure is 
often present (Lasseigne, 1975-76:38). 
spaulding found that when teachers provided private, individualized instruction, 
showed concern for the divergent child, used appropriate techniques and 
materials for a given task, and were calm and acceptant in their transactions 
children had higher self-concepts (Gordon, 1975:231J. Ryans in his study on the 
affective and intellectual domains of teachers found that in the "high" group of 
achievers the teachers enjoyed their relationship with students; listened to 
students and were warm and friendly (Kiausmeier & Goodwin 1966:178). Teachers 
who have a good rapport with their pupils promote the importance of pupils' 
academic results. If the child perceives the teacher as caring about him as an 
individual and perceives a real purpose in schoolwork, he will be intrinsically 
motivated hence pursuing his studies enthusiastically. When the teacher ensures 
that the school experiences provides systematic, positive rewards that outweigh 
the negative, the learner soon perceives school as desirable (Mouly, 1973:357J. 
Children will never be proud of their schools, nor want to belong to them, 
unless they feel that their teachers are proud of them too and that they are 
interested in everything that goes on in there (Messer, 1967:194). 
The personality of the teacher also plays a fundamental role in the pupils' 
perception of school. Well-regarded teachers have expressed warm, accepting, 
sympathetic attitudes towards others (Gage & Berliner, 1984:542J. warmth, 
friendliness and understanding are teacher traits often positively related to 
students' attitudes. The ability to influence and lead also satisfies the emotional 
needs of pupils. Emotional security is highest with warm, understanding teachers 
while teachers who are cold, businesslike, lack human compassion and are aloof 
instil in pupils a very low emotional security. Enthusiastic teachers bring life and 
positive energy into a classroom which are qualities recognized as alertness, 
intensity, vigour and movement. students tend to perceive enthusiastic teachers 
more favourably and they respond positively to material presented in an 
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enthusiastic manner. Lessons presented in a bland, businesslike manner tends to 
disinterest pupils whilst an energetic teacher, who has a sharp wit and a good 
sense of humou( inspires pupils to perceive the work as interesting and 
intrinsically rewarding. The teacher should a/so promote student opinions and 
discussions, be honest, and be someone to talk to, someone who will listen 
rLonetto, 1974:25J. In addition, the teacher should be fair and impartial. 
Teachers should have favourable attitudes to all pupils in the class irrespective 
of colour, creed, social standing or academic accomplishments. Children tend to 
like behaviour that shows that the teacher is interested in their growth, is 
impartial and fair and is warm and human rGordon 1975:229J. studies have 
consistently found negative relationships between student achievements and 
measure of teacher criticism, threat, ridicule or punishment of pupils {Conger, 
1991 :342J. By being treated in positive or negative ways, pupils begin to 
perceive themselves in the same light. McDougall's experiment in 1973 
revealed that a teacher's perceptions of pupils is related to the degree of 
acceptance of a pupil bY his classmates fSwick & Steinman, 1975:39J. 
The leadership style of the teacher can be classified into three types: the 
authoritarian, democratic and laizze-faire. The authoritarian teacher tells the class 
what to do, lays down the rules, is rigid and inflexible. A study by Methen & 
Wilkinson f1986:177J of the attitudes of children towards science-teachers revealed 
that children do not like authoritarian teachers. Kounin and Gump discovered 
that elementary school children who had rigid, inflexible and punitive teachers 
were less concerned with learning and school situations and manifested greater 
aggression and were unsettled fKiausmeier & Goodwin, 1966:178J. A democratic, 
or proactive teacher, is one who is essentially positive, flexible, non-authoritarian, 
and capable of setting reasonable, reachable goals for the class as a whole and 
for individual students rHamachek, 1990:400J. A study by Levine in the 1930's on 
the leadership styles of teachers reveals that students may be~happier and feel 
more positive towards the teacher in a setting where the adult is part of the 
group {Boocock, 1980:149J. Children respond favourably to a democratic teacher 
and a climate in which they feel they have a voice in their own affairs. Their 
perception of their teacher as having faith and trust in the learners in his 
charge enables them to perceive themselves as useful and competent thereby 
enhancing their self-concepts. A laizze-faire leadership style allows the child 
complete freedom to do as he pleases with the minimum of supervision. 
However, Messer f1967:194J indicates that children respect discipline. The ability 
to keep order, to be fair and to seem to be fair ranks high in children's 
estimates of good teaching rMesser, 1967:194J. A teacher's attitude of 
nonchalance produces disinterest in pupils. 
Children want their teachers to be effective as teachers: able to plan, organize, 
to explain things clearly, to be knowledgeable and enthusiastic about their 
subjects. According to Hamachek f1990:397J good teaching is both an art and 
a science and it is done by an artist who is able to utilise the fullest in the 
classroom the best scientific research on human resources and technological 
advances. These teachers know and like the subject that they teach and they 
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teach in an imaginative way fCiark & starr, 1986:441J. Enthusiastic teachers bring 
life and positive energy into a classroom. Research evidence suggests that not 
only is teacher enthusiasm related to higher student achievement but that 
students react more favourably to material presented by enthusiastic teachers 
fHamachek, 1990:400J. Pupils expect teachers to teach. Students want their 
teachers to be effective as teachers : able to plan and organize, to explain 
things clearly and to be knowledgeable about their subjects rconger, 1991:340J. 
students perceive their teachers as being good if they are good organizers being 
adept at planning and organizing activities and developing new approaches. 
Being perceived as organised by students is associated with higher student 
achievement fGage & Berliner, 1984:542J. students are aware of the evidence of 
planning. This is when material and demonstrations are arranged well before 
class; when they know in advance which section or poem they are going to 
study; when they know which date has been set for tests or assignments and 
when they need to present seminars. A good teacher will provide moral support 
for the child Who is frustrated by the demands of school, special projects for 
the child whose interests have not vet been tapped by the school's routine; 
develop interest in pupils who have no real interest and promote the child's 
academic competence and enthusiasm for classwork fMoulv, 1973:357J. Pupils 
perceive such a teacher as concerned about their well-being and will try to 
compensate for his care by attempting to please him. This may result in a 
dedicated approach to their studies resulting in better academic results and 
consequently a higher self-concept. 
In contrast, unplanned, slipshod behaviour by the teacher produces poor 
achievement. Insecure students and those of low ability do not accomplish 
much with teachers who manifest this behaviour fKiausmeier & Goodwin 1966:191J. 
such teachers are perceived as uncaring and neglectful and pupils whose 
confidence and independence levels are low will come to perceive themselves in 
negative wavs. This is supported by a study conducted by Walberg in 1969 in 
which student's perception of disorganization in a large sample of high school 
physics classes were consistently found to be negatively related to measures of 
achievement and interest in science (Gage & Berliner, 1984:542J. Poor teachers 
do not take the time to monitor their instruction to ensure that it is meaningful 
and worthwhile nor do they make any attempts to inculcate an interest in the 
subject-matter. student perception of failure is ascribed more often than not 
to the teacher's failure to develop an interest or to the apparent irrelevance of 
the subject to the student's needs or aspirations (Lambert, 1969:353J. Teachers 
who use the lecture-method without making use of visual aids, worksheets, 
resource materials and who do not involve the pupils in the lessons will cause 
pupils to lose interest, to become bored and eventually hate the subject. Much 
of the educational doctrine in recent years has put a low value on teacher talk, 
urging teachers not only to reduce the amount of their talk but to increase the 
amount of student talk. There is a low positive correlation between teacher talk 
and achievement (Gage & Berliner, 1984:543J. 
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The self-fulfilling prophecy theory argues that predictions made by teachers about 
the future success or failure of pupils will tend to come true because a 
prophecy has been made fHaralambos & Holborn, 1991:276J. The teacher defines 
a pupil in a particular way such as "intelligent" or "weak". The pupil's self-
concept will be shaped by the teacher's definition and the pupil will in turn 
perceive himself as "intelligent" or ·weak" and act accordingly. The attitudes 
teachers hold towards students influence the ways in which they interact with 
these students rswick & Steinman, 1975:39J. The teacher's attitude is based on 
his expectations and his expectations, in turn, play a role in the student's 
achievement. Rogers identifies four factors whereby teacher's expectations may 
influence pupils' performances. These are:-
aJ teachers form impressions of pupils and on the basis of these they derive 
expectations of pupils' performance; 
bJ consciously or otherwise the behaviour of teachers must be affected by 
these expectations; 
cJ the pupils must, whether they are consciously aware or not, recognise the 
teacher's expectations through the latter's behaviour; 
dJ the pupils respond to the teacher's behaviour in a manner which clearly 
matches the teacher's expectations rchild, 1986:52). 
The pupil's attainment level, is to some degree, the result of the interaction 
between himself and the teacher. Teachers may expect higher quality work and 
may provide greater encouragement to pupils whom they perceive as bright. 
such children develop positive self-concepts thereby placing themselves on a self-
actualizing schedule. A study by Firm showed that teachers who read an essay 
that was attributed to a bright, high-achieving student tended to rate it higher 
than when the same essay was attributed to a student of low ability and 
achievement raoocock, 1980:161J. High expectation students will therefore be 
motivated and perform better than low expectation students. Teacher 
expectations often serve to sustain students' performance. Teachers not only 
demand higher performance from high expectation students but also tend to 
praise them more; creating a warmer socio-emotional climate. This theory is 
supported by a study conducted by Chaikin, Siegler & Derlega in 1974 where they 
video-taped simulated tutorial sessions in order to study non-verbal expectation 
differences. It was found that teachers who believed they were interacting with 
bright students smiled at them and nodded their heads more frequently and 
leaned towards them more often rcooper, 1979:393). Teachers also expect better 
results from pupils of the higher socio-economic class fRice, 1992:500J. students 
from the higher social-class are given more responsibilities and chosen for little 
favours such as monitoring, chairing discussions and taking care of specific duties 
such as the leave-and-absentee book; pupils personal files; the chalkboard etc. 
According to Wentzel f1991 :9J children who are well-liked by teachers tend to get 
better grades. This is perhaps because their perceptions of their self-concepts 
are good and they produce results that are in keeping with their self-concepts. 
students labelled as "weak" intellectually by the teacher have fewer opportunities 
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to respond to questions; to learn new material or to perceive themselves in a 
positive light. Instead of being praised, these children are criticized more 
frequently. Teachers who perceive students as intellectually inferior are likely to 
communicate these low expectations to pupils. Often very low standards are set 
for such pupils and the teacher expresses satisfaction at the child having passed 
a test, providing no encouragement for the pupil to better his symbols. such 
a pupil may be faced with a barrage of ridiculing comments such as "You are 
far too dumb", "You will never pass at the end of the year" or "why are you 
wasting my time? You should go to work in a factory!" such self-depreciating 
comments does little to boost the pupil's self-concept he perceives himself 
negatively resulting in the obvious decline of his academic results. (Cooper 
1979:400J reports that pupils who were highly criticized sought the teacher less 
often than pupils who were moderately criticized. Teachers are also likely to 
have low expectations for academically disadvantaged children. Rice f1992:500J 
highlights this issue by indicating that instead of being praised "lower status 
groups receive more than their fair share of discipline." If the pupil perceives 
the teacher as having low expectations for him, he is not inclined to work 
because there is no external reinforcement. Only if he is intrinsically motivated 
will he do well. When the teachers believe that the low expectation pupils can 
achieve and when they convey these expectations to their pupils, performance 
improves dramatically (Conger, 1991:342). 
The teacher plays a significant role in an adolescent's life either spurring him on 
to greater achievement or thwarting his self-concept. Hamachek summarised his 
thoughts on teacher effectiveness in saying, ·A good teacher is a good person; 
he does not seem to be dominated by a narcissistic self which demands a 
spotlight, or a neurotic need for power and authority; he is flexible." fKiausmeier 
& Goodwin, 1996:180). Effective teachers "come alive· when they step in front 
of the classroom and are able through body language , to stimulate pupils 
rrauber, Mester & Buckwald, 1993:23). Uninspiring, boring teachers are incapable 
of sustaining the pupils' attention and in getting pupils to perceive the value 
inherent in the subjects that they teach. 
3.2.10 SOCIAL CLASS 
Research in the last decade shows that social class factors are important in 
relation to children's school attainment and there is a growing interest in the 
importance attached to education by the different social groups fGoodacre, 
1970:84J. Each child in society has certain social positions by ascription. It is 
born into a particular family which will belong to a particular part of the 
structure of society. The occupancy of these classes is based partly on one's 
individual achievement and partly on the achievement of one's parents, 
grandparents and earlier forefathers fNye & Bernado, 1973:35J. As social class 
differences involves differences in income, in prestige, in power and in security, 
it involves almost all family roles, decisions on family-size and all other aspects 
of structure and interaction. 
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social class is also known as socio-economic status or socio-economic background. 
When people speak of social class, they usually do so in terms of the degree 
of wealth or poverty that characterizes a family situation. The upper class is 
usually defined as including very wealthy persons having substantial property and 
investment whereas the middle-class includes professionals, managers and small 
business owners, technical workers, sales personnel and clerical workers rornstein 
& Levine, 1989:407). People below the middle-class are known as blue-collar 
workers or simply the working class. The working class is usually divided into 
upper working class and lower working class. The upper lower-class includes 
families headed by regularly employed members of the skilled and semi-skilled 
traders and better-paid members of the service trades, including bus drivers, 
barbers and beauty shop operators. The term lower class refers to unskilled 
labourers, the occasionally employed and the chronically unemployed rLindgren & 
Suter, 1985:107). 
Children are products of a home culture that has helped to shape them for at 
least five years rcage & Berliner, 1992:169). It needs to be emphasized that a 
large portion of the perceptions we are able to make are a direct result of the 
cultures in which we have been brought up rcombs, 1959:92J. we accept the 
values and moral concepts of our culture and these become part of our own 
reality and perceptions. Children from different social classes tend to have 
different beliefs and values that are important variables in determining social 
behaviour and success. Research reveals that the higher the social class, the 
higher the levels of educational achievement are expected to be tHaralambos & 
Holborn, 1991:254). The middle class as a group generally have a strong desire 
to get ahead and they perceive mobility as being very important. Children of 
the middle class are expected to devote themselves to their studies and to 
demonstrate superior academic accomplishment. According to a study by sears 
and his associates middle class parents took it more for granted that their 
children would go to college (Morrish, 1972:292). These children, consequently, 
perceive themselves as being capable students and produce good results. 
Kahl suggested that in the lower middle class it is possible to identify "getting 
by" and "getting-ahead" families. In getting-by families children were encouraged 
to enjoy themselves while they were young. The children were told to stay in 
high school because a diploma was important in getting a job but children were 
allowed to choose their own subjects according to taste. In contrast parents 
who believed in getting ahead started to apply pressure at the beginning of 
their children's school career. They encouraged high marks, paid attention to 
what was happening in school and they stressed that good performance was 
necessary for occupational success tMarjoribanks, 1987:172). These parents not 
only wish their children to benefit from good education but they will provide 
the necessary ethos as well as the necessary cash in order that this might be 
accomplished. Middle class children learn faster than lower class children. The 
middle class family is usually better able to provide books, play materials, trips 
to educational centres as well as provide other stimuli that prepare them for the 
student role and they even provide coaching in school-related skills and tasks 
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(Boocock, 1980:77J. Further advantage enjoyed by the middle class child is that 
the school system as it exists today is geared to satisfy the needs and hopes 
of the middle-class (Lindgren, 1962:105; Ornstein & Levin, 1989:421; Majoribanks, 
1987:178J. A typical example of this is the senior English literature syllabus. This 
syllabus includes Elizabethan literature, 18th century poetry and south African 
writers. The lower-class pupils have grave difficulty in comprehending the former 
and even the latter poses difficulties. Pupils can identify with the themes of 
the south African writers but cannot cope with the language as well as the 
study of imagery and technique in writing. The middle class child, however, 
perceives such information as not being too difficult due to perhaps his early 
introduction to books and obviously better comprehension of concepts. The 
middle class child, from a young age, comes to perceive schooling as important 
with respect to social mobility. Being presented with the many educational 
advantages that he has enables him to regard school as enjoyable; he is more 
motivated and consequently performs better. 
A study conducted by Halsey, Heath and Ridge Jed to the discovery that 38% 
of the children of professional fathers had a degree or equivalent compared to 
just 2% of the children of fathers with unskilled manual jobs mara/ambos & 
Ho/born, 1991:254). For the lower class parent earning rather than learning is 
more important. In a study in Elmstown, according to Hollingshead, parents in 
the lower class did not stress the importance of school (Morrish, 1972:292J. Since 
tertiary education is not required for unskilled and semi-skilled positions, it has 
value only in terms of upward mobility in the middle-class (Nye & Bernado, 
1973:59J. Lower-class parents who are uninterested in their children's upward 
social mobility will place a low or even negative value on tertiary education. 
This may be because they may be deprived of any income or labour their 
children may provide and they may not have the necessary funds for tertiary 
education. 
The value placed on education by the lower-class child is likely to parallel that 
of their parents. As they may have no educational aspirations after school, they 
may perceive the academic nature of the school as being useless in terms of 
their needs. This problem is further exacerbated in that the lower-class parent, 
instead of being concerned with his child's education, focuses more attention on 
the child having good manners, being neat and clean; honest and obedient, 
behaving properly and not getting into trouble (Lindgren & Suter, 1985:109; Nye 
& Bernado, 1973:60). 
As a result of their many disadvantages, compared to their more affluent peers, 
low-income students have less positive school experiences and outcomes including 
intelligence and achievement test scores, grade point averages, class rank and 
educational attainment. In a study by Brantlinger (1990:307·317) of forty 
adolescents of the low socio-economic status, important conclusions about the 
perceptions of these children were reached. Fifteen teenagers expressed positive 
perceptions about school; fifteen had ambivalent perceptions and ten had 
strongly negative perceptions. A salient feature of those students who rated the 
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school experience as being positive was its social rather than academic nature. 
Almost half of the respondents indicated that they were unhappy and 
embarrassed about their grades. One respondent's reaction to his low grades 
was: "Hey, I'm dumb. 1 don't like to try. 1 don't like school." This negative 
attitude may stem from the fact that these students do not enjoy social 
acceptance and prestige at school; are seldom elected to positions of leadershiP, 
are non-joiners in extra-curricular activities and are not often given special prizes 
and awards by the school fRice, 1992:500). They are fairly tolerant of painful and 
humiliating school experiences and hold themselves personally responsible for this 
outcome. Jean Jones's study suggested that pupils of working class backgrounds 
are prepared by their mothers for a passive role in school and accept that 
school learning is something to put up with until release is possible at the 
official school-leaving age fGoodacre, 1970:113). This is supported by Victor Gerkas 
who reviewed fifty years of research on social class and concluded that working 
class parents are likely to stress teacher-centred instruction rather than self-
regulated, independent learning (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:421). Thus poorly 
prepared the ultimate failure at school represents for the working-class boy the 
frustration of his status aspirations. Delinquency is the end product of a series 
of reaction formation processes which permits the boy to break with and strike 
back at the middle-class society. 
Further frustration and anger of the /ow-class pupil is experienced in terms of 
language deficiency. we understand or apprehend our world through our 
perceptions, and through the organisation of our perceptions by means of 
language (Morrish, 1972:133J. we form our concepts according to our 
vocabulary, according to our understanding of the meaning of words. In the 
process of learning, language has a central role to play. Upper and middle class 
children are more likely to acquire a wide knowledge of the world outside the 
home and immediate neighbourhood through greater access to books and 
cultural institutions, parental teaching and exploration of diverse environments. 
such children are superior in the use of the formal or elaborated language which 
is grammatically complex and provides greater potential for organising experience 
within an abstract meaning system (Ornstein & Levine, 1989:419). They are 
capable of articulating and structuring their perceptions of the world and society 
around as well as the rapidly accumulating knowledge of an increasing variety 
of areas of learning (Morrish, 1972:134J. The working class child is severely 
handicapped in this respect. In addition, he is faced with a middle-class teacher 
whose speech patterns and vocabulary differs remarkably from his own. He may, 
it is presumed for the purposes of this study, resent any attempt to correct his 
grammar and improve his speech and as a result perceives school in a negative 
light. 
It is a fact that in impoverished communities beset by unemployment, money 
problems, alcoholism and drug-abuse academically gifted and emotionally - sound 
pupils do emerge. This is because some working class pupils are success -
orientated. To value education positively, lower-class pupils must have social 
mobility aspirations. Beilen ·s research into the upwardly mobile boy of the lower 
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class indicated that this boy is independent of his family and sees himself as 
being able to achieve more than the family has (Gordon, 1975:192). The child 
adopts the school values as his own and adapts readily and willingly to the 
school culture. The teachers on observing such an attitude, are likely to praise 
such children leading to their eventual acceptance of the teacher as their role-
model and modelling their behaviour on his. Due to their increased conformity, 
they perceive school positively and do better academically. such a student will 
have to have a high degree of courage before he can break the ties that bind 
him to his culture (Lindgren, 1962:110). In a study of thirty pupils, a third of 
who lived in soweto and the rest from the townships in the vaal Triangle, all 
pupils who attended private schools had frequently elicited threats and forms of 
intimidation from peers who attended state schools (Beard & Gaganakis, 1991:116). 
They were perceived as being traitors to their own community by becoming 
"white". Elitist stigmas are also attached to pupils who make the transition from 
private schools to public ones. 
In the upper class homes income may flow from inherited wealth so members 
of the class are guaranteed money and are free to work whenever and at 
whatever tasks they please. They may therefore not perceive academic 
education as important as they have no aspirations of social mobility. In many 
instances members of the upper class are businessmen and their children have 
secure jobs waiting for them in these businesses. Knowing that their futures are 
secure they may merely attend school to bide their time until they are old 
enough to begin work. For them socialising with their peers and pursuing extra-
curricular activities may be more important than studying. 
According to Rupasinghe, among other factors education level of the parents, 
their occupational category, social class and language proficiency are associated 
with high and low achievement at examinations fGalagedera, 1991:16). The lower-
class child approaches school unorientated toward learning but attuned to a 
need to getting along with the institution. SchOol experience is defined, for 
him, as a problem of adapting to the teacher and the peer situation rstrom, 
1969:38). such a child perceives that the major function of the school is in 
conformity rather than mental activity. on the other hand, the upper and 
middle-class children may perceive school in terms of their learning experiences 
and due to their earlier mental stimulation by their parents they find pleasure 
in learning. 
3.3 C 0 N C L U S I 0 N 
The fuller life that society visualises for each child will be impossible unless he 
has some skill in the intellectual art. His ability to express his personality and 
to enjoy rich and complex social relations depends to a large extent on the 
mastery of such academic matters as reading, self-expression, literature, history, 
science and so on (Stephens, 1958:144). Academic achievement in turn is typically 
related to measures of ability, attitude and perceptions. 
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This child's ability and attitude is to a large extent dependent upon his 
perceptions. When we perceive we are hard at work, omitting this and including 
that to suit our present state of expectancy or set fMunro, 1969:200J. Perception 
is regulated by an individual's present expectancy or purpose and by his past 
history of learning and conditioning. Individual's perceive the same object. 
occasion, person or event according to the amount of interest, expertise, need, 
emotions and previous experience. Even when things are similar they are 
different because people having these experiences are unique personalities. 
A child comes to school as an immature person with his own life-style uaarsma, 
1961:172J. The school is expected to socialise children to become successful 
members of society; this implies academic and social skill development roles for 
students in school. The school system is geared toward facilitating the successful 
movement of students through the system. However, not all children are 
successful. The current concern over education highlights the need to 
understand the important influences over school learning. Why do some children 
succeed and attain very good results whereas others do not perform to their 
full potential? A review of the various researchers on academic achievement has 
led to the conclusion that achievement in schools is not only influenced by 
cognitive abilities but also by various affective and non-intellectual variables 
rverma & Dashora, 1989:240; Ballantine, 1983:169,; Papalia & Olds, 1993:526J. 
The teacher at school is only one member of a complex pattern of forces 
influencing the adolescent's academic achievement. An adolescent's life takes on 
much of his meaning in terms of his family. The family in turn belong to a 
community and this community belongs to a larger regional environment. This 
non-scholastic environment exerts a strong influence, whether negative or 
positive, on the life of the adolescent. A large portion of the perceptions that 
an adolescent makes is as a result of the culture into which he is born. It is 
other people who evoke some of the individual's most subtly based perceptual 
reactions (Bartley, 1980:366). 
The role of the various perceptions that the adolescent forms and its consequent 
effect on his academic achievement are strong links in a chain of events that 
govern his behaviour. His perception of his academic ability is determined by 
his parents, teachers and peers. These perceptions in turn govern his perception 
of education as a primary or secondary need in life and this in turn determines 
his motivation to achieve success. His socio-economic background will strongly 
determine his perception of the school climate and the relevance of the syllabus 
which will in turn determine the extent to which he will apply himself to his 
studies. Each of these perceptual links in the chain contributes to forming the 
Gestalt of the individual's perceptions of self. 
To ensure that an adolescent, who is not attaining results commensurate with 
his ability, performs better scholastically it is therefore necessary to change the 
way he perceives himself, the significant others in his life, and the world in 
which he lives. A teacher can do little to c11ange the hereditary and 
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environmental influences in an adolescent's life. He will have to take them as 
he sees them. If they are good, he can take advantage of them. If they are 
bad, he may contend with them and counteract them as best as he can 
rstephens, 1958:181J. Although the teacher and his school are only one item in 
a complex series of forces influencing the child, it is perhaps the only force 
which knows in precise fashion just what should be accomplished in the way of 
educational goals. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE METHOD OF THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the research design, which was used in order to explain how 
certain perceptions relate to pupils' academic performance, will be discussed. 
Hypothesis with reference to perception and academic achievement will be 
formulated. A brief description of the procedures used to test these hypotheses 
will be given. This includes the selection of the sample, a description of the 
measuring instruments used, the procedure used in formulating and administering 
the questionnaire and finally the methods used in analyzing the data. 
4.2 HYPOTHESES 
The following hypotheses, based on the literature study were formulated. 
4.2.1 HYPOTHESIS 1 
There is a significant relationship between perception and achievement. 
RATIONALE: 
The literature study has revealed a strong link between perception and academic· 
achievement rrefer to subsections 2.10, 3.1 and 3.27J Lict, Stader and swenson 
f1989:253J; Gage and Berliner f1992:159J and Marjoribanks f1987:171J have all found 
that academic achievement is related to attitudes and perceptions. However, no 
previous study which the researcher was aware of, has investigated the holistic 
effect of the students' perceptions of themselves, of their inter-personal 
interactions and their general experiences of education on academic achievement. 
4.2.2 HYPOTHESIS 2 
There is a significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive perceptions and those with negative perceptions. 
RATIONALE: 
From the literature study it was found that a number of researchers referred 
to a link between self-concept and academic achievement rrefer to subsection 
3.2.7J. Gordon (1975:393) and Hamachek (1990:321) found that students who have 
positive perceptions are more confident, enthusiastic about school and experience 
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greater academic successes. Pupils with negative perceptions experience a sense 
of unworthiness; perceive themselves to be failures and consequently attain poor 
results. rMouly, 1973:89; Gage & Berliner, 1992:343J. 
4.2.3 HYPOTHESIS 3 
There is a significant difference between the perceptions of standards 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 10 pupils. 
RATIONALE: 
According to the literature study rrefer to subsection 3.1J, vrey f1979:165J 
indicated that a scholar enters secondary school as a child and leaves on the 
threshold of maturity. It can then be assumed that pupils' level of maturity will 
influence the perceptions that they form. This is supported by combs, Richards 
and Richards (1988:132) who state that a pupil's needs differ rrefer to paragraph 
2.5.11J. It can be deduced that a pupil's perceptions also differs. 
4.2.4 HYPOTHESIS 4 
There is a significant difference between the perceptions of boys and girls. 
The literature study rrefer to subsection 3.1J reveals that there is a difference in 
the perception of boys and girls. According to Lict, Stader and swenson 
f1989:253J and Baruch f1976:468J girls enter school with lower expectations of 
success than boys due to the gender stereotyping that occurs early in childhood. 
Lee and Lockheed f1990:213J have indicated that the education of girls is 
adversely affected by prevailing social attitudes favouring the intellectual 
advancement of boys. According to Hetherington and Parke f1986:468J girls come 
to perceive their abilities negatively and tend to de-value their own abilities. 
4.3 SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
The sample was drawn from a high school in central Durban. 
The sample consists of 312 pupils from standards 6 to standard 10. The number 
of pupils chosen from each standard were between fifty to sixty. They were 
selected in the following way. There were between four and five classes per 
standard. In standard nine, for example, there were five units, that is 9A, 9B, 
9C, 90 and 9E. Two classes per standard, were chosen for the investigation, by 
means of random sampling. There were approximately 30 pupils per class. 
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greater academic successes. Pupils with negative perceptions experience a sense 
of unworthiness; perceive themselves to be failures and consequently attain poor 
results. fMouly, 1973:89; Gage & Berliner, 1992:343J. 
4.2.3 HYPOTHESIS 3 
There is a significant difference between the perceptions of standards 6, 7, 8, 
9 and 10 pupils. 
RATIONALE: 
According to the literature study rrefer to subsection 3.1J, vrey f1979:165J 
indicated that a scholar enters secondary school as a child and leaves on the 
threshold of maturity. It can then be assumed that pupils' level of maturity will 
influence the perceptions that they form. This is supported by combs, Richards 
and Richards f1988:132J who state that a pupil's needs differ rrefer to paragraph 
2.5.11J. It can be deduced that a pupil's perceptions also differs. 
4.2.4 HYPOTHESIS 4 
There is a significant difference between the perceptions of boys and girls. 
The literature study rrefer to subsection 3.1J reveals that there is a difference in 
the perception of boys and girls. According to Lict, Stader and swenson 
f1989:253J and Baruch f1976:468J girls enter school with lower expectations of 
success than boys due to the gender stereotyping that occurs early in childhood. 
Lee and Lockheed f1990:213J have indicated that the education of girls is 
adversely affected by prevailing social attitudes favouring the intellectual 
advancement of boys. According to Hetherington and Parke f1986:468J girls come 
to perceive their abilities negatively and tend to de-value their own abilities. 
4.3 SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE 
The sample was drawn from a high school in central Durban. 
The sample consists of 312 pupils from standards 6 to standard 10. The number 
of pupils chosen from each standard were between fifty to sixty. They were 
selected in the following way. There were between four and five classes per 
standard. In standard nine, for example, there were five units, that is 9A, 9B, 
9C, 90 and 9E. Two classes per standard, were chosen for the investigation, by 
means of random sampling. There were approximately 30 pupils per class. 
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The number of pupils per class as well as the number of boys and girls in each 
class is shown in table 4.1 
TABLE 4.1 
SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION 
STANDARD § z !J. !l 10 TOTAL 
BOYS 34 24 48 41 31 178 
GIRLS 35 32 16 22 29 134 
TOTAL 69 56 64 63 60 312 
The table reveals that there is a larger number of boys than girls at the school. 
The difference in the ratio of boys to girls in some classes can be related to 
the history of the admittance policy adopted at the school. The fewer number 
of girls in standards 8 and 9 was due the fact that the school had decided, 
during those years, to admit only boys as it wanted to change its status to 
a boys' school. The increase in the number of female pupils in the lower 
standards is due to the reversal of that policy. 
The average age of the sample was 15,41 with a standard deviation of 1,55. 
The average age of each standard is shown in table 4.2 
TABLE 4.2 
AVERAGE AGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH STANDARD 
STANDARD NO. OF PUPILS •••••• AVERAGE AGE 
·:·• ·St..· DEVIATION . 
.. 
6 69 13.79 1.00 
7 56 14.76 1.14 
8 64 15.28 0.57 
9 63 16.19 1.50 
10 60 17.23 0.46 
The pupils who attended the school are from different socio-economic 
backgrounds, with a larger percentage of pupils being in the middle and lower 
socio-economic background. The criteria used , to determine this was the 
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occupational status of the mother and father. Table 4.3, which follows, reveals 




FATHER'S OCCUPATION % MOTHER'S OCCUPATION % 
1. SELF EMPLOYED 26.3 1. HOMEMAKER/HOUSEWIFE 41.6 
2. OTHER 20.5 2. PROFESSIONAL 17.6 
3. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 17.9 3. CLERICAUSECRETARIAL 13.1 
4. PROFESSIONAL 12.5 4. SELF EMPLOYED 9.3 
5. ARTISAN 6.4 5. OTHER 7.7 
6. CLERICAL 6.1 6. BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 6.1 
7. FATHER ABSENT 4.2 7. UNEMPLOYED 2.6 
8. UNEMPLOYED 3.2 8. ARTISAN 1.0 
9. TECHNICAL 2.9 9. MOTHER ABSENT 1.0 
A large percentage of the respondents indicated that their fathers were 
employed in "other" occupations not listed on the questionnaire. These 
occupations included drivers, salesmen, waiters and factory employees. very few 
fathers were unemployed. Most respondents indicated that their mothers were 
housewives. 7.7% of the respondents indicated that their mothers were involved 
in other occupations. This included sales assistants, day-care mothers and maids. 
4.4 MEASURING INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE SURVEY 
4.4.1 MEASURING OF ACHIEVEMENT 
The academic achievement of pupils was measured by obtaining the June 1995 
mark schedules from each teacher. The mark schedule indicates each pupil's 
marks, in the form of a percentage, in the various subjects taken by the pupil. 
The most important percentage was the total obtained by the pupil. 
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This percentage was obtained from the schedule and filled in the questionnaire 
by the researcher. Thus pupils could not lie about the symbol that they had 
obtained as it was verified by the researcher. These results were then analyzed 
by computer to determine whether there was a relationship between perception 
and achievement. 
4.4.2 DEVELOPMENT OF PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
4.4.2.1 INTRODUCT10N 
The literature indicated that the relationship between perception and academic 
achievement has been measured in the past· but no study which the researcher 
is aware of took into account all the variables mentioned in this dissertation. 
As a result no questionnaire with regard to all these variables, directed at school 
children existed. 
It was therefore decided that a questionnaire .Should be developed to measure 
the relationship between the perception of these variables and academic 
achievement. 
4.4.2.2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 
INffiAL CONSIDERATIONS 
When an attempt is made to measure the effect of perception on academic 
achievement certain considerations should be taken into account when 
constructing the measuring instrument. 
Firstly the instrum.ent should not be too time-consuming. The questionnaire 
should be as brief as possible so that it requires a minimum of the respondent's 
time. Lengthy questionnaires take a great deal of time and effort and the 
respondent has an unfavourable attitude to the questionnaire. This will most 
likely influence his or her response. 
secondly, the questionnaire would be personally administered by the researcher. 
This has the advantage in that the researcher has an opportunity to establish 
rapport, explain the purpose of the study, and explain the meaning of items 
that may not be clear. 
Thirdly, the questionnaire would be administered to an entire class at the same 
time as this makes possible an economy of time and expense and provides a 
high proportion of usable responses. The questionnaire would be administered 
to each standard on the same day and the administration of all questionnaires 
would be completed within a week. 
Fourthly, since the questionnaire was to be administered in a public school, the 
permission of the principal had to be sought. Pupils would also be told that 
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their participation was voluntary. 
Fifthly, the closed-question format would be used. The closed question is easier 
and quicker for the subject to respond to. It also ensures that all subjects 
would have the same frame of reference in responding and it may also make 
it easier for subjects to respond to questions dealing with topics of a personal 
nature. 
In the light of the above reasons, it would seem that an interview method 
would not be practical as it would be too time-consuming, not conducive to a 
group testing situation and standardisation and objectivity would be impossible. 
A questionnaire which makes use of a scale would appear to be the most 
appropriate instrument in this. instance. It would be possible to use it in a 
group situation and the administering and interpretation would not be too 
difficult. 
FINAL CONSIDERA T/ONS 






The questionnaire was divided into two sections. The first part elicits 
biographical information from the respondent. The second section is a 
questionnaire where opinions or attitudes are required. 
The questionnaire comprised the use of a scale as it provides a method 
of asking subjects to rate items given to them. It was decided that the 
Likert method of summated ratings would be used. The Likert method 
consists of a set of items to which the subject responds with agreement 
or disagreement. The scale score is derived by summing the numerically 
coded agree and disagree responses to each item. The scale score is 
interpreted as representing the subjects attitude or other construct being 
measured. 
The Likert method was slightly modified to include a four point scale 
ranging from agree entirely to disagree entirely. The rating scale would 
be explained at the beginning of the questionnaire as well as the end of 
each page. This was to help pupils to remember the scale, especially 
those students who had difficulty in comprehending the English language. 
Ten factors influencing academic achievement namely gender, the 
curriculum, the classroom climate, peer group, needs, motivation, self· 
concept, role of parents, teacher and social class was identified in chapter 
three. tt was decided, for the purposes of this investigation that certain 
factors could be grouped together. Fifty items that incorporated one or 
more of these factors was finally developed. 
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4.5 UNKING OF QUESTIONS WITH THE UTERATURE STUDY 
The numbering of questions in this paragraph corresponds with the numbering 
used on the questionnaire. 
QUESTION ONE : ·oNE'S SUCCESS OR FAILURE AT SCHOOL CAN BE 
ATTRIBUTED TO LUCK .• 
This question was aimed at determining the perception of boys and girls with 
regard to their academic competence. The literature study revealed that girls 
always tend to de-value their own competence in comparison with their actual 
abilities. Males attribute their success to their abilities and females to luck. Girls 
consequently feel discouraged when faced with any difficulties at school whilst 
boys, who have perceptions of themselves as competent try harder. 
If a respondent agrees with the item, this would mean that the pupil perceives 
that the results are beyond his/her control and he/she has no confidence. 
Disagreement would indicate that the pupil accepts that his/her abilities are 
responsible for the academic results attained fsee subsection 3.2.1J. 
QUESTION TWO : .BOYS DO BETTER AT MATHS, SCIENCE AND TECHNICAL 
COURSEs.· 
This question was asked to determine whether a pupil's perception regarding 
gender had any historical roots. In the literature study it was found that 
conditioning is very resistant to extinction and that the belief that adults have 
influence the children's own perceptions of their abilities and attitude towards 
achievement. Female students have lower perceptions of competence and lower 
performance expectations than male students on mathematics. sexual stereotyping 
determines to a large extent the attitude of the pupil towards a subject and 
pupils' subject choice is largely due to parental and societal conditioning. 
Agreement means that sexual stereotyping still exists while disagreement implies 
that it does not fsee subsections 3.2.1 and 2.5.11J. 
QUESTION THREE : ·rEACHERS EXPECT BETTER RESULTS FROM BOYS THAN 
FROM GIRLS.· 
This question was aimed at ascertaining the teacher's role in either enhancing 
or obliterating sexual stereotyping. The literature study revealed that the child 
has the ability to conceptualize other people and to comprehend their emotions, 
actions and viewpoints because other people influence the life of the perceiver. 
reachers, who are important role models, have been found to encourage and 
motivate boys better than they do girls. The teacher's expectations tends to 
sustain a pupil's achievement. 
Agreement with the item would indicate that boys are given more 
encouragement whilst girls would perceive themselves negatively and 
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consequently achieve poor results. Disagreement would suggest that teachers 
are no longer biased towards the boys. rsee subsections 3.2.1 and 2.5.12J. 
QUESTION FOUR : •PARENTS EXPECT BETTER RESULTS FROM GIRLS THAN THEY 
DO FROM BOYs.· 
The purpose of this question was to determine the role of parents in promoting 
their children's confidence and in determining whether parental expectations for 
boys and girls differs considerably. The literature study supports the contention 
that parents expect better results from boys and that social pressures for 
achievement increases as boys move into adolescence. Girls are raised in an 
environment that stresses passiveness and dependence whilst boys are trained 
to be aggressive and competitive. 
Disagreement implies that parents have higher expectations of success for their 
sons whilst agreement would indicate that the emphasis has shifted from boys 
to girls. rsee subsections 3.2.1 and 3.2. 7J. 
QUESTION FIVE : •1T IS MORE IMPORTANT FOR BOYS TO DO WELL AT SCHOOL 
AS THEY ARE THE FUTURE BREADWINNERS .• 
This question was aimed at ascertaining whether boys do better at schools 
because they are socialized into accepting the traditional premise that males are 
the breadwinners. The literature study led to the conclusion that the society 
in which adolescents grow up has an important influence in moulding their 
personalities, influencing their roles and guiding their futures. Once fixation takes 
place, the perceptual hypothesis grows strong and is perceptually accentuated. 
Traditionally parents have discouraged achievement motivation in girls and have 
encouraged them to attain social mobility through the men they marry. Thus 
the self-perceptions of most girls are not consistent with career-related success. 
Boys are given a lot of encouragement, and even mothers with professional jobs 
expect their sons to do better than their daughters. Thus the education of girls 
is severely handicapped by prevailing social attitudes that favour the academic 
advancement of boys. 
A suitable response to this item would be to disagree strongly as it would 
suggest that both boys and girls are expected to do well. Recognizing the 
importance of education would spur boys and girls to do well at school as they 
would perceive education as an important goal. rsee subsections 3.2.1, 2.5.7 and 
2.5.11). 
QUESTION SIX : ·cERTAIN SUBJECTS OFFERED AT SCHOOL IS MEANT TO BE 
TAKEN BY BOYS AND CERTAIN SUBJECTS BY GIRLS. FOR 
EXAMPLE BOYS ARE EXPECTED TO DO TECHNICAL DRAWING 
AND GIRLS HOME ECONOMICS .• 
This question was included to determine whether the prevailing norms regarding 
sex role stereotyping has an adverse effect on a pupil's academic results. tn the 
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literature study there was conclusive proof that subjects in the curriculum were 
strictly labelled for boys and for girls. Even though a boy may have a flair for 
a subject labelled as the female domain, he may not choose it for fear of 
rejection from his peers as they perceive this as being effeminate. He may 
choose to do another more ·masculine· subject and consequently do poorly. 
Even at universities females appear to be more domestic minded and males more 
mechanical. 
To agree with the statement would suggest that labelling subjects as being 
masculine or feminine does inhibit pupils' choices and may be a serious handicap 
to good results. Disagreement would imply that labelling is no longer in 
existence (see subsections 2.5.11. 3.2.1, 3.2.7J. 
QUESTION SEVEN : "PUPILS, WHOSE PARENTS CHECK ON THEIR SCHOOLWORK 
EVERYDAY, BECOME FRUSTRATED AND PERFORM BADLY AT 
SCHOOL" 
This question was aimed at ascertaining the role of the parents in the lives of 
adolescents. The literature study revealed that both parent and child variables 
influence academic achievement. It was found that in the high-achieving 
household, parents expressed a willingness to grant autonomy and freedom to 
their children. The child feels a greater sense of self-worth and feels responsible 
as he believes that his parents trust him. A child enforced in rigid rules and 
constant monitoring perceives both himself and the parent negatively and may 
strike back at the parent by doing badly at school. 
Agreement with the item would indicate that adolescents do not like constant 
monitoring and view this negatively. This would suggest that adolescents who 
perceive their parents as being overly restrictive tend to have depressed 
aspirations. 
Disagreement could imply that pupils appreciate parental involvement with regard 
to their school work (see subsections 3.2.8 and 3.2.7J. 
QUESTION EIGHT : "GIRLS ARE NOT EXPECTED TO ENTER PROFESSIONS SUCH 
AS ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND MEDICINE." 
This question was aimed at determining whether girls have lower occupational 
aspirations than boys. In the literature study it was found that one's 
perceptions are to a large extent influenced by the culture and society that one 
is born into. Traditionally girls were not encouraged to enter high status 
occupations such as medicine. consequently, girls did not place a high value on 
education and as they were not encouraged to acquire academic skills, they did 
not perceive education as being too important. Thus there was a marked 
difference in the academic achievement of boys and girls. 
To agree with the statement would imply that girls are restricted in their career-
choice. Disagreement would suggest greater aspirations for girls and heightened 
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motivation. rsee subsection 2.5.7, 3.2.1 and 3.2.6J. 
QUESTION NINE : ·FoR GIRLS ENTRY INTO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY IS 
IMPORTANT BECAUSE THEY NEED TO MAKE FRIENDS AND 
TO FIND A MARRIAGE PARTNER. • 
This question was included to determine the value that girls attach to a tertiary 
institution. Literature reveals that if the value of a college was not academic 
in nature, then girls will not aspire to do well. For girls the climate at a 
tertiary institution was more important than the end goal of a degree or 
occupation. Thus because the need for education was of secondary importance, 
girls did not do as well as boys. 
Agreement would indicate that perceived academic aspirations is low in girls 
while disagreement would suggest that the values of girls have changed and 
their quest for education is such that it has become a primary need. rsee 
subsections 3.2.1, 3.2.5 and 2.5.7J. 
QUESTION TEN : .MUCH OF WHAT IS TAUGHT AT SCHOOL TODAY IS 
IRRELEVANT AND UNIMPORTANT. • 
The purpose of the question was to ascertain to what extent the pupils' 
perceptions of the study material determined their academic performance. The 
literature study confirms that stimuli that have the most likelihood of being 
attended to are the ones that fulfil a need and are of particular interest to the 
individual. If a pupil perceives the subject-matter as being irrelevant to the 
gratification of his needs, he becomes uninterested in school and consequently 
performs poorly. Children perceive more clearly what is interesting and avoid 
that which is unimportant. 
Agreement would imply lack of interest, de-motivation and poor results. 
Disagreement would mean heightened interest, intrinsic motivation and better 
results. rsee subsections 2,7, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6J . 
QUESTION ELEVEN : • THE CURRICULUM DOES NOT ALLOW FOR ONE'S 
INDEPENDENT THOUGHTS AND IDEAS. • 
The question was aimed at determining the pupils' perception of the curriculum. 
In the literature study, it was found that a pupil's perception of the curriculum 
played a significant role in determining his academic results. If a pupil perceived 
the curriculum as being too rigid and the subject-choice as being limited and 
inflexible, he will perceive school negatively. He will not be motivated and 
consequently do badly. Positive perception of the curriculum, on the other 
hand, results in positive results. 
Agreement would suggest that pupils are not given a chance to voice their 
opinions and this leads to a feeling of- being trapped. Disagreement is viewed 
more positively as a response, as it implies the recognition of the pupil's 
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individuality. (See subsections 3.2.2J. 
QUESTION TWELVE : "IF A PARENT DISUKES A SUBJECT, A CHIW WILL DO SO AS 
WELL" 
The purpose of this question was to establish the extent to which a parent's 
negative perceptions had a bearing on the child's own perceptions. The 
literature study bears testimony to the fact that parents do have an indirect 
influence on the child's perception of the curriculum. If the child has parents 
who have not responded well to schooling or to a particular subject and they 
have not made any major successes academically, the child may come to 
incorporate this attitude, consequently having a poor academic self-concept. 
The very perception that the child makes at any particular time is dependent 
upon the concepts he has about his abilities. 
To agree with the item, confirms strong parental influence in reinforcing a 
negative self-concept. Disagreement means that the child develops his 
appreciation of a subject independent of parental influence. (See subsections 
2.9.2 and 3.2.8J. 
QUESTION THIRTEEN : "A CHIW WHO CHOOSES THE SCIENCE, COURSES, IS AN 
INTELUGENT CHIW." 
The importance of this question was to determine the effect that labelling has 
on the perception of the child's academic self-concept. The individual's 
perceptions are shaped by who he is and the cultural milieu into which he is 
born. Findings from the literature study reveal that the type of subjects taken 
by pupils encourage role definitions. Those who choose the science courses are 
awarded higher status by the teachers, parents, peers and society. such a pupil 
perceives himself as intellectually competent and this is reinforced in that the 
science courses lead to tertiary education. students who choose the Jess-
academically inclined courses receive little motivation from the teachers and are 
given little recognition. They thus perceive their own abilities negatively and as 
these courses lead pupils into joining the labour market, they lack motivation to 
do well. 
Agreement would imply that labelling is prevalent in schools today while 
disagreement would suggest that a pupil's sense of self-worth is not judged by 
the course he chooses. (See subsections 2.5.7, 3.2.2, 3.2.4 and 3.2.7J. 
QUESTION FOURTEEN : "EVEN IF ONE TRIED HARD, ONE WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND 
MUCH OF WHAT IS TAUGHT AT SCHOOL" 
This question was necessary in establishing whether the pupil experienced a sense 
of futility and frustration at school. The literature study emphasizes that a child 
from the disadvantaged background will fall far behind at school because their 
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level of mastery is too rudimentary for them to understand information of such 
a difficult nature. This results in a pupil obtaining poor marks and reinforces the 
concept he/she is a weak pupil. A pupil with a low self-concept does not 
believe that effort is related to achievement and thinks that whatever he/she 
does will never bring success. such a pupil resigns himself to failure. 
It the respondent agrees with the item, it indicates that he/she has a negative 
self-concept and that he/she feels helpless. Disagreement implies a positive self-
concept. rsee subsections 3.2.2, 3.2.10 and 3.2.7). 
QUESTION FIFTEEN : 7HE ATMOSPHERE OF THE CLASSROOM PLAYS AN 
IMPORTANT ROLE IN DETERMINING HOW ONE PERFORMS 
ACADEMICAU Y .• 
The importance of this question was in ascertaining whether pupils perceived the 
atmosphere of the classroom as being an important contributing factor in their 
academic achievement. The literature study provides conclusive support that the 
attitude of the teacher determines the atmosphere of the class. The relationship 
children have with teachers determines the quality of their educational 
experience. only when pupils perceive the teacher as warm and caring and 
when they have a say in the running of the classroom, will pupils want to 
explore and develop new skills. A grim, repressive atmosphere instils hatred for 
school in pupils. 
If pupils disagree with the statement it suggests that the class atmosphere has 
no influence upon them and that other factors are more important. To agree 
means to accept that one of the primary determinants of a pupil's experience 
is the atmosphere within the class rsee subsections 3.2.3, 2.5.12 and 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION SIXTEEN : ·puPILS WHO DO NOT ABIDE BY THE SCHOOL RULES ARE 
REJECTED BY THE STAFF AND OTHER PUPILS. • 
The purpose of the question was to determine whether deviant pupils experience 
a sense of alienation and rejection. It was discovered in the literature study 
that our emotional states can influence our perception and that the society in 
which we are raised influences our perceptions. 
socially responsible behaviour in the form of adherence to school rules are 
valued positively by the school. Rejection of the school rules, questioning the 
authority of the teachers and lack of discipline is viewed negatively by pupils 
and teachers. such pupils are perceived as trouble-makers thus resulting in them 
feeling unwanted and they do not fit into the pattern of school-life. 
Agreement with the item reveals that the school has no place for deviant pupils 
and that the progress of such pupils may be retarded. Disagreement implies 
that there is hope for a pupil who bends the rules from time to time. rsee 
subsection 2.5.12, 2.9, 3.2.3 and 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION SEVENTEEN : 
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·1T IS IMPORTANT TO BE ACCEPTED AT SCHOOL TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL. 
The aim of this question was to establish whether acceptance at school was a 
key to academic success. Literature research has indicated that acceptance by 
teachers and peers has been consistently related to academic achievement. 
Non-acceptance has resulted in pupils becoming social misfits and consequently 
developing an intense dislike for school. There is consistent evidence that pupils 
from the working class do not enjoy acceptance, are not elected to positions of 
leadership and are not given prizes. The failure of such a child can be traced 
to his non-acceptance. such a child, who has only a paucity of success, 
develops a negative self-concept. 
Agreement would imply that non-acceptance is viewed negatively and that a high 
value is placed on conformity. 
necessarily attributed to acceptance. 
Disagreement means that success is not 
rsee subsections 2.9.2, 3.2.4 and 3.2.10J. 
QUESTION EIGHTEEN : ·oNE ACHIEVES BETTER RESULTS IN A SMAU SCHOOL THAN 
A LARGER ONE. • 
The aim of the question was to determine whether the size of the school 
played a role in determining a pupil's academic results. In the literature study 
it was found that the nature of the human is inextricably intertwined with the 
nature of the world that he lived in. Many researchers have indicated that 
pupils do better in smaller schools as it caters for the needs of every child. A 
pupil is not afraid to participate actively in academic and extra-curricular 
activities. Pupils in larger schools do not receive as much attention, lose their 
identities and are fearful of participating actively in school-life. The pupil's 
contribution to the life of the school helps to determine his self-esteem and self-
concept. 
A self-conscious pupil with a poor self-concept will agree with the item. A more 
suitable response would be to disagree with the item as a larger school means 
greater competition and that the pupil has the confidence to cope with the 
increasing demands made by a larger school. rsee subsections 2.5.8, 3.2.3 and 
3.2.7). 
QUESTION NINETEEN : ·puPILS IN SCHOOLS THAT ARE MORE ACADEMICAllY-
ORIENTATED PRODUCE BETTER RESULTS .• 
This question was important in that it served to establish whether the values of 
the school influenced the pupils' results. In the literature study it was 
established that in schools where academic competition and subject competence 
was emphasized, students tended to achieve better results as they tended to 
conform to the norms of the school. Schools with a low level of competition 
Fostered low academic achievement. 
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Should a respondent agree with the item, this indicates that the atmosphere of 
the school has a strong bearing on his academic accomplishments. Disagreement 
means lack of conformity and the ability to pursue one's studies independently. 
rsee subsections 3.2.3.J 
QUESTION TWENTY : •1F THE SUBJECT MATTER IS NOT INTERESTING, THE 
TEACHER IS TO BE BLAMED. • 
The aim of the question was to determine the role that the teacher played in 
the presentation of the content of the lesson. Research has indicated that a 
teacher's enthusiastic approach to the subject-matter is positively related to 
higher student achievement. student perception of failure can be ascribed to 
the teacher's failure to develop an interest in the subject or to convey the 
relevance of the subject-matter. Perception is directed by interest which implies 
that there must be some persistent force in the individual to observe, investigate 
and acquire knowledge. 
Agreement would imply that the teacher is a strong motivating force in 
determining the pupil's interest or it may suggest scapegoat behaviour. The pupil 
blames the teacher for the child's inability to attain results commensurate with 
his self-concept. Disagreement would imply that the pupil accepts that he can 
make the subject-matter interesting. rsee subsections 2.5.12, 2.7 and 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION TWENTY ONE : 7HE ATTITUDE OF THE TEACHERS AND THE PRINCIPAL 
DETERMINES HOW WEU ONE DOES AT SCHOOL • 
The purpose of this question was to determine the extent to which the role 
players at school influenced the results of the pupils. There is strong research 
evidence to support the fact that the attitudes held by staff members regarding 
their goals and expectations is strongly related to academic achievement. A 
democratic attitude that radiates warmth and care; concern for the welfare of 
the pupils; encouragement for the weaker pupils and support for the high-flyers 
has a positive effect on academic achievement. A cold, businesslike attitude, Jack 
of moral or academic support and a rigid, inflexible approach that fosters a poor 
relationship with pupils leads to the academic downfall of pupils. 
To agree with the item implies that the attitude of the teachers and principal 
is of fundamental importance in motivating pupils. Disagreement means that the 
influence of the principal and staff is of lesser importance than perhaps the 
pupil himself. rsee subsections 2.1, 2.5.12 and 3.2.3J. 
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QUESTION TWENTY TWO : .CERTAIN PUPILS AT SCHOOL ARE OPENLY REJECTED BY THE 
TEACHERS BECAUSE THE WAY THAT THEY SPEAK, DRESS 
AND BEHAVE IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE TEACHERS'. • 
The question was aimed at determining whether teachers reject pupils who are 
non-conformists to their middle-class values. In the literature study it was found 
that the disadvantaged pupil was a social misfit and that the teacher constantly 
chastised the pupil to get him to conform to her values and rules. such a child 
developed an intense dislike for school and perceived himself negatively. 
Research has Jed to the conclusion that once such a perception became an 
anchorage in the child's perceptual field, it served as important determinant of 
behaviour for the rest of his life. The perception of the pupil is strongly 
influenced by the treatment he receives from those responsible for his 
development. 
Agreement would imply conformity at all costs and perhaps even a rejection of 
the values of the home. Disagreement would suggest that pupils have a chance 
to express their individuality even though it may contradict with the school's 
values and norms. fSee subsections 2.8, 3.2.3, 3.2.9 and 3.2.10J. 
QUESTION TWENTY THREE : ·mE ATMOSPHERE AT THE SCHOOL DEPENDS 
PRIMARILY ON THE ATTITUDE AND OUTLOOK OF 
THE PRINCIPAL • 
This question was aimed at establishing the contribution made by the principal 
to the life of the school. There is strong research evidence to suggest that an 
enthusiastic principal who creates an unopressive climate for learning will inspire 
pupils to do well at school. Children do not do well when they are anxious and 
threatened. 
Respondents who agree with the item are dependent on the principal for their 
motivation whilst those who disagree do not attach a significant role to the 
principal. rsee subsection 3.2.3J. 
QUESTION TWENTY FOUR : ·oNE COMMUNICATES BETTER WITH ONE'S FRIENDS 
THAN ONE'S PARENTS. • 
This question is of particular importance in establishing the role of the peer 
group in the lives of adolescents. It has been established in the literature study 
that during adolescence the influence of the peer group takes a strongest hold 
on the life of the adolescent. 
In the course of an individual's growth certain aspects of the perceptual field 
are clearly demarcated from the rest of the field because they satisfy a need. 
The need for acceptance is so great in an adolescent that he chooses the values 
of his peers over his parents. Adolescents who receive no parental 
understanding and warmth at home may turn to their friends. Parents who 
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encourage and motivate their children, are not critical of them, and who 
encourage communication with their children find that their children turn to 
them rather than their peers. 
Agreement implies that the adolescent is easily influenced by his peers. 
Disagreement suggests that the respondent places greater value on his 
relationship with his parents. rsee subsections 2.5.11, 3.2.4 and 3.2.8J. 
QUESTION TWENTY FIVE : ·oNE ATTENDS SCHOOL IN ORDER TO SATISFY ONE'S 
PARENTS.· 
The purpose of the question was to determine whether pupils attended school 
to satisfy their parents or due to some inherent need to study. According to 
the literature study, it is through the environmental experience that an individual 
is able to discriminate more important stimulus variables from the less important 
ones. Each individual has a list of need priorities and his actions are determined 
by the gratification of these needs. If a pupil perceived school as a need that 
required to be gratified, he pursued his studies with zest, was self-motivated and 
consequently attained better results. Adolescents who attended school to satisfy 
their parents did not perceive education as being important in promoting their 
welfare and avoided studying. 
Agreement suggests that the pupil has no need for school and may be forced 
to attend. Disagreement implies a positive attitude and intrinsic motivation. 
rsee subsections 2.5.3, 3.2.5 and 3.2.6J. 
QUESTION TWENTY SIX : ·puPILS WHO ARE VERY INTELLIGENT FIND IT DIFFICULT TO 
GET A DATE TO GO TO THE CINEMA OR A PARTY. • 
The aim for this question was to determine whether the intelligent child was 
valued among his peers. The literature study reinforces the claim that 
adolescent sub-cultures place a high value on leadership for females; athletics for 
males and little value on academic achievement for either sex. Intellectually 
inclined pupils are usually rejected by their peers and their popularity rates very 
low on the social order. Thus the brainy student withdraws all effort in an 
attempt to be accepted by his peers. 
Agreement implies that intelligence is not valued whilst disagreement means that 
there has been a shift in emphasis or that conformity is not a very strong 
motive. rsee subsection 3.2.4J. 
QUESTION TWENTY SEVEN: ·oNE SHOULD COMPETE WITH OTHERS ACADEMICALLY IN 
ORDER TO IMPROVE ONE'S RESULTS .• 
The purpose of the question was to determine whether competition was an 
important motivating factor in academic achievement. The literature study 
supports the contention that people in whom the need for achievement is great, 
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tend to become accomplished and improve their task performance. These 
individuals are intrinsically motivated, independent and seek success. They have 
a positive desire to excel and do well on their own. When a pupil does focus 
on competition, he may not realise the value of education in itself and the 
simple enjoyment of learning is de-emphasized. 
Agreeing with the item suggests that a child is extrinsically motivated by 
competitions. Disagreement means that the child has perceived the goal of 
education as an end in itself and not as a means to an end. fSee subsection 
3.2.6). 
QUESTION TWENTY EIGHT : "GIRLS WHO ARE VERY INTElliGENT ARE OFTEN 
REJECTED BY THEIR FRIENDS." 
The aim of this question was to establish whether intelligence was a valued trait 
among adolescents, especially girls. Evidence from the literature study asserts 
that intelligent girls are not viewed positively except by their own clique which 
numbers very few pupils. As the adolescent's relationship with her peers 
becomes more important and the need for conformity increases, the intelligent 
girl usually conforms with the group norms and does not try hard at school. 
Lack of conformity results in rejection, alienation and labelling. 
Agreement with the item would indicate that intelligence is rated tow on the 
list of adolescent priorities whilst disagreement emphasizes that girls have been 
liberated from this age-old tradition. fSee subsections 2.9, 3.2.4 and 3.2.1J. 
QUESTION TWENTY NINE : "ONE SHOULD STUDY HARD TO GET SOCIAL RECOGNITION 
AND STATUS." 
The purpose of the question was in establishing whether the role of rewards 
contributed significantly towards increased academic achievement. The literature 
study has illustrated that pupils, especially those from the middle class, are 
conditioned into believing that social mobility is attained through education. The 
parents of such children provide the necessary ethos and motivation to spur 
their children on to attain better results. such children try to do well to please 
their parents or for some material gain. The need for status detracts from the 
enjoyment of learning. Children who are intrinsically motivated develop a sense 
of accomplishment and accept that the primary responsibility for their academic 
achievement falls on their shoulders. 
Agreement with the item would indicate that social mobility is a strong 
motivating factor. Disagreement implies that status is not important. fSee 
subsections 3.2.6 and 3.2.10J. 
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QUESTION THIRTY : ·FoR A PERSON WHO WANTS TO BECOME A 
TRADESMAN/WOMAN SCHOOL HAS NO VALUE.. 
The importance of this question was to determine whether pupils perceive the 
value of school as being purely academic in nature. The literature study reveals 
that our needs determine our perceptions. A pupil who is placed on a low-track 
at school will consequently join the labour market and may not perceive any 
value in school. such a child is not motivated and perceives school as being 
unimportant in the gratification of his needs. This perception, primarily in the 
case of the working class child, may be reinforced by parents. such parents, 
having had no educational aspirations themselves, are more interested in the 
child joining the labour market and contributing to the family income. 
To agree with the item suggests that a child wishing to enter the labour market 
perceives no value in school. Disagreement implies that the value of the school 
is not purely academic in nature. rsee subsections 3.2.10, 3.2.6 and 3.25J. 
QUESTION THIRTY ONE : 7HE •BRAINY• STUDENT USUAU Y FINDS IT DIFFICULT TO 
COMMUNICATE AND HAS VERY FEW FRIENDS. • 
The aim of this question was to determine the role of the intelligent child in 
the peer group. In the literature study it was confirmed that acceptance by 
peers has been consistently related to academic achievement with socially 
rejected children being especially at risk for failure. As intelligence is not a 
valued trait in the peer group, the intelligent child has very few friends as his 
victories are personal. The interests of the brainy student does not coincide 
with his peers and he finds conversation with his peers difficult. 
strong agreement with the item confirms that the brainy child is a social outcast 
whilst disagreement would imply that the brainy child can find acceptance within 
his peer group. rsee subsections 3.2.4 and 2.9J. 
QUESTION THIRTY TWO : ·DOING WEU AT SCHOOL IS VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE 
SOCIETY PLACES SUCH A GREAT EMPHASIS ON ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT. • 
The importance of this question was to determine the perceptions of pupils on 
the value of academic achievement. The literature study established that an 
individual's needs, tensions, value system, biases and culture influences a person's 
perceptions. social class was a strong determinant of academic achievement 
with middle-class parents placing tremendous emphasis on social mobility. 
working class children, on the other hand, were encouraged to have manners 
and be disciplined rather than be educated. Children begin to accept these 
perceptions as their own, seriously handicapping their academic potential. 
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To agree with the item implies that society is a strong force in governing action. 
Disagreement implies that the values of society do not reflect the values of the 
child. (See subsections 2.5.7 an 3.2.10). 
QUESTION THIRTY THREE : ·oNE SHOUW DO WEU AT SCHOOL IN ORDER TO GAIN 
THE APPROVAL OF ONE'S PARENTS AND TEACHERS.· 
The role of the question was to determine the influence that the significant 
others had in motivating the child to do well at school. The literature study 
revealed that parents and teachers resorted to extrinsic motivation. The child 
was given certificates, special privileges and cajoled into working by threats of 
punishment. Low achievers are directed more towards extrinsic motivation in 
order to be accepted by teachers and parents. This interaction with the 
significant others is important in shaping the child's self-concept. High achievers 
are intrinsically motivated. 
Agreeing with the item suggests that the respondent is driven by extrinsic 
motivation. Disagreement implies an awareness of the value of education and 
intrinsic motivation. <See subsections 3.2.6). 
QUESTION THIRTY FOUR : .PARENTS SHOUW ALWAYS REWARD CH/WREN WHEN THEY 
DO WEU AT SCHOOL • 
This question was aimed at ascertaining whether a child expected to be 
rewarded by the parent for his educational accomplishments. The literature 
study confirmed that a parent's involvement in the child's education provided 
motivation for the child to do well at school. 
The association between a stimulus aspect and a response is strengthened by 
rewarding experiences. It was found that parents of success-orientated children 
rewarded their children. The low-achieving home was characterised by 
destructive criticism, thus resulting in the child having a negative self-concept. 
Children without a challenge are less likely to improve their skills than those 
encouraged to do better. 
If a respondent agreed with the item it would suggest that parental control and 
guidance was important in motivating the child. To disagree would imply that 
motivation should arise within the individual and not to some external force. 
(See subsections 2.7, 3.2.8, 3.2.6 and 3.2.7J. 
QUESTION THIRTY FIVE : ·1F I DO POORLY AT SCHOOL, IT IS ALWAYS BECAUSE OF 
BAD LUCK.· 
The purpose of the question was to establish whether a pupil blamed his failures 
on his ability or on luck. tn the literature study it was found that high-achieving 
pupils ascribe their failure to bad luck thus spurring them on to attain better 
results. students, with negative self-concepts, impose limitations on their abilities 
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and would sooner blame themselves for their mishaps. They perceive themselves 
negatively and do not even try at school. 
Agreement with the item implies that a pupil does not doubt his abilities or that 
the pupil looks for failures outside himself and may not accept his shortcomings. 
To disagree would mean that the child perceives that his lack of ability has 
caused his failure. rsee subsection 3.2. 7J. 
QUESTION THIRTY SIX : ·1F ONE IS AFRAID OF FAILURE, ONE SHOUW NOT TAKE 
ANY CHANCES AND AVOID ANY ACTIVITY THAT IS 
UNFAMIUAR.· 
The aim of the question was in determining whether a pupil has a negative or 
positive self-concept. The literature study has confirmed that a child's self-
concept is a strong determinant of his academic achievement. High-achievers 
perceive themselves in a positive light; feel safe enough to cope with challenges 
with the minimum fear. Low achievers have negative self-concepts; are afraid 
to take any chances and would sooner not attempt a challenging activity. 
Agreeing with the item implies a negative self-concept and a fearful nature. 
Disagreement suggests a positive self-concept and an ability to meet challenges 
head on. rsee subsections 2.9 and 3.2.7J. 
QUESTION THIRTY SEVEN : "ONE SHOUW NOT QUESTION THE TEACHERS' AUTHORITY 
ON THE SUBJECT-MATTER·. 
The purpose of the question was in determining the type of relationship 
between pupil and teacher. consistent proof from the literature study confirms 
that if a child perceives the teacher as warm and friendly, he will perceive a 
purpose in his schoolwork and do well. An authoritarian teacher enmeshed in 
rigid rules and who is inflexible causes his pupils to be less concerned with 
learning and to be unsettled. Children respond favourably to a democratic 
teacher and in a climate in which they feel that they have a say. 
A suitable response would be to disagree with the item as it would suggest that 
a pupil is free to share his opinions and this will instil confidence in the pupil. 
Agreement would cast the respondent in the role of passivity and results in a 
negative self-concept. rsee subsection 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION THIRTY EIGHT : "PARENTS ARE NEVER SATISFIED WITH THE RESULTS OF 
THEIR CHIWREN .• 
The aim of the question was to determine whether parental approval improved 
the child's self-concept. Literature research has consistently demonstrated that 
the home environment exerts a strong influence on the child's self-concept. 
Parental approval and acceptance is necessary for self-acceptance. Favourable 
parental attitudes include encouraging the child, acknowledging his successes and 
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giving him reassurance should he fail. constant pressure from the parents for the 
child to do better leads to the child's questioning his abilities and a poor self-
concept. 
Agreement shows poor parent-child relationship and Jack of parental support. 
Disagreement implies a warm, accepting relationship. rsee subsection 3.2.8J. 
QUESTION THIRTY NINE : •HOMEWORK WIU ONLY BE DONE IF PARENTS CHECK 
WHETHER IT IS DONE. • 
The purpose of the question was to establish the relationship between parenting 
style and academic achievement. Literature research has led to the conclusion 
that homework, TV time and parental involvement are variables that have an 
important effect on academic achievement. Highly involved parents instil in their 
children a deep sense of loyalty to parents' expectations and the wish to better 
themselves through involvement in achievement-related situations. Limited 
parental involvement, infrequent monitoring of the child's work and poor parent 
child relationship results in the child being left to his own devices. 
A respondent who agrees with the statement shows very little self-motivation 
and this implies a poor parenting style as the child's only reason for doing 
homework is to perhaps avoid punishment. Disagreement reveals a motivated 
pupil who has a sense of loyalty to his parents and will do his work without 
constant supervision. rsee subsections 3.2.8 and 3.2.6J. 
QUESTION FORTY : •PARENTS WRONGLY BEUEVE THAT LEARNING IS ENJOYABLE.· 
The intention of this question was to establish to what extent parents convey 
the idea to the child that learning is an enjoyable activity and not a means to 
an end. In the literature study it was found that over-controlling parents are 
compulsive perfectionists who constantly goad the child into doing better. They 
exaggerate the importance of school and the child is not encouraged to enjoy 
the learning experience. Parents who inculcate a positive attitude towards 
learning are ones who display a lot of Jove, are Jess critical, accept their 
children's failures and provide encouragement. 
To agree with the item would imply an assertive parenting style so that even 
if the parent claims that learning is enjoyable, the child does not agree. To 
disagree with the item suggests that parents are correct in their assumption that 
learning is enjoyable. A child with this response has been given the necessary 
parental support. rsee subsection 3.2.8J. 
QUESTION FORTY ONE : ·TEACHERS LARGELY DETERMINE ONE'S OPINION OF 
ONESELF.. 
The purpose of the question was to determine the role played by the teacher 
in determining the pupil's self-concept. The literature study revealed that a child 
can only see himself in terms of his experience and the treatment he receives 
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from those responsible for his development. He is strongly affected by the 
labels which are applied by significant others. The pupil's self-concept will be 
shaped by the teacher's definition and the pupil will in turn perceive himself as 
intelligent or weak and act accordingly. 
A respondent who strongly agrees with the item reveals that his self-concept is 
determined by his teacher's perceptions of his abilities. Disagreement implies 
that the teacher is not an important role 
model in the life of the respondent, and that other individuals are more 
important in shaping his self-concept. rsee subsections 2.5.7, 3.2.7 and 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION FORTY TWO : .TEACHERS ARE ONLY INTERESTED IN HOW ONE ACHIEVES 
AT SCHOOL. 
The question was directed at determining whether the role of the teacher was 
purely academic in nature or whether the teacher fulfilled the emotional and 
social needs of the pupils. Research from the literature study has constantly 
demonstrated that a good teacher is one who will provide moral support for the 
child, promote a child's academic competence and be warm and understanding. 
Pupils perceive such a teacher as being concerned about their well-being and will 
try to compensate for his care by pursuing their studies enthusiastically. 
Teachers who are aloof, cold and businesslike instil in pupils a very low emotional 
security and this results in a dislike of school. 
To agree with the statement implies a poor pupil-teacher relationship that inhibits 
the child's growth. Disagreement implies a warm caring relationship and a 
positive attitude to learning. If a pupil likes the teacher, he automatically likes 
the subject. rsee subsection 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION FORTY THREE : •ALMOST ALL TEACHERS HAVE FAVOURITES IN CLASS. • 
The aim of the question was to determine whether the teacher was perceived 
as being fair as fairness is one trait that is used to judge a teacher as being 
good or bad. In the literature study it was found that in the educational 
situation pupils make educated guesses about their perceptions. Their 
perceptions are not necessarily accurate but reveals their perceptions of the 
stimulus due to previous experience. If in the past the pupil felt that teachers 
had favourites, he would perceive all teachers as having favouritism. Children 
tend to prefer behaviour that shows that a teacher is fair and impartial and 
they react positively to such a teacher. BY being treated in a positive or 
negative way, pupils come to perceive themselves in the same light. 
Agreement means a negative perception and a poor teacher-pupil relationship. 
Disagreement means that a pupil perceives the teacher as being impartial rsee 
subsections 2.59 and 3.2.9J. 
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QUESTION FORTY FOUR : "GOOD TEACHERS PRESENT THEIR LESSONS IN AN EXCffiNG 
AND CHALLENGING WAY." 
The aim of the question was to determine whether the perception of the 
teacher, by the pupil, was dependent upon lesson presentation. The literature 
study leads to the conclusion that students tend to perceive enthusiastic 
teachers more favourably and they respond better to material presented in a 
novel manner. An energetic teacher who has a sharp wit and a good sense of 
humour inspires pupils to perceive the work as intrinsically rewarding. Lessons 
presented in a dull, businesslike manner does not sustain the interest of the 
pupil. 
To agree with the item implies that the presentation of a lesson is a yardstick 
used to measure a teacher's worth. To disagree means that other traits of the 
teacher's personality, are criteria used to judge a teacher. rsee subsection 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION FORTY FIVE : "TEACHERS FAIL TO REALISE THAT PUPILS CAN MAKE 
DECISIONS ON THEIR OWN." 
The significance of the question was to determine whether the leadership style 
of the teacher exerted an influence on the pupils' results. In the literature 
study, it was consistently proven that pupils show a preference for teachers who 
promote student opinions and discussions. Pupils respond favourably to a 
democratic environment and a climate in which they feel that they can have 
a say in their own affairs. They perceive themselves as being competent and 
this promotes their self-concepts. Teachers who are fixed in the authoritarian 
approach do little to inspire pupils. 
In agreeing with the item, the pupil implies that the teacher has no respect for 
his opinions and this has a negative effect on the pupil's self-concept. 
Disagreeing with the item is a more suitable response as it implies that the pupil 
has an opportunity to decide on issues and this promotes his self-worth rsee 
subsection 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION FORTY SIX : "TEACHERS CANNOT BE TRUSTED." 
The purpose of the question was to determine the perceptions of the pupils 
about their teachers. In the literature study it was found that people influence 
us while present and out of sight and when we judge another person we do 
not only make predictions about him but we also respond to him in certain 
emotional ways. Only when pupils perceive the teacher in a favourable light, 
will they feel secure and cared for and will have the confidence to explore and 
develop new skills and understandings. The perception of teachers as lacking in 
trust does not foster development in a pupil but tends to inhibit him. 
Respondents who agree with the item imply that they have a poor rapport with 
the teachers and lack confidence. Disagreement implies that the teacher creates 
a feeling of emotional stability and care. tsee subsections 2.5.12 and 3.2.9J. 
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QUESTION FORTY SEVEN : "TEACHERS UKE TO DRAW ATTENTION TO ONE'S FAILURES." 
The aim of the question was to determine whether pupils perceived teachers as 
being overly critical or supportive in their relationship with pupils. The literature 
study reveals that certain behaviours and characteristics of teachers in the 
classroom are important to the attitude and learning of pupils. The teacher 
defines the pupil as being intelligent or weak and the pupil reacts accordingly. 
Teachers who criticize pupils frequently communicate these low expectations to 
the pupils. such depreciating comments do little to boost the child's self-
confidence and he perceives himself and the teacher negatively. The teacher 
is perceived as an important role model if he promotes the adolescent's identity 
and self-concept by setting realistic, reachable goals. 
To agree with the item implies that a teacher's shortcoming is in his failure to 
motivate the pupil. Disagreement implies that a teacher is perceived positively 
as he encourages pupils without demotivating them. rsee subsection 3.2.9J. 
QUESTION FORTY EIGHT: "EARNING MONEY IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN GETTING 
A DEGREE OR DIPLOMA." 
The purpose of the question was to determine whether a pupil perceived that 
earning money was more important than attaining a degree. In the literature 
study, as far back as the Hellinistic philosophy, it was discovered that an 
individual's cultural milieu played a role in his perceptions. Children from 
different social classes have different values. For the lower class parent earning 
rather than learning is important and they attach a low value to education. 
These low expectations are conveyed to the children who do not perceive 
education as important. The middle and upper class parents perceive education 
as being important for status attainment and social recognition. These children 
thus perceive education as important. 
Agreement with the item implies a great value attached to money while 
disagreement suggests the perception that education is a valued goal. rsee 
subsections 2.4.2.2 and 3.2.8J. 
QUESTION FORTY NINE : "SCHOOL IS FULL OF NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES." 
The aim of the question was to determine whether a pupil's experiences at 
school was negative or positive. In the literature study it was found that the 
child's life world that is the people, event, objects, systems, attitudes, self and 
emotions influence his perceptions. The Gestalt of the individual's experiences 
determine whether his perceptions are positive or negative. The working class 
pupil is severely handicapped by the teacher's middle class values; is rejected by 
his peers because of this speech and dress; and being labelled as intellectually 
weak, he receives no encouragement from the teachers. such a pupil feels 
threatened and anxious and perceives school negatively. A pupil on the other 
hand, who perceives school in a positive light finds acceptance among his 
teachers and peers; is rewarded for his successes and believes that he is making 
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a contribution to school life thus enhancing his self-concept. 
To agree with the item would convey a negative attitude to school while 
disagreement suggests that the respondent perceives school positively and will 
consequently attain better results fsee subsections 2.2.2, 2.5.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.10J. 
QUESTION FIFTY : •PARENTS PLACE A GREATER EMPHASIS ON ACHIEVEMENT 
THAN ON ANYTHING ELSE. • 
The purpose of the question was to determine the role of the parents in the 
total development of the adolescent rather than purely on academic work. 'The 
literature study reveals that pupils react negatively to parents who are over-
bearing and that too much of monitoring may impede the child from developing 
independently. such a child reacts negatively by rebelling against the values of 
the parent and strikes back by deliberately withholding effort. The high-achieving 
household is characterized by parental involvement and interest in their children's 
activities. 
Agreeing with this item implies that parents are primarily interested in the child's 
education and nothing else. Disagreement implies that parents care about the 
child as a person and take the time to know him as a person in his own right. 
(See subsection 3.2.81. 
4.6 PROCEDURE FOLLOWED DURING THE EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION 
As stated in paragraph 4.3 two classes per standard, as determined by random 
sampling, were involved in the sample. Periods assigned for non-examination 
subjects were used to administer the questionnaire. The instructions were read 
aloud and pupils were given the opportunity to ask questions in order to clarify 
problematic issues. In the case of the many black pupils who had difficulty 
comprehending the questionnaire in English, it was translated into zulu by a 
colleague. Pupils were reassured about the confidentiality of the questionnaire. 
4.7 PROCEDURE FOllOWED AFTER THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
After pupils completed the questionnaire, each questionnaire was checked by the 
researcher to ascertain whether every question was answered. Fortunately pupils 
had answered all the questions. This was perhaps due to the fact that the 
questions were explained to pupils if they had experienced difficulty in 
comprehending the questions. 
The researcher thf;n filled in the percentage obtained by each pupil for the June 
1995 examinations. The results were obtained from the mark-schedules of the 
respective teachers. The questionnaires were then posted to Pretoria, to be 
analyzed by computer. 
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4.8 SUMMA R Y 
The sample was selected and the questionnaire was then constructed and 
administered. After the pupils completed answering the questionnaire, it was 
sent for computer analysis. 
The results from the investigation will be explained in chapter five. The results 
will yield information that can be used to make generalisations about the 
population. 
The contributions of the results will, it is hoped, discover new knowledge about 
teaching, learning and other educational phenomena. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
II RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION II 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The first aspect to be considered in this chapter will be the psychometric results 
of the questionnaire. This comprises a factor analysis, an item analysis and 
conclusions reached with regard to the reliability of the questionnaire. Norms for 
the questionnaire will also be determined. 
The second aspect deals with the verification of the hypotheses as stipulated in 
chapter 4. 
5.2.1 FACTOR ANALYSIS 
As there were too many items in the questionnaire to be analyzed individually, 
a factor analysis was done. It is a useful method since it provides a basis for 
reducing many items to few factors by combining items that are moderately or 
highly correlated with each other. 
The items were subjected to a factor analysis using principal component analysis 
with iterations. With this method new variables are constructed on the basis 
of the interrelations exhibited in the data. 
The number of factors to be extracted was determined by the Kaiser-criterion. 
This criterion states that the number of factors to be extracted are equal to the 
number of eigenvalues greater than 1. In the present investigation 16 factors 
were extracted which were too many. To determine a reduced number of 
factors, a scree test was performed. This test provides a graph in which 
eigenvalues are plotted against the number of items reach item is considered a 
possible distinguishable factorJ. The point at which the curve discontinues is 
taken as the maximum number of factors to be extracted. In the present case 
it was six factors rsee graph 5.1J. The six factors were then rotated using 
varimax, which is an orthogonal rotation method. 
very few items loaded significantly on two of the factors and therefore it was 
decided to extract four instead of _sJx factors. The four factors were also 
rotated, using varimax. Table 5.1 reveals the rotated factor pattern as well as 
the communality estimates for the four factors. 
Factors were interpreted by studying the items which had significant loadings on 
each factor. A loading of D, 11 can be considered significant at the 5% level for 
N = 300. rchi/d, 1976:45J. Since N = 312 an this research projectJ the above 
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27 . 0.118 
26 0.247 
9 0.152 
10 . 0.175 
12 0.114 
21 . 0.237 





FOUR FACTOR LOADINGS 
FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 
0.083 0.235 0.059 
0.065 0.030 0.269 
0.363 0.250 - 0.045 
0.145 0.017 0.126 
0.237 0.277 0.085 
0.210 0.221 0.126 
0.085 0.072 0.120 
0.106 0.072 0.015 
- 0.095 0.228 0.206 
- 0.022 0.221 - 0.093 
0.182 0.071 - 0.147 
0.186 0.023 0.098 
0.503 0.057 0.073 
0.480 0.039 0.133 
0.448 - 0.010 0.046 
0.439 . 0.028 0.165 
0.424 0.280 0.080 
0.421 0.062 0.126 
0.391 0.276 0.147 
0.378 0.110 . 0.087 
0.369 . 0.029 . 0.097 
0.287 0.268 0.209 
0.171 0.105 0.064 
. 0.149 0.463 0.283 
0.088 0.437 . 0.077 
0.226 0.424 0.185 
0.193 0.393 0.239 
. 0.018 0.391 0.148 
































TABLE 5.1 (ContJ 
FOUR FACTOR LOADINGS 
ITEM FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 COMMUNAUTY 
1 0.242 0.005 0.357 -0.033 0.187 
22 - 0.052 0.108 0.355 0.338 0.255 
25 0.126 0.026 0.314 0.085 0.123 
8 0.197 0.147 0.313 0.010 0.159 
20 0.165 0.027 0.287 0.136 0.129 
18 0.045 0.215 0.255 0.124 0.129 
31 0.180 0.192 0.250 0.239 0.189 
6 0.149 0.217 0.222 ·0.037 0.120 
47 0.263 0.075 0.028 0.523 0.350 
45 - 0.019 . 0.044 0.103 0.496 0.259 
46 0.238 - 0.111 0.086 0.425 0.258 
41 0.085 0.147 0.133 0.416 0.220 
42 0.189 0.103 0.182 0.393 0.234 
43 - 0.059 - 0.011 0.051 0.378 0.149 
44 - 0.063 0.205 0.039 0.346 0.167 
11 0.077 -0.090 0.268 0.340 0.202 
40 0.295 0.214 0.222 0.318 0.284 
24 - 0.016 0.109 ·0.064 0.304 0.109 
50 0.176 0.263 0.096 0.290 0.194 
38 0.215 0.145 0.035 0.289 0.152 
39 0.158 0.182 0.183 0.197 0.131 
5.2.2 INTERPRETATION OF THE FACTORS 
5.2.2.1 FACTOR ONE 
Items which loaded high on Factor 1 is presented in table 5.2 
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TABLE 5.2 

















The items marked with an asterisk had slightly higher loadings on other factors, 
but, if one considers what they intend to measure it seems more logical to 
group them as part of factor one. 
These items have the following in common:-
Values and norms of the socio-economic background. 
Perceptions that appear beyond the control of pupils to manipulate with 
regard to academic achievement. 
Perceptions of pupils that have been imposed upon them, by the significant 
others in their lives regarding the value of academic achievement. 
Factor one is therefore named perception of THE INEVITABLE. 
5.2.2.2 FACTOR 1WO 
Items which loaded high on factor 2 are presented in Table 5.3. 
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TABLE 5.3 










These items have the following factors in common:· 
The reasons for attaining good results at school. 
The perception of pupils about the role of rewards, by the significant others 
in their lives, should they attain good results. 
Factor Two is therefore named perception of THE ROLE OF REWARDS. 
5.2.2.3 FACTOR THREE 
Items which loaded high on Factor 3 are presented in table 5.4 
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TABLE 5.4 

















The items marked with an asterisk had slightly higher loadings on other factors, 
but if one considers what they intend to measure it seems more Jog/cal to 
group them as part of factor three. 
These items had the following in common:· 
The perception of the value of school and the role of school in the lives of 
the pupils. 
The atmosphere of the school and classroom as well as the role of the 
principal in cultivating that atmosphere. 
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Factor Three is therefore named perception of SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. 
5.2.2.4 FACTOR FOUR 
Items which loaded high on factor four are presented in table 5.5. 
TABLE 5.5 














These items have the following in common:-
The attitudes of parents and teachers to the pupils. 
The teachers' approach to the lessons. 
The role of parents with regard to the schooling of their children and their 
relationship with their children. 
Factor Four is therefore named perception of TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
5.3 ITEM ANALYSIS 
An item analysis was done for each factor. When conducting an item analysis 
the correlation between each item and the total of the section (factorJ is 
calculated. If such a correlation is low or negative the item can be omitted. 
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An item can also be omitted if the alpha reliability coefficient can be improved 
considerably by doing so. 
The iQformation concerning the item analysis for each section appears in tables 
5.6 - 5.9. 
TABLE 5.6 
ITEM ANALYSIS: THE INEVITABLE 
NO OF SUBJECTS: 312 
NO OF ITEMS 15 
ALPHA REUABIUTY EFFICIENT: 
. 
0,74 
ITEM CORRELATION WITH TOTAL ALPHA IF ITEM IS LEFT OUT 
28 0.525 0.707 
5 0.463 0.713 
2 0.444 0.716 
26 0.421 0.719 
35 0.418 0.720 
49 0.393 0.722 
36 0.357 0.726 
31 0.331 0.728 
3 0.325 0.729 
7 0.322 0.729 
8 0.318 0.730 
19 0.266 0.735 
4 0.219 0.741 
37 0.208 0.740 
15 0.104 0.748 
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TABLE 5.7 
ITEM ANALYSIS : THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
NO OF SUBJECTS: 316 
NO OF ITEMS: 8 
ALPHA REUABILITY Co-EFFIOENT: 0.65 
ITEM CORRELATION WITH TOTAL ALPHA IF ITEM IS LEFT OUT 
33 0.425 0.596 
34 0.423 0.598 
29 0.423 0.597 
32 0.367 0.615 
13 0.364 0.614 
17 0.323 0.625 
27 0.260 0.640 
9 0.136 0.662 
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TABLE 5.8 
ITEM ANALYSIS : SCHOOL AND SCHOOUNG 
NO OF SUBJECTS: 312 
NO OF ITEMS: 15 
ALPHA REUABIUTY CD-EFFICIENT: 0.71 
ITEM CORRELATION WITH TOTAL ALPHA IF ITEM IS LEFT OUT 
48 0.432 0.691 
10 0.375 0.699 
14 0.354 0.702 
22 0.349 0.702 
21 0.344 0.702 
16 0.337 0.704 
12 0.334 0.704 
20 0.323 0.705 
23 0.318 0.705 
25 0.314 0.706 
18 0.305 0.707 
30 0.287 0.709 
11 0.280 0.709 
1 0.274 0.710 
6 0.194 0.719 
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TABLE 5.9 
ITEM ANALYSIS : TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
NO OF SUBJECTS: 312 
NO OF ITEMS: 12 
ALPHA REUABILITY COEFFICIENT: 0.70 
ITEM CORRELATION WITH TOTAL ALPHA IF ITEM IS LEFT OUT 
47 0.477 0.667 
41 0.416 0.676 
40 0.415 0.677 
42 0.391 0.680 
50 0.367 0.684 
45 0.361 0.686 
38 0.333 0.690 
46 0.328 0.690 
44 0.269 0.698 
43 0.255 0.699 
39 0.232 0.704 
24 0.231 0.703 
Tables 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 indicate that all items show a positive correlation 
with the particular total. secondly, they indicate that the reliability coefficient 
of a particular section will not necessarily be higher if any items in that section 
were omitted. Therefore, all the items in all the sections were retained. 
5.4 REUABILITY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
According to Mulder £1989: 209J no standardised test is complete unless there is 
an indication of its reliability. Reliability indicates consistency. The reliability of 
a measure refers to its capacity to yield similar scores on the same individual 
tested under different conditions or at different times ( Borg & Gall, 1989: 236J. 
Reliability coefficients vary between values of .oo and 1:00 with 1:00 indicating 
perfect reliability; which is never attained in practice and .oo indicating no 
reliability £Borg & Gall, 1989:2591. The reliability coefficient reflects the extent to 
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which a test is free of error variance. The closer a reliability coefficient is to 
the value of 1:00 the more the test is free of error variance. 
Reliability of a questionnaire may be inferred by a second administration of the 
instrument comparing the responses with those of the first rBest & Kahn, 
1989:194J. This procedure is called the test-retest reliability coefficient. This 
method was not used for two reasons because of the practice and memory 
effect. Pupils may learn something just by responding to the questionnaire and 
will react differently the second time. The practice effect from the first testing 
will not be the same for all students and will lower the reliability estimate. If 
the interval time is too short pupils may mark the items exactly as they did the 
first time. This memory effect, affects reliability (Ary, Jacobs & Razavieh, 
1985:230J. A second administration of the questionnaire is also not practical as 
it is too time-consuming. 
Therefore in this investigation reliability was arrived at by calculating the alpha 
coefficient of each of the sections. This is depicted in table 5.10. 
TABLE 5.10 
REUABIUTY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
SECTION ALPHA COEFFIGENT NUMBER OF ITEMS 
THE INEVITABLE 0.741 15 
THE ROLE OF REWARDS 0.651 08 
SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING 0.719 15 
TEACHERS AND PARENTS 0.707 12 
QUESTIONNAIRE IN TOTAL 0.860 50 
As the alpha coefficient of the total questionnaire is 0.86, which is fairly close 
to the value 1:00, the questionnaire is relatively free of error variance and can 
therefore be considered to be reliable. 
5. 5 DETERMINING THE NORMS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
To develop norms for this questionnaire, stanines were developed. The name 
stanine is an amalgamation of the two words standard and nine, and it signifies 
that standard scores have been grouped into nine categories <Mulder, 1989:201J. 
Table 5.11 is a summary of the limits and areas included by stanines as indicated 
by Mulder f1989:205J. 
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TABLE 5.11 
LIMITS AND AREAS OF STANINES 
STANINE LIMITS 010 OF AREA 
9 +00 to +1,75Z 4 
8 +1,75Z to +1,25z 7 
7 +1,25Z to +0,75Z 12 
6 +0,75Z to +0,25Z 17 
5 +0,25Z to +0,25Z 20 
4 -0,25Z to -0,75Z 17 
3 -0,75z to -1,25z 12 
2 -1,25Z to -1,75Z 7 
1 -1,75z to -oo 4 
In order to determine the stanines the cumulative percent had to be calculated. 
According to Mulder f1989:205J as a general rule, the bottom three stanines f1, 
2 and 3J are regarded as below average, the next three stanines (4,5 and 6J as 
average and the top three stanines f7,8 and 9J as above average. 
The stanines obtained are set out in tables 5.12 - 5.16. 
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TABLE 5.12 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
FACTOR: THE INEVITABLE 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
16 2 0.6 2 0.6 
17 4 1.3 6 1.9 
18 4 1.3 10 3.2 
19 7 2.2 17 5.4 
20 14 4.5 31 9.9 1,2} 
21 13 4.2 44 14.1 
22 4 1.3 48 15.4 
23 17 5.4 65 20.8 
..... 
.r 
24 21 6.7 86 27.6 
25 15 4.8 101 32.4 
26 16 5.1 117 37.5 
27 20 6.4 137 43.9 
28 17 5.4 154 49.4 4,5,6 
29 15 4.8 169 54.2 
30 26 8.3 195 62.5 
31 12 3.8 207 66.3 
32 16 5.1 223 71.5 
33 8 2.6 231 74.0 
...... 
, 
34 11 3.5 242 77.6 
35 12 3.8 254 81.4 
36 14 4.5 268 85.9 
37 6 1.9 274 87.8 
38 4 1.3 278 89.1 
39 3 1.0 281 90.1 
40 4 1.3 285 91.3 
41 3 1.0 288 92.3 
42 4 1.3 292 93.6 
43 2 0.6 294 94.2 
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TABLE 5.12 lCONTDJ 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
44 2 0.6 296 94.9 
45 3 1.0 299 95.8 
46 2 0.6 301 96.5 
47 4 1.3 305 97.8 > 7,8,9 
48 2 0.6 307 98.4 
49 2 0.6 309 99.0 
50 1 0.3 310 99.4 
51 1 0.3 311 99.7 




TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
FACTOR: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
f 
10 1 0.3 1 0.3 
11 3 1.0 4 1.3 
12 2 0.6 6 1.9 
13 2 0.6 8 2.6 ~ 1,2,3 
14 4 1.3 12 3.8 
15 15 4.8 27 8.7 
16 5 1.6 32 10.3 
17 12 3.8 44 14.1 
18 16 5.1 60 19.2 
' 
19 17 5.4 
r 77 24.7 
20 26 8.3 103 33.0 
21 25 8.0 128 41.0 '1 4,5,6 
22 34 10.9 162 51.9 
23 31 9.9 193 61.9 
24 28 9.0 221 70.8 
' r
25 21 6.7 242 77.6 
26 25 8.0 267 85.6 
27 20 6.4 287 92.0 1 7,8,9 
28 5 1.6 292 93.6 
29 16 5.1 308 98.7 
30 2 0.6 310 99.4 
32 2 0.6 312 100.0 \.. 
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TABLE 5.14 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
FACTOR: SCHOOL AND SCHOOUNG 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
r 
18 3 1.0 3 1.0 
19 3 1.0 6 1.9 
20 4 1.3 10 3.2 
21 3 1.0 13 4.2 
22 6 1.9 19 6.1 
23 6 1.9 25 8.0 7 1,2,3 
24 8 2.6 33 10.6 
25 8 2.6 41 13.1 
26 8 2.6 49 15.7 
27 9 2.9 58 18.6 \. 
r 
28 14 4.5 72 23.1 
29 16 5.1 88 28.2 
30 18 5.8 106 34.0 
31 20 6.4 126 40.4 
32 20 6.4 146 46.8 
33 13 4.2 159 51.0 7 4,5,6 
34 22 7.1 181 58.0 
35 19 6.1 200 64.1 
36 14 4.5 214 68.6 
37 15 4.8 229 73.4 \.. 
7 
38 14 4.5 243 77.9 
39 8 2.6 251 80.4 
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TABLE 5.14 (CONTDJ 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
FACTOR: SCHOOL AND SCHOOUNG 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
40 9 2.9 260 83.3 
41 9 2.9 269 86.2 
42 12 3.8 281 90.1 
43 3 1.0 284 91.0 
44 8 2.6 292 93.6 
45 4 1.3 296 94.9 
46 7 2.2 303 97.1 
47 1 0.3 304 97.4 71819 
49 1 0.3 305 97.8 
50 1 0.3 306 98.1 
51 1 0.3 307 98.4 
52 2 0.6 309 99.0 
55 1 0.3 310 99.4 
56 1 0.3 311 99.7 




TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
FACTOR: TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
14 1 0.3 I' 1 0.3 
19 1 0.3 2 0.6 
20 3 1.0 5 1.6 
21 5 1.6 10 3.2 
22 2 0.6 12 3.8 
23 3 1.0 15 4.8 
24 6 1.9 21 6.7 , 1,2,3 
25 7 2.2 28 9.0 
26 6 1.9 34 10.9 
27 6 1.9 40 12.8 
28 16 5.1 56 17.9 
29 10 3.2 66 21.2 ,, 
30 15 4.8 81 26.0 
( 
31 17 5.4 98 31.4 
32 24 7.7 122 39.1 
33 21 6.7 143 45.8 
34 23 7.4 166 53.2 7 4,5,6 
35 18 5.8 184 59.0 
36 22 7.1 206 66.0 
37 12 3.8 218 69.9 
38 20 6.4 238 76.3 
'-
I' 
39 15 4.8 253 81.1 
40 14 4.5 267 85.6 
41 13 4.2 280 89.7 
42 15 4.8 295 94.6 ,. 7,8,9 
43 6 1.9 301 96.5 
44 4 1.3 305 97.8 
45 6 1.9 311 99.7 
47 1 0.3 312 100.0 \ 
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TABLE 5.16 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
QUESTIONNAIRE IN TOTAL 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STAN/NE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
70 1 0.3 1 0.3 I' 
74 2 0.6 3 1.0 
76 1 0.3 4 1.3 
78 1 0.3 5 1.6 
79 1 0.3 6 1.9 
80 1 0.3 7 2.2 
83 2 0.6 9 2.9 
84 2 0.6 11 3.5 
85 2 0.6 13 4.2 
86 2 0.6 15 4.8 
87 1 0.3 16 5.1 
88 2 0.6 18 5.8 
89 1 0.3 19 6.1 
90 1 0.3 20 6.4 7 1,2,3 
91 2 0.6 22 7.1 
92 3 1.0 25 8.0 
93 3 1.0 28 9.0 
94 2 0.6 30 9.6 
95 2 0.6 32 10.3 
96 3 1.0 35 11.2 
98 7 2.2 42 13.5 
99 5 1.6 47 15.1 
101 4 1.3 51 16.3 
102 3 1.0 54 17.3 
103 3 1.0 57 18.3 
104 5 1.6 62 19.9 
105 5 1.6 67 21.5 I\... 
106 6 1.9 73 23.4 I' 
107 5 1.6 78 25.0 
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TABLE 5.16 lCONTDJ 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
QUESTIONNAIRE IN TOTAL 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
108 5 1.6 83 26.6 
I~" 
109 4 1.3 87 27.9 
110 6 1.9 93 29.8 
111 12 3.8 105 33.7 
112 7 2.2 112 35.9 
113 4 1.3 116 37.2 
114 3 1.0 119 38.1 
115 9 2.9 128 41.0 
116 10 3.2 138 44.2 
117 10 3.2 148 47.4 
118 8 2.6 156 50.0 
119 7 2.2 163 52.2 4,5,6 
120 9 2.9 172 55.1 
121 7 2.2 179 57.4 
122 5 1.6 184 59.0 
123 6 1.9 190 60.9 
124 7 2.2 197 63.1 
125 7 2.2 204 65.4 
126 6 1.9 210 67.3 
127 3 1.0 213 68.3 
128 9 2.9 222 71.2 
129 6 1.9 228 73.1 
130 9 2.9 237 76.0 
'-
r 
131 5 1.6 242 77.6 
132 3 1.0 245 78.5 
133 3 1.0 248 79.5 
134 3 1.0 251 80.4 
135 6 1.9 257 82.4 
136 5 1.6 262 84.0 
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TABLE 5.16 fCONTDJ 
TRANSFORMATION OF RAW SCORES INTO STANINES 
QUESTIONNAIRE IN TOTAL 
RAW FREQUENCY PERCENT CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE STANINE 
SCORE FREQUENCY PERCENT 
, 
137 3 1.0 265 84.9 
138 4 1.3 269 86.2 
140 2 0.6 271 86.9 
141 3 1.0 274 87.8 
142 5 1.6 279 89.4 
143 2 0.6 281 90.1 
144 4 1.3 285 91.3 
145 2 0.6 287 92.0 
146 1 0.3 288 92.3 
147 4 1.3 292 93.6 
149 3 1.0 295 94.6 7,8,9 
150 2 0.6 297 95.2 
151 1 0.3 298 95.5 
152 2 0.6 300 96.2 
155 2 0.6 302 96.8 
156 1 0.3 303 97.1 
157 1 0.3 304 97.4 
158 2 0.6 306 98.1 
159 3 1.0 309 99.0 
164 2 0.6 311 99.7 
166 1 0.3 312 100.0 
''-
A summary of the norms are given in table 5.17 
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TABLE 5.17 
INTERPRETATION OF SCORES 
I FACTORS I SCORES I 
POSfflVE AVERAGE NEGATIVE 
THE INEVITABLE 15-23 24-33 34-60 
THE ROLE OF REWARDS 8-18 19-24 25-32 
SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING 15-27 28-37 38-60 
TEACHERS AND PARENTS 12-29 30-38 39-48 
TOTAL OF QUESTIONNAIRE 50-105 106-130 131-200 
5.6 TESTING OF HYPOTHESES 
5.6.1 HYPOTHESIS ONE 
With regard to hypothesis one, stated in paragraph 4.2.1, the following null 
hypothesis was tested. 
There is no significant correlation between perception and achievement. 
In order to test this hypothesis the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated. 
The results appear in table 5.18. 
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TABLE 5.18 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND ACHIEVEMENT 
FACTOR r p 
THE INEVITABLE - 0,50 p < 0,01 
THE ROLE OF REWARDS - 0,25 p < 0,01 
SCHOOL AND - 0,34 p < 0,01 
SCHOOLING 
TEACHERS AND - 0,23 p < 0,01 
PARENTS 
TOTAL - 0,46 p < 0,01 
N = 312 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.18, the null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
correlation between perception and achievement. All the correlations are 
negative indicating that as one variable increases, the other decreases. This 
means that if the score on the questionnaire is high rwhich suggests a negative 
perceptionJ, then the achievement score is low. If the score obtained on the 
questionnaire is low rsuggesting a positive perception), then the achievement 
score is high. The conclusion reached is that a positive perception relates to 
higher academic achievement and a negative perception relates to lower 
academic achievement. 
The highest negative correlation of the four factors is THE INEVITABLE which 
indicates that this factor correlates most strongly with perception. If a pupil has 
a high score for the factor THE INEVITABLE megative perceptionJ then he/she has 
a low achievement score. If, on the other hand, a pupil has a low score for 
this factor (positive perception) then he/she has a high achievement score. 
With regard to the correlation between academic achievement and perception 
in general rthe total score of the testJ the correlation coefficient is -0,46 which 
means that 21% of the variance in achievement can possibly be explained by 
perception. This is an important result, since intelligence explains more or tess 
the same variance in achievement r + · 25%J we wet, 1981 :89J and intelligence is 
generally considered to be a good ratthough not the ontyJ predictor of school 
achievement. It would therefore not be a far reaching statement to conclude 
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that perception, as measured by this questionnaire, can be used with other 
measures to predict academic achievement. 
5.6.2 HYPOTHESIS TWO 
With regard to Hypothesis 2 in paragraph 4.2.2, the following null hypothesis was 
tested:-
There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive perceptions and those with negative perceptions. 
To test this hypothesis, several sub-hypotheses were stated with regard to the 
four factors identified by means of factor anatysis. 
In order to test each of these sub-hypotheses, the F-test was used. The 
information appears in tables 5.19 to 5.28. 
5.6.2.1 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 1 
There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive, average and negative perceptions with regard to the factor THE 
INEVITABLE. 
In order to test this null hypothesis an F-test was carried out. The information 
appears in table 5.19. 
TABLE 5.19 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOR: THE INEVITABLE 
-GROUP N X s 
1. POSITIVE 10 72.80 18.08 
2. AVERAGE 221 58.57 17.97 
3. NEGATIVE 81 40.40 19.08 
f(2;309J 34,64 p < 0,01 
According to table 5.19 the null hypothesis can be rejected at the one percent 
level of significance. There is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of those pupils with positive, average and negative perceptions with 
regard to the factor THE INEVITABLE. 
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In order to determine between which groups significant differences exist, t·values 
were calculated. The information appears in table 5.20. 
TABLE 5.20 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GROUPS: THE INEVITABLE 
GROUPS DIFFERENCE T-VALUE p 
BETWEEN MEANS 
1·2 14.23 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
1·3 32.40 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
2·3 18.17 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
According to table 5.20 there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with positive, average and negative perceptions with 
regard to the factor THE INEVITABLE. Those pupils who have positive perceptions 
with regard to this factor have a significantly higher mean f72.80J than those 
with average perceptions f58.57J. Also those pupils who have positive perceptions 
have a significantly higher mean f72.80J than those pupils who have negative 
perceptions f40.40J. In addition those pupils who have an average perception 
have a significantly higher mean f58.57J than those pupils with a negative 
perception f40.40J. 
This indicates that those pupils who have positive perceptions about THE 
INEVITABLE achieved significantly higher academic results than those pupils who 
have average or negative perceptions. Also those pupils who have average 
perceptions achieved significantly higher academic results than those who have 
negative perceptions. This is in accordance with Skard & Husen's view f1962:62J 
that positive perceptions are associated with subjective happiness, stability and 
soundness leading to higher academic achievement whereas negative perceptions 
manifests itself in ill-health resulting in poor academic performance. Jersild 
f1963:35J, Wigfield & Karpathian f1991:242J and steinberg f1993:52J concur with 
these views frefer to subsection 3.2. 7J. 
5.6.2.2 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 2 
There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive, average, or negative perceptions with regard to the factor THE 
ROLE OF REWARDS. 
In order to test this null hypothesis, the F·test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.21. 
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TABLE 5.21 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOR: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
GROUP N x s 
1. POSITIVE 12 50.92 17.96 
2. AVERAGE 230 57.60 19.47 
3. NEGATIVE 70 44.07 19.35 
F(2;309J = 13,25; P < 0,01 
According to table 5.21 the null hypothesis can be rejected at the one percent 
level of significance. There is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of those pupils with positive, average and negative perceptions with 
regard to the factor THE ROLE OF REWARDS. 
In order to determine between which groups differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. This information appears in table 5.22 
TABLE 5.22 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
GROUP DIFERRENCE BETWEEN T VALUE p 
MEANS 
2-3 13.52 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
1-3 6.84 t < 2,4 p > 0,05 
1-2 6.68 t < 2,4 p > 0,05 
According to Table 5.22 there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with average and negative perceptions with regard to the 
factor THE ROLE OF REWARDS. Those pupils with an average perception with 
regard to this factor have a significantly higher mean 157.60J than those with 
negative perceptions f44.07J. 
This indicates that pupils who have an average perception about THE ROLE OF 
REWARDS achieved significantly better results than those with negative 
perceptions. 
This could suggest that pupils with average perceptions of THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
are not wholly dependent on rewards; are intrinsically motivated thus resulting 
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in increased learning rates. The findings obtained are in keeping with other 
researchers. Morgan et. a/. f1986:285J state that people in whom the need for 
achievement is strong, seek to become accomplished and improve task 
performance. Gottfried f1990:525J has revealed that children with a higher level 
of academic motivation tend to show significantly higher school achievement and 
more favourable perceptions about their academic competence. 
on the other hand, setting goals that are unrealistically high and unattainable 
may de-motivate a child resulting in feelings of hopelessness and futility (Kolesnik, 
1970:334). such children develop negative perceptions about the role of rewards 
and as they receive more negative feedback this has a negative effect on their 
ability to learn rconger, 1991:337) rrefer to subsection 3.2.6J. 
5.6.2.3 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 3 
There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive, average or negative perceptions with regard to the factor SCHOOL 
AND SCHOOLING. 
In order to test this null hypothesis, the F-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.23. 
TABLE 5.23 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOR: SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING 
-GROUP N X s 
1.POSIT/VE 13 62.85 17.63 
2.AVERAGE 230 56.99 19.48 
3.NEGATIVE 69 43.77 19.28 
Ff2;309J = 13,68 ; P<0,01 
According to table 5.23 the null hypothesis can be rejected at the one percent 
level of significance. There is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with positive, average and negative perceptions with 
regard to the factor SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. 
tn order to determine between which groups differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. The information appears in table 5.24. 
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TABLE 5.24 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS: SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING 
GROUP DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T VALUE p 
MEANS 
1·3 19.07 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
2·3 13.21 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
1-2 5.85 t < 2,4 p > 0,05 
According to table 5.24 there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with positive and negative and an average and negative 
perception with regard to the factor SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. Those pupils with 
positive perceptions have a significantly higher mean f62.85J than those with 
negative perceptions (43. 77J. In addition those pupils with average perceptions 
have a significantly higher mean f56.99J than those with negative perceptions 
(43.77). 
This indicates that those pupils who have positive perceptions about SCHOOL AND 
SCHOOLING achieved significantly better academic results than those pupils with 
negative perceptions. Also, those pupils with average perceptions with regard 
to this factor achieved significantly better academic results than those pupils 
with negative perceptions. 
Previous research in this area has yielded similar results. Findings from previous 
research confirms that better achievement was consistently related to positive 
perceptions of classrooms and the school (Fraser 1989:315), Bredemeier f1976:193J; 
Papalia & Olds f1993:530J. According to Jersild f1963:328J pupils who have 
negative perceptions about the classroom and school are less eager about things 
that belong to the school, are more inclined to complain and are more 
interested in recess periods and in social activities. fRefer to subsection 3.2.3J. 
5.6.2.4 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 4 
There is no significant difference between the academic achievement of pupils 
with positive, average or negative perceptions with regard to the factor 
TEACHERS AND PARENTS. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F·test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.25. 
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TABLE 5.25 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE FACTOR : TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
-GROUP N X s 
1.POSITIVE 12 63.50 25.19 
2.AVERAGE 226 55.82 20.83 
3.NEGATIVE 74 48.19 15.40 
Ff2;309J = 5,45; P < 0,01 
According to table 5.25 the null hypothesis can be rejected at the one percent 
level of significance. There is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of those pupils with positive, average and negative perceptions with 
regard to the factor TEACHERS AND PARENTS. 
In order to determine between which groups differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. The information appears in table 5.26. 
TABLE 5.26 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS: TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
GROUP DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T VALUE p 
MEANS 
1-3 15.31 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
2-3 7.63 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
1-2 7.67 t < 2,4 p > 0,05 
According to table 5.26 there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with a positive and negative perception and those with 
an average and negative perception with regard to the factor TEACHERS AND 
PARENTS. Those pupils with positive perceptions have a significantly higher 
mean f63.50J than those with negative perceptions f48.19J. In addition those 
pupils with average perceptions have a significantly higher mean f55.82J than 
those pupils with negative perceptions f48.19J. 
This indicates that those pupils who have positive perceptions about their 
TEACHERS AND PARENTS achieved significantly better academic results than those 
pupils with negative perceptions. Also those pupils who have average 
perceptions regarding this factor achieved significantly better academic results 
than those pupils who have negative perceptions. 
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These findings are in accordance with the views of Rice f1992;497J who states 
that if the relationshiP between teacher and pupil is personal and if 
communication is deep and expressive, there is strong evidence that teachers are 
important role models and can influence the formation of the adolescent's 
identity, self-concept, self-esteem, goals and aspirations. studies have consistently 
found negative relationships between student achievement and measure of 
teacher criticism, threat, ridicule or punishment (Swick & Steinman, 1975:39J frefer 
to subsection 3.2.9J. Educational achievement can be predicted rather successfully 
by one's perceptions and relationship with one's parents. A positive perception 
characterized by strong parental support is associated with high self-esteem and 
academic success while a negative perception of one's parents is characterized 
by lack of parental support leading to disobedience, aggression, inferiority, low 
self-esteem and poor academic results. fRice, 1992:107J, Wadkar (1989:9J, Ryan & 
Deci (1991:509J (refer to subsection 3.2.8J. 
5.6.2.5 TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS 1WO 
There is no significant difference between the academic. achievement of pupils 
with an overall positive, average or negative perception. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the total score of the perception test was 
taken into consideration. The F-test was used to determine the difference 
between the average academic performance of the three groups mentioned. 
The information appears in table 5.27. 
TABLE 5.27 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AND PERCEPTION 
GROUP N X s 
1.POSIT/VE 11 65.55 23.56 
2.AVERAGE 226 58.82 18.65 
3.NEGATIVE 75 39.07 16.02 
F(2;309J = 35.19; P < 0,01 
According to table 5.27 the null hypothesis can be rejected at the one percent 
level of significance. There is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of pupils with an overall positive, average or negative perception. 
In order to determine between which groups differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. The information appears in table 5.28. 
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TABLE 5.28 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE GROUPS 
GROUP DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T VALUE p 
MEANS 
1·3 26.47 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
2-3 19.75 t > 2,4 p < 0,05 
1-2 6.72 t < 2,4 p > 0,05 
According to table 5.28 there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of those pupils with an overall positive perception and an overall 
negative perception. Also, there is a significant difference between the academic 
achievement of those pupils with an overall average perception and an overall 
negative perception. Those pupils with an overall positive perception achieved 
a significantly higher mean t65.55J than those with an overall negative 
perceptions t39.07J. In addition those pupils with overall average perceptions 
achieved a significantly higher mean t58.82J than those with overall negative 
perceptions t39.07J. 
This indicates that those pupils with positive perceptions achieved significantly 
better academic results than those pupils with negative perceptions. Also, those 
pupils with average perceptions achieved significantly better academic results than 
those pupils with negative perceptions. 
This can be attributed to the fact that pupils with positive or average 
perceptions are more confident, feel better about themselves and perceive the 
school, teachers and parents in a more pleasant light than those pupils with 
negative perceptions. consequently, such pupils have better self-concepts and 
a higher self-esteem. 
These findings concur with the views of several researchers. Research supports 
a positive relationship between the level of self-esteem and academic 
achievement tBagley, 1989:78; Atherley, 1990:225). Jersild t1963.10J, trefer to 
paragraph 3.1J, Gordon t1975;393J and Hamachek t1990:321J, trefer to subsection 
3.2.7J, found that positive perceptions are consistent with higher academic results. 
Positive perceptions result in a positive self-concept. Research has consistently 
demonstrated a significant relationship between a positive self-concept and high 
academic achievement tGage & Berliner f1992;159J Skard & Husen t1962;62J Wigfield 
& Karpathian t1991;24J A negative self-concept results in feelings of worthlessness 
tMouly, 1973:89), a perception of oneself as a failure tHamachek, 1990:316J, and 
poor academic results tMou/y, 1973:89) trefer to subsection 3.2.7J. 
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5.6.3 HYPOTHESIS THREE 
With regard to hypothesis 3 in paragraph 4.2.3 the following null hypothesis was 
tested. 
There is no significant difference between the perceptions of standards 6,7,8,9 
and 10 pupils. 
In order to test this hypothesis, several sub-hypotheses were stated with regard 
to the four factors identified by means of factor analysis. 
In order to test each of these sub-hypotheses an analysis of variance was carried 
out. The information appears in tables 5.29 to 5.35. 
5.6.3.1 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 1 
There is no significant difference in the perception of standard 6,7,8,9 and 10 
pupils with regard to the factor THE INEVITABLE. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.29. 
TABLE 5.29 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS IN DIFFERENT STANDARDS WITH 
REGARD TO THE FACTOR : THE INEVITABLE 
STANDARD N X SD 
6 69 32.03 9.44 
7 56 29.11 8.09 
8 64 28.44 6.52 
9 63 29.73 4.91 
10 60 27.60 6.02 
Ff4,307J 3,56; p < 0,01 
on the basis of the above information contained in table 5.29 the null hypothesis 
can be rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the perception of standards 6,7,8,9 and 10 pupils with regard to 
the factor THE INEVITABLE. 
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In order to determine between which standards differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. These values appear in table 5.30. 
TABLE 5.30 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE IN PERCEPTION OF PUPILS IN THE DIFFERENT 
STANDARDS WITH REGARD TO THE FACTOR: THE INEVffABLE 
STANDARD DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T VALUE SIGNIFICANCE 
MEANS 
6-8 * 3.59 t > 2,82 p > 0,05 
6-10 * 4.42 t > 2,82 p > 0,05 
*The difference between the other standards were insignificant. 
There is a significant difference in the perception of standard 6 and standard 
8 pupils. standard 6 pupils have a significantly higher mean (32.03J than standard 
8 pupils f28.44J. The same applies to standard 6 and standard 10 pupils. 
Standard 6 pupils have a significantly higher mean f32.03J than standard 10 pupils 
f27.60J. It seems that as children progress in standards (from 6 to 10J their 
perception with regard to THE INEVITABLE changes. They become more inclined 
to perceive in a more positive way and are confident of overcoming obstacles 
that they may face. 
These findings are in accordance with the views of other researchers. According 
to Fraser f1989;315J student learning is co-determined by age, ability and 
motivation (refer to subsection 3.2.3J. The child gradually and progressively learns 
to perceive just who he is and what his abilities are. The child's home-culture 
determines or shapes the perceptions he forms. A study by Brantlinger f1990:307-
317J has revealed that students from the tow-income families perceive school 
negatively as they cannot fit into the middle-class pattern of school life. As the 
child matures, he has social mobility aspirations, adapts more readily to the 
school culture, finds greater acceptance among his peers and teachers and 
consequently does better rcordon, 1975;192J. rrefer to subsection 3.2.10J. 
5.6.3.2 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 2 
There is no significant difference in the perception of standards 6, 7, 8, 9 and 
10 pupils with regard to the factor THE ROLE OF REWARDS. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F·test was used. The information appears 
in table 5.31. 
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TABLE 5.31 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS IN DIFFERENT STANDARDS WITH 
REGARD TO THE FACTOR: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
-STANDARD N X SD 
6 69 22.41 4.75 
7 56 22.59 3.61 
8 64 22.80 3.54 
9 63 22.06 4.10 
10 60 20.50 4.35 
Ff4,307J = 3,02; P < 0,01 
on the basis of the above information contained in table 5.31 the null hypothesis 
can be rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the perceptions of standards 6,7,8,9 and 10 pupils with regard to 
the factor THE ROLE OF REWARDS. 
tn order to determine between which standards differences exist, t-values were 
calculated. The results appear in table 5.32. 
TABLE 5.32 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE IN PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS IN THE DIFFERENT 
STANDARDS WITH REGARD TO THE FACTOR: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
GROUP DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T VALUE SIGNIFICANCE 
MEANS 
8·10* 2.30 t < 2,82 p > 0,05 
*The differences between the other standards were insignificant. 
According to table 5.31 there is a significant difference in the perception of 
standard 8 and 10 pupils with regard to the factor the ROLE OF REWARDS. The 
standard eight pupils have a significantly higher mean (22.80) than the standard 
10 pupils (20.50J. It seems as if standard 8 pupils do not perceive rewards to 
be a strong motivating factor in academic achievement. Standard ten pupils, on 
the other hand, may have more positive perceptions about the role of rewards 
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and may perceive rewards such as social recognition and status as being very 
important. They may feel this way due to the fact that they are so close to 
determining their own careers. 
This conclusion is supported by research findings. combs, Richards & Richards 
f1988;132J state that in the course of a person's growth and development certain 
aspects of his perceptual field become differentiated from the rest of the field 
because they satisfy need frefer to subsection 3.2.5J. No two individuals may have 
the same goals. The standard eight pupils may have a yearning for peer 
approval, fun and reaction. They may be chastised very often for their Jack of 
educational accomplishment resulting in a negative attitude to the role of 
rewards and a Jack of interest in their schoolwork. As children mature, their 
need for achievement is strong (Morgan et a/, 1986;285). Children who seek 
success have parents who reward them for their accomplishments (Silverman, 
1985;295). frefer to subsection 3.2.6J. As the standard ten child approaches the 
crucial matric exam, he may be socialised into believing that educational activities 
are paramount to prestigious adult occupational status. Thus the child is 
motivated to do well and perceives the role of rewards in a positive way. 
5.6.3.3 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 3 
There is no significant difference in the perceptions of standard 6,7,8,9 and 10 
pupils with regard to the factor SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.33. 
TABLE 5.33 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS IN DIFFERENT STANDARDS WITH 
REGARD TO THE FACTOR: SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING 
STANDARD N X SD 
6 69 33.28 7.92 
7 56 32.04 6.58 
8 64 32.86 7.07 
9 63 34.43 6.57 
10 60 34.85 7.21 
Ff4,307J = 1,55; p > 0,05 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.33 the null hypothesis cannot 
be rejected. There is no significant difference between any two standards with 
regard to the factor SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. 
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Previous research in this area has yielded conflicting results. In psychological 
studies of educational performance, academic achievement was seen to be 
typically related to measures of ability and attitudes rMarjoribanks, 1987;171). Each 
child according to Jersild (1963;10J, perceives the school in his own way based 
on his level of maturity and perceptual development. Ford f1992;130J indicates 
that students' perceptions of social, psychological and cultural variables are linked 
directly to their academic achievement rrefer to subsection 3.1J. 
5.6.3.4 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 4 
There is no significant difference in the perceptions of standards 6,7,8,9 and 10 
pupils with regard to the factor TEACHERS AND PARENTS. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.34. 
TABLE 5.34 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF PUPILS IN DIFFERENT STANDARDS WITH 
REGARD TO THE FACTOR: TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
-STANDARD N X SD 
6 69 34.00 6.47 
7 56 32.43 5.08 
8 64 35.38 6.20 
9 63 34.19 4.81 
10 60 33.52 6.22 
Ff4,307J = 2,03; P > 0,05 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.34 the null hypothesis cannot 
be rejected. There is no significant difference between any two standards with 
regard to the factor TEACHERS AND PARENTS. 
Previous research in this area has yielded conflicting results. Rice f1992;408J 
found that with increasing age, adolescents tend to perceive teachers and 
parents as being of lesser importance than their peers rrefer to subsection 3.2.5J. 
As adolescents mature, their desire for acceptance may be so strong that adult 
approval and any motive that may have been stressed by adults prior to the 
period of adolescence may be rejected as they seek affiliation with their peers 
fRice, f1992:407J; conger f1991:355J. rRefer to subsection 3.2.4J. 
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5.6.3.5 TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS THREE 
There is no significant difference between the general perceptions of pupils in 
the different standards (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10J. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the F-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.35. 
TABLE 5.35 
F-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE IN THE GENERAL PERCEPTION OF PUPILS IN THE 
DIFFERENT STANDARDS 
-STANDARD N X SD 
6 69 121.71 22.58 
7 56 116.16 18.97 
8 64 119.47 17.17 
9 63 120.41 13.47 
10 60 116.47 17.88 
F(4,307J = 1, 10; P > 0,05 
on the basis of the information contained in table 5.35 the null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected. There is no significant difference between the general 
perceptions of pupils in standards 6,7,8,9 and 10. 
Previous research in the area has yielded conflicting results. combs f1959:92J and 
Blake & Ramsey (1951:15J have indicated that perceptions are influenced by 
desires, feelings, emotions and needs rrefer to subsection 2.5.7J. Not all children 
develop the same patterns with regard to their goals or needs rcombs, Richards 
& Richards (1988:132) rrefer to subsection 2.5.11J. Thus the perceptions of pupils 
of the different standards are not the same, according to these authors. 
5.6.4 HYPOTHESIS FOUR 
With regard to the hypothesis 4 in paragraph 4.2.4 the following null hypothesis 
was tested. 
There is no significant difference between the perception of boys and girls. 
tn order to test this hypothesis, several sub-hypotheses were stated with regard 
to the four factors identified by means of factor analysis. 
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In order to test each of these sub-hypothesis the t-test was used. The 
information appears in tables 5.36 to· 5.40. 
5.6.4.1 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 1 
There is no significant difference between the perception of boys and girls with 
regard to the factor THE INEVITABLE. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the t-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.36. 
TABLE 5.36 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITH REGARD TO THE 
FACTOR: THE INEVITABLE 
-GROUP N X SD T DF p 
BOYS 178 31.09 7.56 4.70 310 p < 0,01 
GIRLS 134 27.28 6.42 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.36 the null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard to the factor THE 
INEVITABLE. The mean of the boys (31.09J is higher than the girls (27.28J which 
indicates that boys perceive certain factors in the educational situation more 
negatively. A possible reason might be because boys are apt to accept their 
limitations and shortcomings and do not put much effort into improving their 
performance. Girls, on the other hand, may blame their failures on their tack of 
ability and try harder. 
This is in keeping with the finding of researchers such as Hetherington and Parke 
(1986:468J, Davidoff, (1980:338) and Lict, Stader & swenson (1989:253) who found 
that boys· perceptions of their abilities are different from girls. The difference 
however, is that the findings of these researchers reveal that when boys meet 
obstacles in the achievement situation, they tend to buckle down and try harder 
whilst girls exhibit tess confidence and are apt to blame their abilities and feel 
discouraged (refer to paragraph 3.2.1J. In this study however the girls are tess 
inclined to blame their abilities and seem to want to try harder than boys. This 
is perhaps due to the change in times where women's liberation receives a Jot 
of attention and girls are socialised into working hard and striving for the best. 
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5.6.4.2 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 2 
There is no significant difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard 
to the factor THE ROLE OF REWARDS. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the t-test was used. The information appears 
in table 5.37. 
TABLE 5.37 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITH REGARD TO THE 
FACTOR: THE ROLE OF REWARDS 
-GROUP N X SD T DF p 
BOYS 178 22.48 4.17 1.96 310 p < 0,05 
GIRLS 134 21.55 4.11 
on the basis of the information contained in table 5.35 the null hypothesis can 
be rejected at the five percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard to THE ROLE OF 
REWARDS. The mean of boys is higher (22.48J than the girls (21.55J which means 
that boys perceive the role of rewards more negatively compared to the girls. 
A possible reason might be that boys are less dependent on external rewards 
and are more intrinsically motivated. Girls may have a more positive attitude to 
the role of rewards because they are more dependent on external rewards. 
' 
Previous research in the area has yielded conflicting results. According to 
Haralambos & Holborn (1991:284J, Hetherington & Parke (1986:465) and Ornstein & 
Levine (1989:391J traditionally girls were not encouraged to enter high school and 
they were not motivated to achieve much. Girls were not rewarded for their 
educational accomplishments but were encouraged to form social ties (refer to 
subsection 3.2.1J. With the change of status of women today, girls may react 
more positively to the role of rewards for they wish to be rewarded for their 
accomplishments. In the competitive world that girls and boys are cast into, 
girls may yearn for status, social recognition and perhaps even material wealth. 
Boys who have traditionally been rewarded for their educational accomplishments 
may take the rewards for granted and are less eager about the role of rewards. 
According to Rice (1992:249J social pressures for boys increases as they move into 
adolescence and when parents typically pressure boys into obtaining good grades, 
boys react negatively resulting in an adverse effect on their academic results 
(Liebert & Spiegler, 1990:241J (refer to subsection 3.2.11. 
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5.6.4.3 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 3 
There is no significant difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard 
to the factor SCHOOL AND SCHOOLING. 
In order to test this null hypothesis the t-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.38. 
TABLE 5.38 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITH REGARD TO THE 
FACTOR: SCHOOL AND SCHOOUNG 
GROUP N X SD T DF p 
BOYS 178 34.73 6.64 3.56 310 p < 0,01 
GIRLS 134 31.87 7.47 
on the basis of the information contained in table 5.38 the null hypothesis can 
be rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a difference in 
the perception of boys and girls with regard to the factor SCHOOL AND 
SCHOOLING. The mean of boys (34.73J is higher than the mean of girls (31.87J 
which that boys perceive school in a more negative light than girls. A possible 
reason might be that boys are more rebellious than girls; land themselves into 
trouble more often and thus perceive school negatively. 
These findings are in direct contradiction with the findings of other researchers. 
Lee & Lockheed (1990:213J, Rice (1992:249J and Clarizio, craig & Mehrens (1987:51J 
found that boys have a more positive attitude to school than girls rrefer to 
subsection 3.2.1J. According to Clarizio craig & Mehrens (1987:51J boys enjoy a 
lot more academic advantages than girls; have higher expectations of success; 
greater confidence and consequently perceive school positively rrefer to 
subsection 3.2.1J. 
5.6.4.4 SUB-HYPOTHESIS 4 
There is no significant difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard 
to the factor TEACHERS AND PARENTS. 
In order to test this hypothesis the t-test was used. The information appears 
in table 5.39. 
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TABLE 5.39 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS WITH REGARD TO THE 
FACTOR: TEACHERS AND PARENTS 
GROUP N X SD T DF p 
BOYS 178 35.35 5.42 5.06 310 p < 0,01 
-· GIRLS 134 32.08 5.92 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.39 the null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the perception of boys and girls with regard to the factor 
TEACHERS AND PARENTS. The mean of boys (35.35) is higher than the girls (32.08J 
which indicates that boys perceive their parents and teachers more negatively 
compared to girls. A possible reason might be because boys are Jess passive 
and more prone to be labelled as trouble-makers. They therefore react 
negatively to figures of authority. 
This is in accordance with the views of Metcalf & Gaier f1987:922J and Liebert & 
Spiegler f1990:241J who indicate that in upward striving homes boys may perceive 
their parents as overbearing and pushy and consequently perform poorly as they 
are very rebellious. Girls, who are more compliant, react by becoming over-
achievers. Boys from broken homes perceive their home lives negatively, their 
motivation for success becomes weakened and they do poorly. Girls from broken 
homes attain better results as they perceive independence and self-sufficiency as 
being important thus pursuing their studies enthusiastically (Liebert & Spiegler, 
1990:24J frefer to subsection 3.2.1J 
several studies have revealed that a pupil's perceptions of the teacher can 
influence the pupil's identity, self-concept, goals and aspirations (Conger 1991:338; 
Feeney, Christensen & Moravcik, 1987:180J frefer to subsection 3.2.9J. Researchers 
have reported sex differences in perceptions of teacher feedback. Teacher 
criticism and reward results in girls feeling Jess pride in their successes and more 
shame in their response to failure fStipek & Gralinski, 1991:361). Girls blame their 
failures on their abilities whilst boys may blame their failures on their teachers 
(refer to subsection 3.2.1J. 
5.6.4.5 TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS FOUR 
There is no significant difference between the overall perception of boys and 
girls. 
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In order to test this null hypothesis the t-test was used. The information 
appears in table 5.40. 
TABLE 5.40 
T-TEST ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTION OF BOYS AND GIRLS 
GROUP N X SD I DF e 
BOYS 178 123.65 17.09 5.4 310 P<0,01 
GIRLS 134 112.78 18.15 
on the basis of the above information in table 5.40 the null hypothesis can be 
rejected at the one percent level of significance. There is a significant 
difference in the overall perception of boys and girls. The mean of boys f123.65J 
is higher than the girls f112.78J which indicates that boys have more negative 
perceptions than girls. A possible reason might be that boys are Jess tolerant 
than girls about negative experiences. Girls are more tolerant and sensitive than 
boys thus resulting in more positive perceptions. 
These findings concur with the findings of several other researchers to a certain 
extent in that the perception of boys and girls differ. Haralambos & Holborn 
f1991:284J, Ornstein & Levine f1989:391J and Stipek & cralinski f1991:367J have all 
indicated that girls have lower perceptions of success than boys due to the sex-
role stereotyping that begins in infancy rrefer to subsections 3.2.1 and 2.5.11). 
This study, however, has revealed that the perception of girls to the educational 
situation is positive whilst boys perceptions are negative. This is a dramatic 
change from the age-old premise that boys respond more favourably to school 
than girls. 
5. 7 CONCLUSION 
An item analysis was carried out for each section of the questionnaire. No 
items were left out from the questionnaire. 
The reliability of the questionnaire was determined by calculating the alpha 
coefficient for each section. It ranges from 0,65 to 0,86. 
Norms for the questionnaire were established by converting the raw scores into 
stanines. In this way the following groups were created: those with positive, 
average and negative perceptions. 
The following conclusions were arrived at after testing of the hypotheses: 
5.7.1 There is a significant correlation between perception and achievement. 
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5.7.2 There is a significant difference between the academic achievement of 
pupils with positive perceptions and those with negative perceptions. 
5. 7.3 There is no significant difference between the overall perception of 
standards 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 pupils. 
5.7.4 There is a significant difference between the perception of boys and 
girls. 
The recommendations and shortcomings of the research study will be discussed 
in chapter six. 
CHAPTER SIX 
FINDINCS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the teaching situation it has been found that some pupils excel at school; are 
confident and happy whilst others perform poorly and seem to be misfits in the 
general pattern of school life. It was observed that pupils' perceptions 
determined their attitude to school and their academic results. This observation 
merited further research and has thus given rise to this study. The aim of the 
study is to determine the effect of perception on the academic achievement of 
secondary school pupils. The aim of chapter six is to indicate whether this 
investigation has provided answers to the initial statement of the problem. 
The academic growth of a pupil is a continual two-way traffic with his context -
his perceptions of himself, his parents, teachers, syllabii, school, curricular, home 
environment, friends and his prejudices and myths. Even when a pupil's frame 
of mind is conditioned, it seems that his academic achievement could at least 
be partially influenced by his audience and setting. 
The findings of this research, though limited, and the studies upon which it is 
based have serious implications for all adults who parent or work with 
adolescents. The study has conveyed the need to understand pupils' perceptions. 
The main findings and conclusions of the study are discussed in this final 
chapter. Proposals to further enhance academic achievement is suggested. 
These proposals are tentative and require further investigation. 
6.2 FINDINGS 
1J A trace of the historical roots of perception and sensation as well 
as the study of the various theories of perception has led to the 
finding that sensation and perception are separate but intertwined 




There is a strong relationship between perception, learning and 
thinking (refer to subsection 2.6J. 
The concepts of perception, attention and consciousness are 
intimately related (refer to subsection 2.7J. 
Findings from the literature study and the empirical investigation 
reveal a reciprocal relationship between academic achievement and 
perception; perception affects achievement and vice versa (refer to 













several factors influence academic achievement. These are gender, 
the curriculum, the school/classroom climate, the peer group, needs, 
motivation, self-concept and self-esteem, family background, the 
teacher and social class (refer to subsections 3.2.1 - 3.2. 10J. 
It has also been found that pupils who had average and positive 
perceptions about factors such as their ability, gender and their 
culture achieve better results than those pupils with negative 
perceptions (refer to subsection 5.6.2.1). 
Pupils who have an average or positive perception about the role 
of rewards achieve significantly better results than those pupils who 
perceive rewards in a negative light (refer to subsection 5.6.2.2). 
Pupils who have positive perceptions about school and perceive 
school as a rewarding experience achieve better academic results 
(refer to subsection 5.6.2.3J. 
It was also evident that positive perceptions on the part of the 
pupils towards their parents and teachers, resulted in better 
academic achievement (refer to subsection 5.6.2.4J. 
The perceptions of standard 6 and 8 pupils differed considerably 
with regard to their perceptions about their ability, gender and 
culture i.e. the factor termed THE INEVITABLE (refer to subsection 
5.6.3.1J. standard 6 pupils have negative perceptions. 
The empirical investigation also revealed that standard 8 pupils 
perceived rewards in a negative light compared to standard 10 
pupils (refer to subsection 5.6.3.2J 
Gender differences in perceptions was most evident in the study. 
Boys had more negative perceptions about their abilities than girls 
(refer to subsection 5.6.4.1J. 
Girls perceived rewards more positively than boys (refer to 
subsection 5.6.4.2J. 
The study also revealed that boys exhibited negative perceptions 
about school whilst girls had positive perceptions about the school 
situation (refer to subsection 5.6.4.3J. This was a direct contradiction 
of the literature study which revealed that boys and not girls 
perceive school positively (refer to subsection 3.2.1J. 
Girls, the study demonstrated, have more positive perceptions about 
their parents and teachers. Boys perceived parents and teachers 











It can be concluded that as perception and academic achievement 
influence each other so strongly, the change in one will inevitably 
result in the change of the other. The present study however was 
not designed to determine which of these effects is larger or more 
significant. 
Those pupils who do have positive perceptions about their abilities, 
gender and culture inevitably will have high self-concepts. The 
literature study and empirical investigation has led to the conclusion 
that those pupils with high self-concepts achieve better academic 
results. 
It has been noted that pupils who have positive perceptions about 
the role of rewards perceive achievement as a goal worthy of 
striving towards as they receive positive feedback and are praised 
and recognised for their efforts. 
It has become quite clear through the literature and empirical 
investigation that pupils will work well in an environment that is 
condusive to their well-being and that they will gravitate towards 
a situation that they like whilst resisting a situation that they 
perceive as unpleasant. 
It can also be concluded that teachers and parents are the most 
significant role players in the adolescent's life and their contribution 
may either enhance or retard academic achievement. If a pupil 
perceives these significant others as making a major contribution to 
his growth and development, he may respond by reciprocating this 
feeling by trying to do well to please them or they may become 
his role-models. 
An important conclusion that has been arrived at is that if a pupil 
has a positive or average perception, he will inevitably attain good 
results. The experience of something positive; if the situation in 
which one is placed conveys the positive perception of a feeling of 
belonging, where one has a meaningful function, then it results in 
a feeling of self-worth which promotes academic achievement. 
The standard six pupils' negative perceptions can be attributed to 
them being more inclined to accept their weaknesses. They tend 
to be more playful and do not have the same attitude towards 
their studies as their standard eight counterparts. Also, the 







high school in which they feel intimidated may take its toll. 
The matric pupils have more positive perceptions about the role of 
rewards than the standard eight pupils because the matric year is 
such a crucial one in their lives and all adults constantly remind 
them about the values of a good education and career. Parents, 
in an effort to get their children to do well, may also reward them 
more often. Thus these pupils are motivated both intrinsically and 
extrinsically to attain better results at school. 
Based on the information from the empirical study it can be 
concluded that boys are more inclined to accept their shortcomings 
and do not trv hard to overcome them. Girls are more confident 
and have positive perceptions because in the new era of the 
liberated woman, girls realise the need to be educated and to think 
positively about themselves. 
Girls are more inclined to accept that rewards are important and 
thus strive towards the attainment of these rewards through 
educational accomplishments. They have come to realise the value 
of academic education in ensuring financial independence. 
Girls, it can be concluded, perceive their teachers and parents 
positively because girls are brought up to be more sentimental, 
emotional and caring. Thus they react positively to the significant 
others in their lives. 
on the basis of the interpretation of the results it can be deduced 
that boys have overall negative perceptions compared to girls. The 
school situation for boys is perceived negatively and this is definitely 
not condusive to their well-being. It is hardly realistic to expect 
every situation that one finds oneself in to be pleasant but one 
must take into account that schools were established for the sake 
of pupils who spend a considerable amount of time in there with 
their peers and teachers. Thus in order for students to attain good 
academic results, they need to feel a sense of belonging and 
acceptance by teachers, parents, peers and society at large. 
6.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.4.1 THE INDIVIDUAL/SAT/ON OF EDUCATION 
Since perception and academic achievement are interconnected, it is vital that 
more emphasis be placed on pupils' perceptions. considering that the findings 
are consistent with a picture of positive perceptions and high academic 
achievement, fostering positive perceptions is clearly desirable. This can be done 
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by re-introducing a culture of learning that focuses on "who" rather than "what". 
Educators should place emphasis on who the pupil is; what his weaknesses and 
strengths are; where he is coming from and going to. An attempt should be 
made to find the perfect balance between academic education and the pupil as 
an individual. The pupils as individuals are. forgotten and in the haste to get 
work done a pupil either has to struggle to keep up or gets lost in the 
process. It is time for pupils to be recognised in their individual capacities and 
this will no doubt promote a feeling of self-worth thus resulting in better 
academic achievement. 
6.4.2 FAITH IN HIMSELF/HERSELF 
Pupils should be taught that their abilities or lack of it should not be the sole 
criterion for determining their academic achievements. It shoUld be their 
perceptions of themselves that needs to be taken into account. They should 
be taught they can and will rather than they can't and won't. With a positive 
perception of himself spurred on by sheer determination, any pupil will overcome 
any limitations, shortcomings or obstacles that stand in his path. Educators 
should influence the pupil to believe in himself and this can only occur by the 
educators themselves believing in the strength of pupils. 
6.4.3 PROVISION OF POSITIVE FEEDBACK 
Without doubt the role of rewards in promoting academic achievement is 
unquestionable. Rewards should be just that --- rewards. An over-emphasis on 
the role of rewards detracts from the simple pleasure of learning and results in 
negative perceptions. Rewards should be used wisely and constructively in 
complimenting a pupil for his efforts and in encouraging him to attain goals that 
are within his reach. Teachers should ensure that they use constructive rather 
than destructive criticism. Although a pupil may not excel in certain academic 
tasks, he should be given credit for trying and all pupils intellectually orientated 
or otherwise should be recognised and made to feel worthwhile. Real gains in 
academic achievement is likely to be facilitated through a combination of 
attainment, positive feedback and recognition of one's abilities by peers, 
educators and family. 
6.4.4 FEEUNG AT HOME IN SCHOOL 
The primary focus of schools is the pupils and it is their well-being in the first 
place which should attract attention. The possibilities of a pupil in finding his 
place at school, experiencing pleasure in the company of the management staff, 
teachers and pupils and in doing his work is of fundamental importance. The 
quality of experience of the pupil at school not only affects his development but 
may lastingly influence the formation of his basic attitude pattern. It is essential 
that each pupil be exposed to and participate in pupil activities. In this way 
pupils should be able to progress towards better academic results more easily. 
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It is of special importance for each pupil to participate in a representative 
spectrum of pupil activities. 
6.4.5 THE MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN PARENTS, TEACHERS AND PUPILS 
Teachers and parents should become more aware of their perceptions and 
attitudes towards children. Teachers and parents perceptions of pupils are 
inevitably conveyed to the pupils themselves and pupils behave accordingly. The 
complete and optimum academic development of the pupil results with educative 
teaching partnership between parents and teachers. Regular and effective two-
way communcation between school and the home is needed to bind the various 
components of this partnership into a closely knit unit for the mutual exchange 
of information regarding the child. 
The exchange of information between parent and teacher should be such that 
the pupil perceives that both parties are working towards his mutual benefit. 
If the pupil perceives that parents and teachers care about him and have faith 
in his academic accomplishments, he will inevitably strive to do better. 
6.4.6 A HEALTHY BALANCE BETWEEN WORK AND PLAY 
For a pupil to have positive perceptions he needs to feel a sense of well-being 
at home and in school. school means more than work. It includes contact 
with others on ·the way to and from school, in the school-yard, and in the 
classroom. If a pupil is made to perceive school life as pleasant, he will 
eventually come to perceive school work as interesting. This can be done by 
adjusting the programme of the school to the different characteristics and needs 
of the pupils as well as a de-emphasis of the disproportionate emphasis on the 
theoritical and intellectual aspects of school. Equal attention should be given 
to the experiences, emotions, personal activities and social activities of pupils. 
If a pupil likes school he will be more academically motivated. The same can 
be said about the pupil's home life. Parents tend to over-emphasize academic 
achievement and neglect the total development of the pupil. Parents should 
show a keen interest in all facets of a child's life and should at the same time 
play a significant role in the educational development of a child. Parents should 
work alongside the child in developing his academic potential rather than 
standing back and criticising the child unnecessarily or not caring at all. 
6.4.7 ENCOURAGING THE JUNIOR SECONDARY PUPILS 
The pupils in the junior secondary phase, especially those in standard six, need 
to be encouraged to perceive that they are capable of overcoming their 
apparent limitations. The pupils need to be taught that they can manipulate 
any situation to their own advantage. It is important that such perceptions be 
instilled at junior secondary level for this has far reaching consequences. 
Educational intervention strategies geared to raise academic achievement would 
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probably be more likely to succeed if they were to focus on enhancement of 
academic self-concept. 
6.4.8 THE VALUE OF EDUCATION 
All pupils irrespective of their ages or standards should be made to realise and 
perceive the rewards of good resUlts. The pupils in the junior phase are more 
playful and do not perceive the role of rewards as being important as they are 
not as interested in their school-work. This perception should be changed. 
Pupils must be taught the value of schooling and the fact that learning, which 
could be fun, is a reward in itself. They should be made increasingly aware of 
the highly competitive world that they live in and the competition and need to 
attain good results. This can be taught to them by means of play and 
although they should be made to realise the rewards of a good education at 
school, undue pressure should never be put on pupils. 
6.4.9 EQUAL FOCUS ON BOYS AND GIRLS 
Equal attention should be given to boys and girls. Boys should be praised and 
rewarded so that their confidence is raised and they begin to perceive their own 
abilities positively. School activities and the curriculum should revolve around 
boys and girls developing positive self-concepts. This can be done by ensuring 
that each pupil makes a positive contribution to the lesson and in giving all 
pupils a task, no matter how small, so that they feel worthwhile in helping to 
manage the classroom activities. Collecting the books or even presenting a 
seminar or talk would be beneficial to the pupil. 
6.4.10 PRAISE RATHER THAN SCOW 
Boys need to perceive rewards more positively. This could be done by the 
teacher not chastising the pupil but praising him. consideration should be given 
to the needs of boys and they should be rewarded for their sporting activities 
or competence at football. If boys are given the necessary attention and are 
made to feel worthwhile by positive feedback they will become achievement· 
motivated. 
6.4.11 INTELLECTUAL STIMUlATION OF BOYS 
Every attempt should be made to re-insti/1 in boys the positive perception of 
schooling shared by their predecessors. This can be done by enhancing the role 
of boys as pupils. Fostering a sense of competence and positive perceptions of 
boys is clearly what is required. Paying heed to the experiences, life-styles and 
needs of boys is important. Boys need to perceive that they are making a 
significant contribution to the efficient running of the school rather than being 
labelled as trouble-makers. Teachers should accept that boys get into trouble 
rather than reprimand them for not aspiring to the ideal student-role. 
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6.4.12 A POSITIVE HEAL THY RELATIONSHIP WITH BOYS 
Parents and teachers need to re-assess their attitudes towards and perceptions 
of boys. These educators should not focus only on morality, behaviour and 
results but should also be helpful, understanding, interested in the welfare of the 
pupil and accept the pupil's opinions. Teachers and parents should be able to 
relate to boys and interact with them not only on an academic level but on a 
personal level as well. 
6.4.13 PROMOTING POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPTS 
In an era that focuses on the empowerment of women, boys seem to be left 
out of the process and are reacting, at school level, by having more negative 
perceptions than girls. The self-concepts of boys should be raised and this will 
result in healthy striving and confidence about the ability to achieve. In a 
society valuing academic achievement, the development of a positive self-concept 
is assisted by perceiving oneself as having traits of competence. Boys need role 
models who both exemplify and value competence. Thus the teacher and 
parent have important roles to play in this regard. 
6.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY. 
There were two limitations identified in the study. These were as follows:-
6.5.1 The research study was conducted at only one school. This could 
affect both the size of the sample and the reliability of the study. 
The sample may have been too small to be directly applicable to 
all pupils at other schools; it may not be representative of all south 
African pupils. Due to the study being limited to only one school, 
the reliability may also be questioned. 
6.5.2 The other problem was that a colleague had to translate the 
questions into Zulu for those pupils who experienced difficulty in 
comprehending the English language. The translation may not have 
been exactly as the questions were phrased and this would 
inevitably prejudice the responses. 
6.6 POSSIBILITIES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The empirical investigation has revealed that pupils with negative perceptions 
achieved poor academic results. Further research could be done to ascertain 
how negative perceptions could be changed to positive perceptions. such 
research could, lead to pupils with negative perceptions changing their 
perceptions and consequently attaining better academic results. 
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P1 
II PERCEPTION QUESTIONNAIRE II 
Dear Pupil 
1 am currently engaged in a study to find out why some pupils seem 
to do well at school and are happy, while others constantly do badly 
and are unhappy at school 
You could provide valuable insight into this problem by completing 
this questionnaire. It should only take a few minutes of your time 
and your co-operation will be greatly appreciated. 
REMEMBER 
1) This is not a test but a questionnaire. There are no right or 
wrong answers. Your answer is the right one. 
2) consider each statement on its own and evaluate it according 
to the first feeling you experience on reading it. 
3) Respond to each statement by indicating the extent to your 
agreement or disagreement. Mark the appropriate block and 
transfer the number to the block on the right-hand side. 
4) Remember that this is a confidential questionnaire and that 
nobody besides you will know what your answers are. 





This questionnaire consists of two sections. In section A you furnish 
information about yourself by writing the number alongside the 
statement you have chosen in the square on the right. In section 
B you estimate on a four point scale to what extent the statement 
applies to you. You then fill in the number applicable to you in the 




If you mark 4, it means that the statement fully applies to you and 
you agree entirely with it. If you mark number 1, it means that the 
statement does not apply to you and that you disagree totally with 
it. 
PLEASE TURN THE PAGE 
P3 
SECTION A 
supply the following particulars regarding yourself by filling in the number next to the 




II (C01) II 
2. AGE 
FILL IN YOUR AGE UN YEARS) IN THE BLOCK PROVIDED. 
IDI 
<co2-C03) II 
3. PARENT'S MARITAL STATUS 
MARRIED 1 
DIVORCED BUT NOT REMARRIED 2 
DIVORCED AND REMARRIED 3 
NEVER MARRIED 4 
MOTHER WIDOWED 5 
FATHER WIDOWED 6 
MOTHER WIDOWED AND REMARRIED 7 
FATHER WIDOWED AND REMARRIED 8 
II II 
<co4J 
4. FATHER'S OCCUPATION 
ARTISAN <EG. CARPENTER, PAINTER ETCl 1 
CLERICAL 2 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 3 
PROFESSIONAL <EG. DOCTOR, LAWYER ETCJ 4 
TECHNICAL <EG. COMPUTER TECHNICIAN> 5 
SELF-EMPLOYED 6 
UNEMPLOYED 7 





5. MOTHER'S OCCUPATION 
ARTISAN 1 
CLERICAL/SECRETARIAL 2 
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 3 




MOTHER ABSENT FROM HOME 8 
OTHER 9 
6. FILL IN THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN IN YOUR FAMILY. 




ON L '/ Cl-\ I LD 










9. YOUR AGGREGATE PERCENTAGE OBTAINED IN YOUR JUNE 1995 














consider each statement carefully and answer as honestly as you can. Indicate your 
preference by means of the code number indicated on the scale. Place code numbers 









To help you along, so that you do not forget the code, the code will be given toyou at 
the end of each page. 








3. TEACHERS EXPECT BEITER RESULTS FROM BOYS THAN FROM GIRLS. 
II (C16l II 




5. IT IS MORE IMPORTANT FOR BOYS TO DO WELL AT SCHOOL AS THEY ARE 




6. CERTAIN SUBJECTS OFFERED IN SCHOOLS IS MEANT TO BE TAKEN BY 
BOYS AND CERTAIN SUBJECTS BY GIRLS. FOR EXAMPLE BOYS ARE 




KEY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
P6 
7. PUPILS, WHOSE PARENTS CHECK ON THEIR SCHOOLWORK EVERY DAY, 
BECOME FRUSTRATED AND PERFORM BADLY AT SCHOOL. 
II (C20> II 
8. GIRLS ARE NOT EXPECTED TO ENTER PROFESSIONS SUCH AS 
ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND MEDICINE. 
II (C21) II 
9. FOR GIRLS ENTRY INTO COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY IS IMPORTANT 








11. THE CURRICULUM DOES NOT ALLOW FOR ONE'S INDEPENDENT THOUGHTS 
AND IDEAS. 
II (C24) II 
12. IF A PARENT DISLIKES A SUBJECT, A CHILD WILL DO SO AS WELL. 
II 
<c25) II 
13. A CHILD WHO CHOOSES THE SCIENCE COURSES, IS AN INTELLIGENT 
CHILD. 
II {C26) II 
14. EVEN IF ONE TRIED HARD, ONE WILL NEVER UNDERSTAND MUCH OF 
WHAT IS TAUGHT AT SCHOOL. 
II 
<c27) II 
15. THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE CLASSROOM PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN 
DETERMINING HOW ONE PERFORMS ACADEMICALLY. 
II II {(28) 
KEY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
16. PUPILS WHO DO NOT ABIDE BY THE SCHOOL RULES ARE REJECTED 
BY THE STAFF AND BY OTHER PUPILS. 
17. IT IS IMPORTANT TO BE ACCEPTED AT SCHOOL TO BE SUCCESSFUL. 
18. ONE ACHIEVES BETTER RESULTS IN A SMALL SCHOOL THAN A 
LARGER ONE. 
19. PUPILS IN SCHOOLS THAT ARE MORE ACADEMICALLY-ORIENTATED 
PRODUCE BETTER RESULTS. 
20. IF THE SUBJECT MATTER IS NOT INTERESTING, THE TEACHER 
IS TO BE BLAMED. 
21. THE ATTITUDE OF THE TEACHERS AND THE PRINCIPAL 
DETERMINES HOW WELL ONE DOES AT SCHOOL. 
22. CERTAIN PUPILS AT SCHOOL ARE OPENLY REJECTED BY THE 
TEACHERS BECAUSE THE WAY THAT THEY SPEAK, DRESS AND 
BEHAVE IS VERY DIFFERENT FROM THE TEACHERS'. 
23. THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE SCHOOL DEPENDS PRIMARILY ON THE 
ATTITUDE AND OUTLOOK OF THE PRINCIPAL. 
24. ONE COMMUNICATES BETTER WITH ONE'S FRIENDS THAN ONE'S 
PARENTS. 
KEY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
P7 
II (C29) II 
II (C30J II 
II II (C32) 
II (C33) II 
II (C34) II 
II II (C35) 
II (C36> II 
II II (C37) 
P8 
25. ONE ATTENDS SCHOOL IN ORDER TO SATISFY ONE'S PARENTS. 
II II 
<c38) 
26. PUPILS WHO ARE VERY INTELLIGENT FIND IT DIFFICULT TO GET 
A DATE TO GO TO THE CINEMA OR A PARTY. 
II II (C39) 
27. ONE SHOULD COMPETE WITH OTHERS ACADEMICALLY IN ORDER TO 
IMPROVE ONE'S RESULTS. 
28. GIRLS WHO ARE VERY INTELLIGENT ARE OFTEN REJECTED 
BY THEIR FRIENDS. 
II 
<c41) II 
29. ONE SHOULD STUDY HARD AND DO WELL TO GET SOCIAL 




30. FOR A PERSON WHO WANTS TO BECOME A TRADESMAN/WOMAN 
SCHOOL HAS NO VALUE. 
II 
<c43) II 
31. THE "BRAINY" STUDENT USUALLY FINDS IT DIFFICULT TO 




32. DOING WELL AT SCHOOL IS VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE SOCIETY 
PLACES SUCH A GREAT EMPHASIS ON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT. 
II 
!c45) II 
33. ONE SHOULD DO WELL AT SCHOOL IN ORDER TO GAIN THE 
APPROVAL OF ONE'S PARENTS AND TEACHERS. 
II II 
!c461 
KETY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
pg 





35. IF I DO POORLY AT SCHOOL, IT IS ALWAYS BECAUSE OF 
BAD LUCK. 
II (C48) II 
36. IF ONE IS AFRAID OF FAILURE, ONE SHOULD NOT TAKE ANY 
CHANCES AND AVOID ANY ACTIVITY THAT IS UNFAMILIAR. 
II (C49) II 





38. PARENTS ARE NEVER SATISFIED WITH THE RESULTS OF 
THEIR CHILDREN. 
II (C51) II 
39. HOMEWORK Will ONLY BE DONE IF PARENTS CHECK WHETHER 
IT IS DONE. 
II II 
<c52) 
40. PARENTS WRONGLY BELIEVE THAT LEARNING IS ENJOYABLE. 
II II (C53) 
41. TEACHERS LARGELY DETERMINE ONE'S OPINION OF ONESELF. 
II II (C54) 





43. ALMOST All TEACHERS HAVE FAVOURITES IN CLASS. 
II ] 
<C56) 
KEY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
P10 
44. GOOD TEACHERS PRESENT THEIR LESSONS IN AN EXCITING 
AND CHALLENGING WAY. 
II (C57) II 
45. TEACHERS FAIL TO REALISE THAT PUPILS CAN MAKE DECISIONS 
ON THEIR OWN. 
II 
<c58) II 
46. TEACHERS CANNOT BE TRUSTED. 
II II 
<c59) 
47. TEACHERS LIKE TO DRAW ATIENTION TO ONE'S FAILURES. 
II 
<c6Q) II 
48. EARNING MONEY IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT THAN GETIING A 
DEGREE OR DIPLOMA. 
II 
<c61) II 
49. SCHOOL IS FULL OF NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES. 
II 
<c62) II 
50. PARENTS PLACE A GREATER EMPHASIS ON ACHIEVEMENT THAN 
ON ANYTHING ELSE. 
II (C63) II 
KEY: AGREE ENTIRELY 4321 DISAGREE ENTIRELY 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CO-OPERATION. 
